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Abstract
There is growing literature that describes the effects that exposures to different forms of
magnetic and electromagnetic fields have on biological systems. Some robust effects have been
reported when the temporal structure of the electromagnetic field is patterned after what has
been observed biologically. However, there has been little effort devoted to ascertaining the
role for that physical application geometry, the structure through that current is presented, plays
in the bio-effectivity of patterned EMF. Here we devised a series of investigations that
compared 4 unique geometric organizations of copper wire based application devices to
generate patterned EMFs in order to discern if application geometry has any impact on
biological responses from cell systems treated with exposure to EMF. Furthermore, we
examined the structural pattern of a burst-firing EMF in order to characterize that parameters
are important in optimizing the proportion of cells that can be induced to bear plasma
membrane extensions in a cell model of induced neuritogenesis. Results of the experiments
conducted within this thesis show that the pattern of the EMF applied to PC-12 cells is the most
important factor to promote neurite outgrowth. Other parameters such as: the intensity of the
applied field, the timing of the field, exposure duration, and whether or not the pattern in
constantly or intermittently (i.e., rotated) exposed to PC-12 cells treated with forskolin do not
appreciably impact the growth of neurites. Investigations using different magnetic geometries
(e.g., structures around that copper wire is wound) were able to show that the physical structure
of the EMF-generating device contribute to the efficacy of neurogenesis of PC-12 cells exposed
to burst-firing pattern. Furthermore, unique EMF-generating devices influenced spectral
profiles of ultra-weak photons emitted from B16-BL6 cells. The differences obtained between
magnetic field generating devices suggest that the more heterogeneous the patterned EMF the
more impactful it is on the structural and functional aspects of the biological system under
investigation. Rigorous physical experimentation examining the features associated with
iii

unique structures around that copper wire is wound, showed that if the EMF-generating device
approaches the structure of a dome, it has the capacity to reduce background magnetic field
intensity and may provide insight (e.g., a mechanism) as to the efficaciousness of observed
effects when a patterned EMF is generated through this device.

Keywords
Electromagnetic fields, pheochromocytoma (PC-12), B16-BL6, ultra-weak photon emission,
neuritogenesis, application geometry.
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Chapter 1
1.1 Non-Ionizing, Electromagnetic Field Effects on Biological Systems: An Introduction

Electromagnetic fields used in research can be dichotomized as either 1) static or 2) dynamic
(time-varying). Each subdivision has its own unique features that contribute to the efficacy of
the field under examination.

A static magnetic field, as exemplified by a bar magnet, is

generated by the alignment of magnetic moments/dipoles that are contained within the material
of the magnetic body. The greater the homogeneity of magnetic moment alignment, the greater
the intensity that is generated from the material and ultimately experienced by whatever matter
(system) is interposed within the magnetic lines of force. The alignment of magnetic moments
can be used to explain a number of observed phenomena associated with exposures to a static
magnet including polarity and the consequences of bifurcating the material. Magnetic polarity
is the result of having a magnetic dipole whose force lines, that are representations of magnetic
force, extend from one pole of the particle (i.e., North pole) and bends to return to the other,
opposite, pole (i.e., South pole). Secondly, the act of bisecting a bar magnet results in the
formation of 2 smaller, equally intense magnets that observe a conserved polarity (i.e., North
and South poles). In actual fact, what happens when one bisects a bar magnet is that the
available aligned magnetic moments are equally divided and distributed into separated halves
provided that the material is a homogenous substrate and if we were able to re-fuse the halves,
the intensity and polarity would be restored.

The second category of magnetic field, that of dynamic or time-varying magnetic fields, is not
generated by the alignment of magnetic moments but rather by the movement (rate of change)
of charged particles. Displacement of a charged particle as a function of some temporal
increment (time) generates a current. According to the Biot-Savart law, a current generated in
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a conducting wire generates a perpendicularly radiating magnetic field around that wire in a
direction parallel to the axis of current flow. The relationship between the movement of a
charged particle and the generation of a perpendicular magnetic field is exemplified by the
description provided by a Lorenz force, or more colloquially electromagnetic force (Dahl,
1997; Burke 2012). The electromagnetic force comprises 1 of the 4 fundamental forces known
in our Universe and results from the interaction between electrically charged particles and is
carried by the electromagnetic field.

The relationship between electricity and magnetism has been extensively researched by Volta,
Ampere, Gauss, and most notably, Faraday. Maxwell summarized Faraday’s findings that
mathematically describe the operation of electromagnetic fields. Dynamic (time-varying)
magnetic fields can be further sub-categorized into 1) rotating magnetic (rMF) fields and 2)
propagating electromagnetic fields (EMF). rMF are created by the axial rotation of a static
magnetic. Consider the case of 2 horseshoe magnets that are being rotated in a counter
clockwise fashion by way of a rotary motor. Field lines are described as being attractive
between opposing poles and repulsive when presented with paired polarity. When we activate
the rotary device, the field lines are torqued and twisted alternating between periods of
attraction and repulsion generating regions of amplified and depressed intensity with the
potential of even creating magnetic “dead zones” (nodes) when the 2 horseshoe magnets are
oriented perpendicularly. The complex interaction between rotating magnetic material not only
creates opposing and attractive forces but alterations in the experienced intensity of any object
that is placed within their rotational space. The rate at that the magnets are rotated, a feature
that we operationalize as frequency or pattern, also contributes to the experienced intensity and
potential for biologically-relevant field effects. A second method of generating a rMF is by
rotating a propagating EMF.

Consider an array of equally spaced solenoids arranged
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circumferentially (i.e., in a circular array). When current is supplied to each of the solenoids
they will generate a magnetic field. Now, consider that if we were to delay the presentation of
current to each subsequent solenoid sequentially by some arbitrary temporal increment such
that all of the solenoids are not presented simultaneously, then we will have created an
artificially rotating electromagnetic field. Furthermore, we would be able to visualize the
rotational component of the magnetic field by placing a metal spinning top in the center of the
apparatus and initializing the delayed-sequence field presentation to the series of solenoids. A
similar piece of equipment as described, has been developed by Persinger and Koren and has
been used to experimentally elicit excess correlation between human pairs, physiochemical
reactions, and pH deviations in aqueous solutions (Persinger et al., 2003; Richards et al., 2002;
Dotta et al., 2012; Persinger and Koren, 2016).

Propagating EMFs result from current injections into a magnetic field-generating device,
typically composed of a series of wires wound in a particular geometry (i.e., solenoid, toroid,
etc.), in that the presentation of the respective current is varied in terms of frequency (time of
presentation) and amplitude (amount of current presented). Most electronic devices in North
America generate a 60 Hz, patterned EMF as the result of the standard alternating current
supplied by electrical power grids. An EMF generated by the application of a sine wave is
categorized as a symmetrically patterned EMF whose rate of change between adjacent points,
or rise time, is gradual.

Conversely, when the increment of time (frequency) between

successive current applications or the intensity (amplitude) of successive current injections are
variable and abrupt, the patterned EMF is defined as being asymmetrical. Notably, changing
the frequency of current presentation or the amount of current being supplied to the fieldgenerating device would be likened to frequency and amplitude modulations for a given EMF,
a feature that is central to radio communication systems. Amplitude and frequency modulation,
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static versus dynamic, propagating versus rotating, and the concept of symmetrical versus
asymmetrical constructs of EMF represent features that can comprise the “application
geometry” of EMF research. Additional features that can be categorized in terms of application
geometry include the physical apparatus through that the resulting EMF has been generated
and phase modulation of the resulting EMF.

Little evidence has been gathered to address the impact that EMF application geometry has on
biological systems or to address the contribution of physical application geometry as a variable
in EMF research. In biology, structure is said to dictate function as evidenced by the
development/differentiation of specialized cells (i.e., neurons, neutrophils, macrophages,
erythrocytes, etc.) that are designed to execute specific function(s). In this chapter, the evidence
that different forms (sources) of MF/EMF energy can elicit different effects on cells will be
reviewed. In addition, research suggests that even though the exposure apparatus may be the
same, different temporal organizations (patterns) of stimulus presentations can also produce
different effects. Both the source of the MF/EMF energy and temporal construction of the
stimulus can be argued to be forms of “structure” of an EMF. In later chapters, we will
investigate the bio-effectivity provided by the physical structure of EMF-generating devices in
terms of EMF effects on cell systems.

1.2 Static MF

The characteristics of MF/EMF applications are of importance in order to differentiate their
effects. In this section, we categorize static MF as being derived from the alignment of
magnetic domains (clusters of magnetic moments) that are contained within the structure of a
material. Static MF effects are derived from the application of traditional bar magnets or their
equivalents. Persinger (1976) summarized a number of effects that were associated with the
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application of a static MF, whose intensities ranged from 10 G to 5 kG. For example, rats
exposed to static MF showed differences in the mass of visceral organs, disease susceptibility,
and endocrine physio-chemistry. Furthermore, Pelyhe et al., (1973) demonstrated that exposure
to static MF applications (8 kG) affected conditioned avoidance training in rats. It was
determined that there was a delay in criterion learning for those animals that were exposed to
the static MF conditions as compared to their sham-exposed counterparts. In addition, the
orientation of migratory birds can be altered when they are exposed to strong static MFs
(Ossenkopp and Barbeito, 1978; Saunders, 2005).

Static MFs have been shown to impact cell structure and function. For instance, exposures to
a strong, static MF of Tesla level intensities (10 kG) can regulate orientation of matrix proteins,
such as collagen and fibrin fibers, as well as cells (Bigham et al., 2009; Leesungbok et al.,
2013) while higher intensity fields (8 T) have been shown to impact osteoblastic cell formation
(Kotani et al., 2002). Kotani et al., (2002) observed the presence of rod-like osteoblastic cell
formations aligned in the direction of the field and concomitant cell differentiation and matrix
synthesis pathway activation following 60-hour exposures to static MF in in vitro and in vivo
models of bone formation. Bidal (2018) demonstrated that prolonged exposure to static MFs
(0.16 T) can alter calcium crystal formation in samples of spring water that were maintained in
darkened environments. Time-dependent changes in membrane structure (i.e., cell surface
damage) and E. coli colony formation following exposure to static MF were observed by Ji et
al., (2009). Weaker static MF intensities (0 – 118 µT) were shown by Binhi et al., (2001) to
promote anomalous viscosity time-dependencies in ion-protein complexes. The authors
determined that there were differences in this measure when the specimens were rotated at 18
Hz while being exposed to the field. Exposures to a 220 mT static MF increased ethanol
production by 3.4-fold in fermenting S. cerevisiae (da Motta et al., 2004; Muniz et al., 2007).
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The authors also reported a 2.5-fold increase in biomass associated with static MF treatment
and ethanol production.

1.3 Rotating MF

For the purpose of this thesis, we defined a rotating MF (rMF) as falling under the umbrella of
a static (bar) magnet, or equivalent, that has been subjected to concentric displacement (i.e.,
rotation). Therefore, the discussion herein is limited to the biological effects observed
following exposure to a rMF and excludes experiments and observations made on biological
substrates subjected to rotation within a static field.

Rotating MFs have been shown to successfully impact functional (behavioural) and structural
aspects of animals when exogenous fields are applied during natal development. For example,
Persinger (1969) demonstrated a reduction in the ambulatory behaviour of rats that had been
continuously exposed to a 0.5 Hz rMF of intensity 3-30 G as compared to sham-treated
controls. Additionally, Persinger and Pear (1971) demonstrated statistically significant
suppression of response rates in a conditioned suppression test specifically for those animals
with a history of rMF exposure as compared to control-treated animals. The authors suggested
that the data supported the concept that rMF-treated animals are more reactive to aversive
stimuli. In a series of investigations, Kavaliers and Ossenkopp (1985, 1986) examined the
synergism between rMF treatment and analgesic responses in mice. They determined that mice,
both the CF1 and C57-BL strains, treated for 60 min with 0.5 Hz rMF (intensity: 0.5 G, 1-90
G) had reduced locomotion and analgesia produced by morphine. The observed changes were
dose-dependent and were maintained in both day-time analgesia and nocturnal analgesia
(Ossenkopp and Kavaliers, 1983; Kavaliers and Ossenkopp, 1984; Kavaliers and Ossenkopp,
1985). The authors were able to demonstrate that application of EGTA (a calcium chelator)
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removed field effects while administration of a calcium ionophore A21387 potentiated
inhibition. Similarly, mice exposed to 0.5 Hz rMF (1 – 8 G) demonstrated a significant
reduction in analgesic effects mediated by µ and κ opiate agonists in a manner similar to
naloxone, as well as an inhibition in the endogenous opioid mediated responses, to warm- and
cold-stress induced nociception. No effects were observed for animals treated with saline
solutions (Kavaliers and Ossenkopp, 1987).

These data support Persinger and Pear’s

hypothesis that rMF enhances behavioural reactivity in animals. One possibility that may arise
from a decreased threshold for reactivity is the enhanced capacity to discern discrete stimuli.
Investigations conducted by Blomme and colleagues (1990) demonstrated that pigeons could
accurately discriminate between the presence or absence of an rMF and that task accuracy
could be interrupted by sudden changes in ambient lighting, an alternative form of
electromagnetic radiation. Accuracy of discrimination was a function of individual differences.

Mulligan and Persinger (1998) exposed rats to 0.5 Hz rMF at 3 – 30 G prenatally, and showed
reduced cell density in the medial preoptic nucleus of the male, but not the female rats,
suggesting that prenatal rMF exposure may alter sexually dimorphic characteristics and
circadian cycle features. Reductions in pineal melatonin, a neurohormone associated with
circadian cycle and sleep-wakefulness, was demonstrated in rats who were continuously
exposed to a 50 Hz rMF at 1, 5, 50, and 250 µT for 6 weeks (Kato et al., 1993). Ossenkopp et
al., (1972) demonstrated intensity- and duration-dependent changes in testicular and thyroid
weights in adult male rats that had been prenatally exposed to 0.5 Hz rMF at 0.5-3 and 3-15 G
intensities. Furthermore, prolonged exposure to 0.5 Hz rMF, with intensities of 0.5 – 3 and 3 –
30 G, resulted in progressive changes in body weight, thyroid weight, water consumption,
adrenal weight, and circulating eosinophil counts (Persinger et al., 1972). Persinger et al.,
(1972) further explored these changes by exposing rats continuously to 2 field intensities (0.5
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– 3 G, 3 – 30 G) of 0.5 Hz rMF for 5, 10, or 26 days. Water consumption was greater in rats
exposed for longer durations (10 and 26 days versus 5 days) while increased weight gains and
decreased thyroid weight was observed in animals exposed for 10 days or less while longer
exposure durations were associated with increased testicular weight.

Structural and functional changes secondary to rMF exposure have been observed in bacterial
cultures. In one experiment, Fijalowski et al., (2013) showed frequency-dependent changes in
growth rates, metabolic activity, and biofilm formation in E. coli and S. aureus cultures
following 60-min exposures to rMFs ranging in frequency between 1 – 50 Hz and intensities
of 22-34 µT. These same biological features were measured following a 60 min rMF exposure
of 8 different bacterial species (S. aureus, E. coli, A. bauminnii, P. aeruginosa, S. marcessans,
S. mutans, K. oxytoca, and S xylosus). Results indicated that field treatment stimulated growth,
biofilm formation, and metabolism in 6 of the 8 species with inhibition of metabolism and
biofilm production also observed in A. bauminnii and P. aeruginosa (Fijalowski et al., 2015).
rMF exposures have differential impacts on different biological systems that are contingent on
the duration of exposure and the frequency of rotation.

1.4 Propagating EMF

Propagating EMF is defined as a field generated by the movement of charge (current or voltage)
presented through a material designed to serve as the EMF application device. The creation of
time-varying electric fields are able to generate a changing magnetic field in accordance with
Maxwell’s descriptions. This section is divided into sub-categories based upon the parameters
of manipulation.
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1.4.1 DC-EMF

We define DC-EMF as belonging to one of two categorical constructs; those that result from
the constant application of non time-varying (static) current and those where the current’s rate
of change is less than 1 Hz in frequency. Exposures to DC-EMF has been shown to impact
motor activity in a number of animals especially when intensities fall within the range of 10s
of mT (Kholodov, 1967, 1969, 1975, 1979). Reductions in excitation thresholds and slowing
of action potentials were reported by Volobuev et al. (1985) when samples of sciatic nerves
were exposed to 5.5 mT DC-EMF. Altering the intensity of DC-EMF, to between 0.8 and 2.0
T resulted in alterations in fluorescein transport in nervous tissues (Bresler et al., 1978).
Additional alterations at the level of the nervous system were observed when the intensity of
the DC-EMF fell within 20 – 30 mT and when exposures lasted for 1 hour as described by
Aleksandrovsknja and Kholodov (1966). The authors reported an increase in the number of
stained astroglia, oligodendrocytes, and microglia in the sensorimotor neocortex of rabbits,
sparring an impact on the structure of neurons. Artjwikhina (1988) showed that daily, 2-hour
exposures to DC-EMF for 1, 3, 6, 14, and 21 days caused animals to show alterations of neuron,
glial, vasculature, and synapse morphology. The structural alterations were determined to be a
function of exposure duration, or the number of exposures. The impact of DC-EMF on the
functional activity in the brain was assessed by Luk’janova (1969) who exposed rabbits to 90
mT DC-EMF and measured activity in neurostructural aggregates (e.g., hippocampus,
thalamus, etc.) that showed an inhibitory action on the pulse rate of these structures. For human
brain activity, electroencephalographic (EEG) slow wave and alpha spindles were recorded by
Shpil’berg and Vjalov (1972) after prolonged exposure to DC-EMF whose intensity was
greater than 10 mT. Prolonged, systemic, exposure to DC-EMF in the 10s of mT range, is
associated with fatigue, dizziness, sleeplessness, headache, and somatic symptoms in workers
in industrial settings as documented by Vjalov (1971). Others showed that short-term exposure
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(~10 min) of humans to 93 µT DC-EMF increased EEG delta activity (0-3 Hz) over central
parietal channels (Bell et al. 1991). Fuller et al., (1995) measured increased epileptiform
activity (i.e., aberrant electrical activity) over the medial temporal lobe of individuals that were
exposed to 1-2 mT DC-EMF for 5 min.

In cell models, exposure to DC-EMF for 2 – 4 min at an intensity of 20 – 200 µT reduced
antibody secretion from spleen cell suspensions with maximal inhibition observed at an
intensity of 50 µT (Podkolzin and Dontsov, 1994). Exposures to DC-EMF at 1.1 T intensity
was determined to orchestrate the formation of an artificial lipid bilayer from egg lecithin in
such a way that the field oriented parallel to the substrate negatively impacted bilayer formation
while bilayer formation was facilitated when the field was oriented perpendicular to the
substrate. In terms of cancer treatment, Anisimov et al. (1996) reported that exposures to a 300
µT DC-EMF promoted mammary carcinogenesis in outbred female rats provided that
exposures were presented for 3 hours a day for 14 days.

Synergisms are observed when DC-EMF are coupled to AC fields. Shuvalova et al., (1991)
showed that the rates of calmodulin-dependent phosphorylation of myosin by light chains
myosin kinase could be altered, when exposed for 20 minutes, to 20.9 µT DC-EMF coupled to
20.9 µT, 8 – 20 Hz AC EMF. Regenerating planarian exposed to 20.9 µT DC-EMF and 38.6
uT, 16 Hz AC EMF for 4 – 240 hours showed increased mitosis rates in postblastema and an
acceleration of blastemal growth (Tiras et al., 1996). Shorter duration exposures (~20 min) to
21 mT DC-EMF and 140 uT, 16 Hz AC EMF maximized heart beat power spectra in Daphnia
magna at the 16 Hz frequency if and only if the 2 fields were presented simultaneously
(Chemeris and Safranova, 1993). Blackman et al., (1994) and Lednev (1996) suggested that
the existence of amplitude windows, described as alternating between strengthening and
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weakening of the effects when the amplitude of the AC modulation was increased, as a possible
source of variance to describe the observed results.

1.4.2 ELF-EMF

Extremely-low frequency (ELF) EMFs are defined as those EMFs whose frequency
component, presented through an EMF-generating device, falls within the range of 1 – 100 Hz.
Included in this sub-section are those EMFs that have been amplitude modulated (AM) or
frequency modulated (FM) provided that the frequency range is restricted to the 1 – 100 Hz
bin. Special attention is paid when describing AM features.

There is evidence to suggest that exposures to ELF-EMF, either sinusoidally patterned or
organized in a way to reflect the activity of biological systems, can affect chemical and cellular
processes. For instance, Lazar and Barca (1969) found that exposures to a weak intensitypulsated magnetic field increased uptake of potassium ions and decreased uptake of sodium
ions in tissue compared to exposure to a static magnet that demonstrated an opposite effect.
Charge transfer and reaction rates for Na, K-ATPase and cytochrome oxidase can be modulated
in response to ELF-EMF application (Blank, 1992; Blank and Soo, 1993; Blank and Soo, 1998;
Blank and Soo 1998a; Blank and Soo, 1998b; Blank and Soo, 2001a). Blank and Soo (2001b),
found that the presence of a 60 Hz, 28 µT ELF-EMF altered a Belousov-Zhanotinski reaction.
Under normal conditions, the rate of the reaction is positively correlated to temperature while
in the presence of the EMF an increase in the temperature decreased the overall rate of reaction
in a model consistent with Moving Charge Interaction model. When samples of spring water
are

exposed

to

a

bulk

angular

decelerating/accelerating

velocity

EMF

with

accelerating/decelerating phase velocity EMFs the latency of the response to injections of a
weak proton donor is increases (it takes longer to respond) (Dotta et al., 2013). Exposure of
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spring water to a different patterned EMF (Thomas) caused an increase in alkalinity over the
course of a 12-hour exposure regimen (Murugan et al., 2014).

Cultured cells have shown

alterations in cAMP levels caused by exposure to ELF-EMF in a duration-specific manner
(Schimmelpfeng and Dertinger, 1993). Exposures to pulsated fields between 130 µsec to 3
secs, at intensities up to 200 G for periods of 1.5 hrs per day for 30 days, and to more continuous
exposures, have been reported to affect Glucose-6-Phosphate activity, ATP/ADP ratios, serum
glutamic oxalacetic transaminase levels, and follicle size (Proumb, 1971; Neaga and Lazar,
1972). Furthermore, exposures to ELF-EMF have been reported to mitigate the effects of
ionizing radiation (Barnothy 1963a; Amer and Tobias, 1965; Zecca et al., 1984). Additional
evidence suggests that weak (less than 1 G), low frequency fields can influence bone healing
(Basset, 1994), regeneration of peripheral nerves (Sisken et al., 1993; Sisken et al., 1995),
alterations in cellular levels of calcium (Liburdy, 1992; Liburdy et al., 1993), increases in
transcript levels of the early response genes myc, jun, and fos (Lin et al., 1994; Lin and
Goodman, 1995; Lin et al., 1996; Jin et al., 1997; Phillips et al., 1992; Rao and Henderson,
1996), HSP-70 (Goodman and Blank, 1998), and electron-transfer rates (Blank and Goodman,
2004).

Buckner et al., (2015, 2017, 2018) demonstrated that daily 1-hour exposure of cultured cells to
an ELF-EMF, Thomas-EMF, was able to inhibit the growth of malignant, but not nonmalignant, cells in vitro and in vivo. Further investigations were able to demonstrate an increase
in calcium influx by activation of voltage-gated T-type calcium channels as the driving force
behind the observed Thomas-EMF effect. Using the same target field, Dotta et al., (2014)
demonstrated reliable differences in spectral power densities of ultra-weak photon emission
from B16-BL6 cells corresponding to intensities of 0.9 and 1.8 µT but not others. These
differences were enhanced when samples were pre-exposed to a complex patterned EMF for 4
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min prior to exposure to Thomas-EMF. The authors indicated that the peak frequencies affected
by the application of these EMF sequences correspond to the energy difference obtained
between the orbital-spin magnetic moment as derived from the Rydberg atoms corresponding
to these intensities. Employing this target pattern (i.e., Thomas-EMF) in more complex
biological systems, Tessaro and Persinger (2013) demonstrated an enhancement in the rate of
regeneration of bisected planaria. Conversely, exposure of whole planaria to the combination
of Thomas-EMF (0.1 to 2 uT) for 6.5 hours per day for 5 days followed by an exposure for an
additional 6.5 hours to a complex, amplitude modulated EMF (0.5 to 5 uT) with exponentially
increasing spectral power, designed to mimic sudden-storm onset of the Earth’s geomagnetic
field, was able to elicit complete fragmentation of the planaria (Murugan et al., 2013).

Exposures to different field configurations can lead to differential effects. For example,
Piacentini et al., (2008) exposed differentiating neural stem/progenitor cells to a 1 mT 50 Hz
EMF and observed increased spontaneous firing of voltage-gated calcium channels in response
to treatment with KCl. Murugan et al., (2014b) exposed human breast cancer cells to either
morphine or burst-firing EMF at an intensity of 1 µT and demonstrated, by systematic
investigations with chemical inhibitors, that both treatments affected mu opioid receptors and
could be blocked by classical antagonists, but only morphine was able to activate molecular
pathways associated with cell proliferation. Exposure to 50 Hz EMF for two months resulted
in more sensitive responses of catalases, glutathione reductase, and the overall capability to
neutralize peroxyl radicals in the land snail Helix aspersa (Regoli et al., 2005). Blackman et
al., (1993a) reported enhanced neurite outgrowth of differentiated PC-12 cells exposed to a 50
Hz, 7.9 µT EMF for 22 hours. However, in another cell isolate of PC-12s, the same exposure
conditions reduced neurite outgrowth (Blackman et al., 1993b). Investigations using isolated
microtubule preparations revealed spectral power density changes in biophoton emission, and
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not mean number of photons emitted, when exposed to a patterned EMF designed to facilitate
LTP in hippocampal slices (Dotta et al., 2014b). Work examining the utility of simultaneously
exposing pairs of either cell cultures or human beings to the same complex pattern of
accelerating/decelerating bulk angular velocity field with contradictory or opposing
(decelerating/accelerating) phase velocity fields, revealed coherent responses to light flashes
in both pairs, when only 1 target received light application although they were spatially isolated
(Dotta et al., 2011).

In bacteria, ELF-EMF exposures have been shown to alter chromatin conformation in E. coli
and stimulate growth especially when the frequency of the applied EMF fell within the range
of 7 – 11 Hz (Belyaev, 2011; Alipov and Belyaev, 1996). Other investigations by Belyaev and
Alipov, (2001) demonstrated that exposures to 9 and 16 Hz resonant frequencies were observed
for E coli (GE499), while 8.5 Hz was effective for the GE500 strain. In human cells, the
frequency windows for resonant-like features were determined to be within the 8 and 58 Hz
frequency bands. It was suggested that the data supported the ion cyclotron resonance model,
where the angular frequency response of acceleration that is experienced when ions are placed
in a magnetic field driven by the Lorenz force, for several biologically relevant ions. Tessaro
et al., (2015) exposed 4 species of bacteria (2 gram-positive and 2 gram-negative) to 6 EMF
conditions: 3 variations of the Thomas-EMF, strong static magnets (5000 G), oppositely
rotating strong magnets (5000 G, 30 rpm), and a strong dynamic MF generator (Resonator,
average intensity ~ 250 uT) all exposures were maintained for 12-hour durations. ELF-EMF
treatments significantly impacted the growth rates of bacterial cultures while the static magnets
did not. The Resonator increased growth in 3 of the selected bacterial species but slowed the
growth rates of S. marcescens.
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Exposure of organisms to ELF-EMF has been shown to be associated with a variety of
behavioural changes (Persinger, Ossenkopp, & Glavin, 1972: Ludwig et al., 1968; Friedman,
Becker, & Bachman, 1967; Reiter, 1964; Konig, 1962) and have been implicated as possible
“zeitgebers” for circadian rhythms in man (Wever, 1967, 1968). Intermittent exposure to ELFEMF have been shown to delay hatching in ducks and produce unfavourable albumin
biosynthesis as compared to exposure to a static MF of the same intensity that had no effects
(Ossenkopp and Shapiro, 1973). Reille (1968) reported that pigeons exposed for 5 sec to 0.15
G at 0.3 Hz, 0.5 Hz, and higher frequency fields before the onset of an electric shock, began to
show increases in heart rate after the presentation of the field but before the shock. Similar
findings were reported by Yakovleva and Medvedeva (1974). Neurodevelopmental changes in
the hippocampus, as well as in contextual fear learning in response to ELF-EMF administration
in rats was investigated by Fournier et al., (2012). Rats were exposed to 4 different intensities
of complex patterned EMF (5 – 20 nT, 30 – 50 nT, 90 – 580 nT, and 590 – 1200 nT) that was
designed specifically to interfere with brain development during gestation and their
histochemistry was examined. The results indicated that a narrow band intensity was capable
of reducing cell density in the CA1 and CA3 hippocampal subfields. Conversely, Dupont et
al., (2004) demonstrated some alterations in cell density within the parasolitary nucleus
following treatment with a 0.5 Hz square wave complex magnetic fields with hourly alterations
in amplitude and intensity ranges falling within the nT spectrum.

Seizures have been described as aberrant electrical discharges within specific brain structures
(Bodde et al., 2009), ultimately altering their electrical sensitivity (Varro et al., 2009;
Csernansky et al., 1988; Gaetz, 2004). ELF-EMFs have been shown to induce increased
electrical lability in treated cells and it should be possible to disrupt or affect the function of
these more labile structures and observe large scale behavioural changes. Bureau and Persinger
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(1995) demonstrated a reduction (68% as compared to 100%) of overt behavioural displays
contingent on lithium-pilocarpine-induced stage 5 seizures for animals that received 20
pairings of 4-min of burst-firing EMF for 1s every 4 seconds. Another study with 24 male rats
with histories of limbic seizures, involved exposures to 10 different variations of point duration
and inter-stimulus interval in two different, patterned EMFs (Thomas and burst-firing) for 5
min and revealed that animals receiving treatments of the Thomas pattern with point duration
and inter-stimulus interval set to 3 msec, displayed significantly more Racine level 5 seizures
(Persinger and Belanger-Chellew, 1999). Furthermore, application of a 7 Hz, 5 nT ELF-EMF
to rats during prenatal development impacted post-seizure mortality when ELF-EMF treated
rats were adults (St-Pierre et al., 2007).

The perception of nociceptive stimuli (i.e., pain) has implications for learning and survival,
while pain, secondary to organic or non-organic (psychogenic) conditions, can negatively
impact the quality of life (Weich et al., 2008; Bär et al., 2005). The potential to mitigate the
perception of nociceptive stimuli with ELF-EMF treatment has received great attention. Del
Sepia (2007) reviewed evidence that exposure to weak, time-varying ELF-EMF can elevate
nociceptive thresholds, alternatively producing analgesia, in a variety of vertebrates and
invertebrates. Fleming et al., (1994) experimentally compared the effectiveness of morphine
(4mg/kg), naloxone (10 mg/kg), and exposure to burst-firing EMF (5 µT for 1 sec every 4
seconds) across 3 successive days and found that the burst-firing pattern elicited a more
prolonged and larger analgesic effect than the other treatments. The effect size obtained was
argued to be therapeutically relevant for potential clinical interventions. Ryczko and Persinger
(2002), compared the latency of nociceptive responses in female Wistar rats at 30 and 60
minutes following a 30 min exposure to either; 1) burst-firing EMF or 2) Activity Pulse by
Emmers (another patterned EMF theoretically designed to produce analgesia) at an intensity of
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1 µT. Results indicated relative increases in nociceptive response latencies for animals treated
with the burst-firing EMF but not the Activity Pulse EMF at 30 and 60 minutes after exposure.
The effectiveness of the burst-firing patterns was significantly greater than the effects observed
for naloxone or naloxone in combination field-treated animals. In a series of experiments
spanning 2 years, Martin and colleagues further described the specificity, timing, application
geometry, intensity, and most effective patterns of ELF-EMF to induce analgesia. Martin and
Persinger’s (2003) first endeavour compared the efficacy of 2 different EMF patterns (burstfiring and Thomas) generated from either a heterogeneous EMF-generating device (solenoid)
or a homogeneous source generator (Helmholtz coil) to produce analgesia in response to
thermal nociception. Results indicated that those animals receiving EMF treatment generated
from a heterogeneous application device exhibited strong analgesia immediately and 30
minutes following ELF-EMF treatment. These authors also demonstrated that treatment with
clonidine in the presence of a 1 µT burst-firing ELF-EMF enhanced analgesic responses in
animals challenged with thermal nociceptive stimulation in a dose-dependent manner, while
the same EMF configuration in combination with prazosin, phenylephrine, and yohimbine had
no effect (Martin and Persinger, 2004). Subsequently, Martin et al., (2004a) systematically
investigated the potential of polarity (positive, negative, bipolar) of the burst-firing EMF to
reduce nociceptive responses to thermal insult, and demonstrated that the burst-firing EMF
presented with positive polarity or bipolar organizations had the strongest analgesic responses
when presented over 30 min for 1 sec every 4 sec. Further investigations demonstrated an
intensity dependence, and augmentation of analgesic responses associated with pre-injections
of morphine (4mg/kg) or agmatine (10mg/kg) but was blocked by naloxone (1 mg/kg) in rats
treated with burst-firing EMF for 1 sec every 4 sec over the duration of 30 min (Martin et al.,
2004b). The observed effects were conserved when using the Thomas-EMF, that is also capable
of eliciting analgesia, albeit with an onset occurring much more quickly. In a follow-up study
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comparing the most effective ELF-EMF capable of producing analgesia in rats, burst-firing
EMF (that mimics LTP) in combination with nimodipine, but not when presented in
combination with Haldol, Chlorpromazine, and prednisolone (Martin and Persinger, 2005)
Finally, Martin et al., (2005) altered the parameters of magnetic field stimulation to determine
that components were important to maximize the effectiveness of the analgesic response in
male rats: the successive time delay of burst-firing presentations, the total exposure duration,
and the point duration (i.e., the length of time each current value was presented) that composed
the pattern were systematically investigated. Results demonstrated that maximum analgesia
was produced when the combination of 30 min exposures with presentations lasting 690 msec
presented ever 4 seconds. Further findings demonstrated elevated nociceptive thresholds in
seized rats for at least one week after a single exposure. Two other fields, the Thomas EMF
and a chaos pattern derived from the May algorithm, produced similar levels of analgesia
(Martin et al. 2005).

One structure that has been associated with remarkable sensitivity to electrical insult has been
the hippocampus (Andersen et al., 2006). The underlying function of the hippocampus is
concerned with the formation of new and retrieval of old memories (Andersen et al., 2006;
Crosby et al., 1962). The antecedent processes that convert newly acquired memory into longer
term representations within the interconnections between dendritic spines has been reported to
be affected by electrical and magnetic mechanisms (McFadden, 2013). An ELF-EMF modeled
after theta burst-ﬁring neurons in the hippocampus (a pattern of activity that can induce LTP
in hippocampal slices (Rose, Diamond, Pang, & Dunwiddie, 1988), had powerful effects on
learning. Data collected from rats exposed to low intensity (200 to 500 nT) theta-burst EMF
modelled after current equivalents demonstrated the capacity to induce long-term potentiation
in hippocampal slices either immediately before or after training using a radial arm maze task.
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Results were suggestive of an impairment in spatial memory (commissions of reference errors)
in animals that were exposed to the LTP-patterned EMF immediately after training (McKay
and Persinger, 2000). Conversely, an observed reduction in the speed of responding was
associated with animals that had received ELF-EMF exposure prior to training. Using the same
patterned ELF-EMF presented for 30-min either before or following fear conditioning resulted
in a marked attenuation of freezing behaviour during contextual extinction 24 hours later,
specifically for those animals that had received the treatment following training (McKay et al.,
2000). In an experiment aimed to ascertain potential synergisms between treatment with ELFEMF and with chemical stimulation on disrupting contextual fear learning, McKay and
Persinger (2003) reported that the combination of 4mg/kg amagmatine and 30 min exposures
to LTP EMF immediately following learning significantly decreased freezing behaviour.
Increased performance in radial arm maze cued recall, where the cue was a static magnet, was
reported in rats exposed to LTP ELF-EMF when the inter-stimulus interval was set to 4000
msec (McKay and Persinger, 2005). Delparte and Persinger (2007) found that exposures to
LTP patterned ELF-EMF elicited amnesic effects for contextual stimuli in rats that were
exposed to LTP ELF-EMF for 15 min per day for 6 days in a paradigm of food-induced
conditioned place preference. Rats exposed to LTP patterned ELF-EMF for 30 min before
training displayed impairments in memory performance in operant tasks while a facilitation of
performance on a timed inhibitory task was observed in animals that were exposed to this
pattern during task acquisition (Mach and Persinger, 2009). Animals that have been induced to
have chronic (limbic) seizures followed by treatment with ketamine behave similarly to
controls although the underlying structure of the brain demonstrates distinct alterations
(McKay and Persinger, 2004; Fournier and Persinger, 2004). When ketamine-treated lithiumpilocarpine seized rats were exposed to a complex sequence of magnetic fields during 8 days
of radial arm maze acquisition, followed by 14 days of constant exposure to the Thomas pattern
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before retention testing, where no training occurred, there was a slower response duration as
compared to all other treatment conditions (McKay and Persinger, 2006). If alterations in
hippocampal structure are associated with the acquisition of memories (und Halbach, 2009;
Geinisman, 2009), then any change that positively or negatively impacts the encoding of new
information should also elicit structural changes in the hippocampus. Whissel et al., (2009)
demonstrated that acquisition of conditioned fear was inhibited in animals exposed to a LTP
patterned ELF-EMF, with a concomitant decrease in cell density in the CA2 hippocampal subfield when intensities were greater than 10 nT while there was an increase in cell density in
Somer’s sector (the CA1 hippocampal sub-field) when intensity ranged from 10 – 50 nT as
well as reduction in cell density in the medial preoptic nucleus that was linearly dependent on
field intensity.

In humans, exposures to ELF-EMF have been reported to impact measures of
electroencephalographic activity, sensation, subjective and empirical measures of mood and
performance. Ruttan et al., (1990) exposed human participants to pulsed EMFs with
frequencies of 4, 9, and 16 Hz with intensities between 0.3 to 1.0 mG (100 nT) at the level of
the temporal lobes. Participants receiving field applications displayed enhanced vestibular,
depersonalization, and imagining experiences, as well as an increased number of temporal lobe
spikes correlated with self-reported pleasantness scores. Using a different EMF configuration,
Glover and colleagues (2007) were able to produce vertigo in 30% of their participants.
Volunteers exposed to successive 3-min bursts of different types of weak, patterned EMF
reported the sense of a presence while an exceptional subject with a history of accurately
discerning the health and history of people when handling their photos also reported an
increased number of events associated with this capacity when the fields were present (Cook
and Persinger, 1997). In a study examining 50 men and 50 women exposed to 5-min-off and
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10-min-on cycles of burst-firing EMF for 35 min, Persinger (2003) demonstrated significantly
more experiences of a sensed presence for women, as compared to men, while the men were
more likely to consider these experiences as “intrusions” from an external source. The
possibility that exposures to ELF-EMF can enhance intrinsic features in a unique individual
was investigated with the artist Ingo Swann, who is reported to recreate and describe randomly
selected photos that were sealed in envelopes and placed in another location. Koren and
Persinger (2002) assessed the ability of Swann to accurately depict target photographs that
were treated with repeated presentations of ELF-EMF of 1) a sine wave of decreasing
amplitude or 2) a sequence based upon the Fibonacci series, generated from either 1)
WINDOWS or 2) DOS systems, at intensities that were less than 20 nT over the target image.
Results revealed that WINDOWS, but not DOS, generated patterns significantly and negatively
impacted Mr. Swann’s reporting accuracy.

Alterations in human brain electroencephalographic power in response to exposures to ELFEMF application was conducted by Richards et al., (2002). The experiment consisted of the
application of Thomas-EMF across an 8 solenoid array placed circumferentially around the
head of volunteers and the target ELF-EMF pattern was presented sequentially between the 8
solenoids with a rotation duration of 20 msec. Results indicated a 30% increase in spectral
power density in the transcerebral EEG theta band, with a 20% increase in right hemispheric
power as compared to the left. The capacity of ELF-EMF as a therapeutic for mood disorders
has been demonstrated to be effective in normal individuals and in those who have sustained a
head injury. In one study, Baker-Price and Persinger (1996) examined the treatment efficacy
of weekly, 30 min exposure to weak (1 uT) burst-firing EMF across the temporal lobes for a
duration 5 weeks in 4 depressed patients who had sustained traumatic brain injuries and
exhibited mild-to-moderate brain impairment (as assessed with standardized tests). The results
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described significant improvements in depression and a reduction in phobias but not in the
physical symptoms or other complaints. In a second study, Baker-Price and Persinger (2003),
examined the differences in depression scores for 14 patients that reported chronic depression
lasting for more than 1 year following a closed head injury, after being exposed to burst-firing
EMF (1 uT) either over the frontal or temporal lobes (bilaterally) for 30 min sessions once a
week for 6 weeks. Clients treated with burst-firing ELF-EMF reported a significant reduction
in depression scores as compared to those receiving no ELF-EMF intervention. The changes
in depression scores were present irrespective of location of application. Also salient was a
concomitant reduction in complex partial epileptic-like experiences, only from those
individuals that received burst-firing ELF-EMF treatments that were directed over their
temporal lobes, while EEG measures that assessed the spectral power over the frontal,
temporal, and occipital lobes showed increased power within the 16 – 18 Hz range 6 weeks
after treatment cessation. Corradini and Persinger (2013) exposed normal individuals to burstfiring EMF for 30 – 60 min and measured alterations in quantitative electroencephalographic
profiles and correlated these features with psychometric measures of depression. Results
indicated that exposure to burst-firing EMF significantly reduced subjective measures of
depression in normal individuals while concomitant increases in EEG beta power over the
prefrontal regions and left temporo-parietal regions were observed. Tsang et al., (2009),
reported that individuals exposed to ELF-EMF lowered levels of self-reported psychometric
fatigue after 20 min exposures, 1 time per week over three sessions to either burst-firing,
complex sequence, or LTP EMFs, while only exposures to burst-firing was determined to
improve mood and vigour scores.
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1.4.3. HF-EMF

High frequency (HF) EMFs are operationalized as an EMF whose frequency characteristics
exceed 100 Hz.

High frequency EMFs have been demonstrated to affect chemical and cellular dynamics. For
instance, Mudrick et al., (1995) investigated the effect of the application of 42.19, 46.84, and
53.53 GHz, 1 mW/cm2 EMF for 30 min on the intensity of barium sulphate-induced luminol
chemoluminescence in human erythrocytes. Exposures to 42.19 GHz HF-EMF had maximal
effects showing that the phenomenon was frequency-dependent. Adey and colleagues (1982)
observed increased calcium efflux from the cortical cells of anesthetized cat cortices after 60
min exposures to 450 MHz, sinusoidally, amplitude-modulated EMF at 16 Hz. Intensitydependent changes in c-fos gene expression were observed in PC-12 cells treated for 20 min
with packet-modulated radio frequency EMF in combination with nerve growth factor (NGF;
Ivaschuk et al., 1997). Bioluminescent intensities of the Photobacterim leiognathi
demonstrated frequency-dependent suppression (~15%) when exposed to HF-EMF between
36.2 and 55.9 GHz, and intensities of 1.3 to 48.0 µW/cm2 (Berzhanskaya et al., 1995).

Changes in cell growth, chemical resistance, and survivability have also been demonstrated to
be impacted by HF-EMF treatment. Grundler and colleagues (1977, 1982, 1988) demonstrated
that HF-EMF frequency, and not intensity, was important in the enhancement or inhibition of
S. cerevisiae growth when they were exposed to EMF whose frequency swept between 41.8 –
42.0 GHz. S. cerevisiae showed similar synchronous fluctuations in growth rates and bud
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formation in response to treatment with 0.03, W/cm2, 46 GHz EMF for 50 min (Golant et al.,
1994). Bulgakova et al., (1996) exposed S. aureus to either 54 or 42.195 GHz, or 66-78 GHz
band EMF with 1 GHz steps at 10 mW/cm2 for 1.5 to 60 minutes. In over 1000 experiments
examining 14 different antibiotic agents, these researchers were able to demonstrate differences
in growth when cells were exposed to EMF and antibiotics that affect cell membrane but not
when the inhibitors altered cell wall synthesis, DNA-dependent RNA synthesis, RNA
polymerase and RNA synthesis, or protein biosynthesis. While Levina et al., (1989)
demonstrated that Spirostum spirulina cell populations could be affected by exposures to a 7.1mm wavelength of HF-EMF at an intensity of 1.5 mW/cm2 when exposures were conducted
between days 2 and 11 of growth. Cultures exposed to EMF on days 2, 4, or 7 entered the
stationary growth phase on day 9, while exposures on day 9 and 11 postponed population death
by 5 days. Exposures occurring on day 2 increased the proliferation rate and by day 7 cell
density had doubled. In the yeast, C. albicans, narrow band frequency and modulationdependent changes in growth (i.e., 15% reduction) was observed when exposures consisted of
72 GHz fields that were modulated at 1 kHz (Dardononi et al., 1985). Exposure of ultraviolet
light treated E. coli to 61 GHz, 1 mW/cm2 EMF increased cell survival (Rojavin and Ziskin,
1995).

Exposure of animals and plants to HF-EMF have revealed some interesting results. Mahmoudi
et al., (2018) demonstrated that short (2 hour) exposures of rats treated with pentylentetrazol
(in a model of epilepsy), to 2.65 GHz EMF from Wi-Fi sources produced an enhancement in
seizure activity, although the authors cautioned the interpretation of these results. Brovkovich
et al., (1991) reported that exposures to a 61 GHz 4 mW/cm2 HF-EMF can activate calcium
pumps in the sarcoplasmic reticulum of skeletal and heart muscle cells in rats. Chromosomal
changes were identified in Acricotopus lucidus salivary glands following exposure to 67.2 and
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68.2 GHz EMF at an intensity of 5 mW/cm2 (Kremer et al., 1988). With respect to plants,
Tambiev and colleagues (1989) found that treatment with 2.2 mW/cm2, 7.1-mm wavelength
EMF for 30 min enhanced growth in blue-green algae Spirulina platensis by 50%. Barley seeds
exposed to 61.5 GHz 0.1mW/cm2 EMF for 20 min demonstrated an increase in synchronization
of cell division of about 36% (Shestopalova et al., 1995).

Exposure to HF-EMF has been demonstrated to affect human task performance and EEG
measures. For instance, Preece (1999) found that exposures to 915 MHz continuous wave HFEMF at 1 W intensity, did not impact immediate word recall and picture presentation tasks.
However, exposures to a 915 MHz HF-EMF pulsed at 217 Hz with an intensity of 0.125 W
was found to negatively impact performance of choice reaction times, although it did not affect
simple reaction time, digit vigilance, spatial working memory, numeric working memory,
delayed word recall, delayed word recognition, or delayed picture recognition.

In two

experiments, Koivisto et al., (2000a; 2000b) showed that exposure to a 2.0 W, 902 MHz HFEMF pulsed at 217 Hz resulted in a decrease in reaction time performance (i.e., longer response
times) and a decrease in false alarms in a vigilance task when exposures lasted 30 min, while
60 min exposures only negatively affected reaction time. Using a similar methodology,
Koivisto et al., (2001) found that self-report measures of somatic symptom severity from
individuals was not impacted by experimental HF-EMF treatment.

Alterations in EEG activity have been reported during and following prolonged periods of
exposure to low-level sinusoidally and pulse-modulated radio- and microwave fields (Servantie
et al., 1975; Bawin et al., 1973; Bawin et al., 1975 Takashima et al., 1979). Eulitz et al., (1998)
used a 917.2 MHz field modulated at 217 Hz at an intensity of 2.8 W, and demonstrated a
reduction in the P300 event-related potential over the central parietal region. Adding to this,
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Freude (1998; 2000) and colleagues exposed individuals to a 916.2 MHz field with 217 Hz
modulation at an intensity of 2.0 W for 3 – 5 min, and demonstrated a reduction in EEG slowwave potentials over the central parietal, temporal, and occipital regions but not over the frontal
regions. Krause et al., (2000a) found an increase in relative EEG power within the 8 – 10 Hz
band associated with the retrieval portion of working memory in individuals exposed to a 902
MHz EMF pulsed at 217 Hz with an intensity of 2.0 W for 30 min. In a follow-up study, Krause
et al., (2000b) demonstrated that event-related potential alpha activity was modulated when
subjects were exposed to 903 MHz HF-EMF pulsed at 217 Hz at a 2.0 W intensity for 30 min.
However, no effects on reaction time or on the performance of tasks of visual working memory
were observed. In contrast, Roschke et al., (1997) observed significant changes in event-related
potentials (ERP) and tasks related to EEG in individuals exposed to a 900 MHz, 8.0 W EMF
with 217 Hz modulation for 3.5 min.

There is some evidence to support the use of specific configurations of HF-EMF as a
therapeutic intervention for radiation contamination, tumorigenesis, and wound healing.
Detalvs et al., (1993, 1994, 1995, 1996) rigorously studied the effects of exposures to HF-EMF
on wound healing by assessing the degree of granulation fibrous tissue formation. Data
suggested that 30 min daily exposure to 53.53 or 42.19 GHz continuous wave EMF or 42.19
GHz with 200 MHz modulation significantly decreased granulation fibrous tissue formation
and suppressed the inflammatory process in the former cases, while the latter application
enhanced inflammation. Further, Zemskov et al., (1998) investigated the potential of HF-EMF
treatment to enhance wound healing in septic conditions. Animals exposed to 37 or 46 GHz
continuous wave EMF for 30 min twice daily for 5 days had decreased swellings, enhanced
leukocyte infiltration, and a rapidly reduced wound area in the first 24 hours, as well as
increased phagocytosis and reduced bacterial contamination. Peripheral nerve regeneration
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was enhanced by 20-day treatment course with 54 GHz HF-EMF for 10 minutes every third
day that demonstrated a statistically greater regeneration length, greater conduction velocity,
but no change in the amplitude or duration of the action potential, in regenerating peripheral
nerves (Kolosova et al., 1996). Chernov et al., (1989) demonstrated that rats inoculated with
Walker 256 tumor cells and exposed to 8-mm wavelength EMF pulsed 43 times at 40-s
intervals had a 1.5-fold reduction in tumor size and an increased lifespan (17-25 days).

Previous research has shown that exposure to low-intensity HF-EMF could mitigate the impact
of X-ray radiation (Gubkina et al., 1996). HF-EMF exposure consisted of a frequency-sweep
(38-53 GHz) at 7 mW/cm2 for 30 min/day over the course of 23 days. Rats were then exposed
to keV X-rays during the last 8 days of treatment up to a total dose of 24 Roentgens (3.0·10-3
C/kg). X-rays treatment alone enhanced serum glucose levels, but when animals were
presented with prophylactic EMF glucose levels returned to normal. Similar effects were
determined for soluble and fibrillary forms of the acidic glial fibrillary protein. Kuzmanova
and Ivanov (1995) studied changes in the surface electrical charge of erythrocytes after HFEMF and gamma-ray exposure in rats. Animals were exposed to 5.6-mm wavelength EMF for
10 days, for a duration of 20 minutes per day at an intensity of 1.1 mW/cm2 followed by 6 Gy
whole body exposures to Cobalt 137 gamma-rays. Exposure to gamma-rays alone altered
erythrocyte surface charge while treatment with HF-EMF radiation prior to gamma-ray
exposure returned these measures to control levels. Finally, Tstutsaeva et al., (1995) found that
treatment with HF-EMF increased survivability of mice following a lethal dose of X-rays. The
HF-EMF was pulse modulated at 1 µW/cm2 and presented either 80 or 24 hours prior to the Xray exposure. Exposures occurring 80-h prior to ionizing radiation treatment delayed X-ray
related death until day 14 as compared to ~7 days without prophylactic intervention, with a
50% mortality seen on day 30 and 100% mortality by day 96. Prophylactic treatment 24-hours
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prior to X-ray exposure did not increase the longevity of animals as defined as the date of first
death (day 8) with 50% of animals dying within the first 30 days, however animals that survived
until day 30 were still alive at the termination of the experiment. Simultaneous exposure of
HF-EMF and lethal X-ray resulted in a fivefold increase in mouse survival and longevity.

1.4.4 Naturally Occurring EMF

The effects of manipulating the intensity of Earth’s ambient magnetic field have been studied.
In addition, applied exogenous fields designed to mimic magnetic perturbations that naturally
occur in the geomagnetic field have been examined. Geomagnetic field effects have been
associated with a disturbance in human embryonic fibroblast division (Kaznacheev and
Mikhajliva, 1985), as well as with increased sensitivity of cells challenged with poisoning
agents (Kanacheev et al., 1989). The amplitude and duration of incurrent geomagnetic storms
have been associated with bacterial bioluminescence intensity (Berzhanskaja et al., 1995).
Work by Brown et al., (1967) demonstrated that maximal alterations in snail behaviour
occurred at EMF intensities that were close to that of the geomagnetic field while Becker
(1963) found similar changes in animal behaviour. Orientation to the geomagnetic field is
widely observed in birds (Yeagley, 1947; Kholodov, 1975; Kirschvink et al., 1985; Barnes,
1996), that can be disrupted by marked alterations in field intensity. Other authors have
observed that the geomagnetic field, and associated disruptions, are associated with plant root
system development (Bogatina et al., 1986), root metabolism (Beljavaskaja et al., 1992), cell
proliferation (Fomichjova, 1992), and plant branching (Govorun et al., 1992). Alterations in
geomagnetic activity may be amplified and maintained in unique geographic locations and
could be dependent upon local geological and physical properties. For instance, Persinger and
Dotta (2011) observed a protracted 150 – 200 nT increase in the orthogonal magnetic vector
following a geomagnetic storm (K-index = 7), in the Sudbury basin. These alterations were
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maintained and may contribute to unique experiences by different individuals and social groups
that may be reflected in local culture.

Natural periodicities in geomagnetic activity have also been demonstrated to impact the
behaviour of animals. Bureau and Persinger (1995) identified a relationship between the
latency of overt behavioural displays corresponding to limbic seizures and increases in
geomagnetic intensity (nT), associated with geomagnetic storms, with a 12% decrease in the
onset time when global geomagnetic activity exceeded 20-25 nT. There was an increase in
occurrence of sudden unexpected deaths by lithium-pilocarpine seized rats with chronic limbic
seizures provided that the daily measure of geomagnetic activity exceeded 50 nT, especially at
night (Persinger, 1995).

The presence of geomagnetic storm occurrence was associated with changes in human
behaviour that was correlated with an increased number of mistakes committed by pilots
(Derjapa et al., 1986; Usenko et al., 1989), an increased number of instantaneous deaths from
cardiovascular disease, (Gnevyshev et al., 1982) and the promoting of anxiety, irritability,
lower attention, and accuracy at work leading to an increase in motor vehicle accidents
(Ashikaliev et al., 1995). Persinger (1995b) demonstrated that an increase in individual selfreports of “leaving” or being detached from one’s body by 128 men and women, that were
exposed only once to an experimental manipulation that enhances awareness of cognitive
processes, was correlated with changes in geomagnetic intensity. More specifically, greater
reports and experiences were reported when the geomagnetic activity on the day of the
experiment was greater than 15 nT but did not exceed 45 nT. The most intense experiences of
detachment were observed in individuals who had the greatest proportion of complex partial
epileptic-like signs. Factors that contribute to geomagnetic periodicities (e.g., solar cycles)
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were associated with deterioration of the human nervous system (Belisheva et al., 1995),
increased psychotic episodes (Rudakov et al., 1984), and hospitalization for schizophrenia,
alcohol induced psychosis, and epileptic patients (Samokhvalov, 1989). Geomagnetic
periodicities were also associated with the risk of breast cancer in women (Rjabykh and
Bodrova, 1992), sudden infant death (Zaĭtseva and Pudovkin, 1995). criminal offences
(Chibirkin et al., 1995a), volumes of issued currency (Chibrikin et al., 1995b), sociopolitical
events (e.g., wars, economy, crises, etc.), and intellectual creativity (Vladimirsky and
Kislovsky, 1995).

Human brains fixed in preparations of formaldehyde and ethanol-formalin-acetic acid were
able to show specific release of biophotons in response to ambient geomagnetic field
intensities. Even though metabolic activity had ceased, aggregates of nervous tissue in a quasistable geomagnetic environment demonstrated conserved reactivity to fluctuations in
geomagnetic intensity. Costa et al., (2016) demonstrated increased photon emission from the
right hemisphere, but not the left, when fixed post-mortem human brains were dark adapted,
exposed to ambient light conditions, assessed, and responded with right hemispheric photon
emission that was strongly correlated to geomagnetic field intensity. Similar alterations in right
hemispheric photon emission and quantitative electroencephalographic measures were
observed in living humans (Mulligan et al., 2010; Mulligan and Persinger, 2012). Asymmetry
in cellular organizations of the parasolitary nucleus were observed in rats that were exposed to
EMF whose strength and frequency components were correlated with the geomagnetic field
configurations associated with sudden infant death syndrome (Dupont et al., 2004).

Fluctuations and enhancements of ambient geomagnetic intensity are capable of impacting
aspects of biological structure and function. Depression of the geomagnetic field intensity, by
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shielding in Faraday cages, can also promote unique changes in biological responses.
Podkhovin (1995) observed an increase in epinephrine and histamine levels with a concomitant
decrease in serotonin levels in Guinea pigs following 30 min exposures to weakened (1/10)
geomagnetic field intensities. Shielding of the geomagnetic field has also been related to a risk
of embryological teratomas (Shibab et al., 1987; Asashima et al., 1991). Exposures to a
weakened geomagnetic environment was shown to affect the building behaviour of termites
(Becker, 1976), Several authors have remarked on the depression of vital functions of bacteria
when the geomagnetic environment was dampened (Achkasova, 1972; Alfjorov and
Kuznetsova, 1981).

Although changes in geomagnetic activity can be correlated with changes in behaviour, this
does not support the idea that the changes cause the observation. Therefore, rigorous scientific
experimentation with successive approximation, allows us to collect enough data to support
the idea that the relationship is being driven by one factor. Mulligan et al., (2012) demonstrated
a synergistic relationship between sub-micromolar and micromolar concentrations of
melatonin and an experimental EMF designed to mimic geomagnetic activity in their ability to
reduce planaria motility. The exposure protocol was such that the experimental field was
presented once an hour for 6 min over 8 successive hours. The relationship between
geomagnetic activity and seizure behaviour was investigated by Persinger (1996) who
intermittently exposed chronic (limbic) epileptic rats to experimental EMFs (for one to three
nights consecutively) designed to simulate geomagnetic activity with 2 different intensities (
50 nT and 500 nT) and ripple frequencies (7 and 40 Hz) over a 200-day period Results indicated
a 3.1 fold increase in overt seizures following food presentation when the field was
administered for 1 or 2, but not 3, nights.
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Geomagnetic activity has been associated with the onset, progression, and symptom severity
of multiple sclerosis (Papathanasopoulos et al., 2016; Persinger, 2006; Resch, 1995). Cook and
Persinger (2000) exposed female Lewis rats subjected to protocols to induce experimental
allergic encephalomyelitis (EAE) to either a 7 or 40 Hz amplitude-modulated EMF whose
temporal structure was designed to mimic geomagnetic sudden storm commencement at 2
intensities (30 – 50 nT and 500 nT) for 6 minutes every hour for 8 hours across 2 weeks and
demonstrated reductions in overt EAE signs. These reductions were specific to the 30-50 nT,
7 Hz pattern. Histological analysis revealed a reduction in mononuclear cell infiltration foci in
animals exposed to the most effective configuration of intensity and pattern. Additional
analysis indicated that the 50 nT, 7 Hz EMF treatments were associated with a greater cell
infiltration in the left thalamus while the 500 nT, 40 Hz EMF had more right thalamic foci.
Alteration in the presence of mast cells in the thalamus were observed as a function of
treatment. Following these initial studies, Kinoshemeg and Persinger (2004), exposed female
Lewis rats to 50 nT, 7 Hz amplitude-modulated EMF for 6 minutes an hour for 8 hours, after
induction of EAE across days 1-7, days 8-16, days 1-16, or days 9 and 10 following EAE
induction. Results suggested that animals exposed to EMF on nights 1-7 and on days 9 and 10
displayed more severe clinical symptoms of EAE as compared to animals receiving treatments
on nights 8-16 and nights 1-16. The authors discussed the importance of the timing of
intervention following the onset of diseased states in affecting the therapeutic value of the
treatment.

1.5 Light/EM radiation:

Here we aim to examine data generated from the direct application of light emitting units or
EMFs generated by current presentations that correspond to frequencies that fall within the
infra-red (IR) to ultraviolet (UV) spectrum of electromagnetic radiation.
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The hypothesis that applied EMF corresponding to UV-visible spectrum wavelengths can be
generated by biological systems has long been theorized since the initial investigations
conducted by Gurwitsch who observed that mitotic radiation can be induced by adjacent cells
(Cifra et al., 2014; Gurwitsch and Gurwitsch, 1959; Gurwitsch, 1988). Light as a measure of
biological function/change has been heavily researched (Popp et al., 1988; Popp 2003a; Popp,
2003b; VanWijk, 2001). For instance, it is possible to discriminate between malignant and nonmalignant cell lines based on the differences in the spectral power density profiles emitted by
cells (Dotta et al, 2016).

The use of photo-multiplier tubes to detect the quantity of light being emitted, has allowed the
detection of magnetically coupled physio-chemical reactions (Dotta and Persinger, 2012) and
demonstrated a doubling of ultra-weak emission, when samples were exposed to a unique
configuration of bulk accelerating/decelerating EMFs with decelerating/accelerating phase
velocities (Dotta et al., 2013). In terms of biology, Cosic et al., (1991) demonstrated that
specific wavelengths of light corresponded to specific protein-protein and protein-DNA
interactions as derived by assigning amino acid sequences pseudo-potentials.

Experimental verification that light could impact cell or protein activity would be directly
relevant. Choi et al., (2012) applied a brief 710 nm LED treatment to the eyes of patients
following ischemia and demonstrated neurite outgrowth that was associated with enhancement
of mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathways, while retinal wound healing was
observed subsequent to 670 nm, light therapy that was associated with activation of signal
transduction (Eells et al., 2004). Conversely, Masoumipoor et al., (2013) demonstrated that
neuropathic pain could be attenuated in patients treated with low-level laser therapy at a
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wavelength of 660 nm, a 10 nm difference in wavelength from that which promoted peripheral
neurogenesis. Wu and Persinger (2011) showed that only applications of 880 nm light at an
intensity of 1 mW/m2 increased mobility and regeneration rates in amputated planaria. Folta
and Childers (2008) examined the potential of artificial light applications to enhance growth of
plants, observing that those specimens that received a mixture of red and blue light had greater
total fresh weight, root mass, and vegetative growth.

While light alone demonstrates bio-effectivity, combinations of light coupled to the presence
of other forms of EM stimuli may elicit unique synergies. Olcese and Reuss (1986) found that
rats exposed to a weak (1 lux) red light enhanced the animal’s ability to discriminate between
the presence or absence of an ELF-EMF. Karbowski et al., (2016) reported that cells treated
with a combination of pulsed blue light (470 nm; 1 msec durations) and the presentation of a
weak, complex EMF for 1 hour promoted light production with spectral characteristics
demonstrating a 102-103fold increase in power, peaking approximately 70 min following
exposure and decreasing after 100 min. The authors quantified the energy of the emitted light
as being equal to the energy stored within the applied EMF and was emitted at a wavelength
of 470 nm, as assessed by spectrophotometry. Murugan et al., (2017) examined the effect of
the combination of 3 different wavelengths (blue, green, red) coupled to a weak physiologically
patterned EMF (Thomas-EMF) on both planaria regeneration and on the suppression of
melanoma cell proliferation. Results suggested that the combination of blue light and ThomasEMF was able to enhance melanoma cell growth suppression while red light (alone), blue light
(alone), Thomas-EMF, and the combination of the Thomas-EMF with both red and blue light
facilitated planaria regeneration. Conversely, treatment with green light (alone) did not
appreciably alter melanoma cell proliferation and eliminated the growth suppression elicited
by Thomas-EMF when presented together. Meli and Persinger (2009) examined the
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effectiveness of combining different wavelengths of light and the degree of spectrum saturation
(red, green, white) with exposure to a burst-firing patterned EMF in a protocol that has been
shown to reliably elicit a sensed presence in participants. Results were suggestive of increased
visual sensations along the right side for participants exposed to red light, as well as more
reports of dizziness, sensed presence, “ego-alien” thoughts, and detachment from body.
Meanwhile, green light facilitated more left-sided visual sensations in participants.

The previous chapter was devoted to reviewing the effects that magnetic and electromagnetic
field exposures have on biological systems. This is important because any system under
observation is continually subjected to natural and artificial MF/EMFs present in the
environment. It has been previously demonstrated that experimental and ambient MF/EMF
exposures can affect biological systems with the different sources used to generate these fields
leading to distinct outcomes. Furthermore, the response of biological systems to MF/EMF
exposure is maximized when the structure of the applied field (i.e., the pattern) mimics what is
observed biologically in a manner similar to the way that psychotropic drugs affect behaviour.
Consider the activation of the nervous system in response to psychedelics (e.g., lysergic acid
diethylamide; LSD). The mechanism of action by that LSD produces its effects is the result of
receptor activation by endogenous neurotransmitters that the psychotropic mimics. In this
example, the resultant experiential changes associated with LSD only occur because the
structure of the molecule resembles the structure of naturally occurring neurotransmitters (i.e.,
serotonin). In fact, if there was no exclusive receptor for LSD to act on and therefore its effects,
mediated by endogenous receptors that bind neurotransmitter with structures that mimic LSD,
would not occur. Similarly, patterned EMFs designed to mimic what is occurring biologically
are efficacious, while those EMFs whose patterns are different from naturally occurring
processes, do not elicit a response or result in a response that is different.
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We can liken effects observed as a consequence of EMF exposure, at least partially, as being
similar to the effects observed when the system is presented with pharmacological
interventions. As in the development of novel pharmaceutical therapies, it is important to
understand the mechanisms through that EMFs work in order to produce their effects, as well
as that components of EMFs are important to initiate or sustain the mechanism of action.
Identifying the structural components of the EMF that most contribute to any change would be
similar to identifying functional groups of chemicals. In order to demonstrate the mechanism
through that EMFs produce their effects we must identify a system(s) that reliably and
consistently responds to a particular EMF configuration. Identifying these model systems
would provide a basis to allow for systematic experimentation to investigate the functional
salience of distinct EMF parameters including pattern, intensity, modulation (amplitude,
frequency, phase), exposure duration, equipment, etc. In our review, we have found that B16BL6 cells reliably respond to a frequency-modulated EMF (i.e., Thomas-EMF) and these
responses can be measured in a number of different ways (i.e., ultra-weak photon emission,
proliferation, calcium uptake). In this thesis, we will develop another cell system to evaluate
the mechanisms underlying EMF effects.

Having knowledge that exposure to a particular EMF configuration can result in unique
outcomes does not provide us with an understanding of the mechanism of action. It would be
prudent to associate known structural and functional changes (e.g., changes in protein kinetics,
protein channel activation, conformational of receptors, etc.) at the level of the cell and provide
a series of events that results from EMF exposure in order to effectively identify a mechanism
of action. Understanding the molecular mechanisms associated with EMF exposure would
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provide the unique opportunity to examine pharmaco-magneto synergisms, that could be used
to develop alternative and cost-effective treatments for a myriad of health concerns.
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Chapter 2

2. Parameterizing the Influence of Physiologically Patterned EMF on Forskolin Induced
Pheochromocytoma Plasma Membrane Extensions

2.1 Abstract

Previous research has demonstrated the utility of pheochromocytoma (PC-12) cells as a model
for the in vitro examination and experimentation of neuritogenesis after treatment with
forskolin or nerve growth factor (NGF). Electromagnetic fields (EMFs), especially those that
have been designed to mimic biological function, have been evidenced to influence, at least
functionally, various biological systems. Here, we aimed to determine the most effective EMF
pattern, as well as other application parameters, that will optimally influence the proportion of
plasma membrane extensions in PC-12 cells treated with a cyclic adenosine monophosphate
activator (forskolin). Furthermore, we aimed to determine the biomolecular mechanism that
drives the synergism between appropriately patterned EMF and forskolin stimulation in this
cell model. Results emphasize that EMF pattern, and not intensity, as well as exposure duration
is important for maximizing the synergism between chemical treatment and EMF application.
Results demonstrated that EMF pattern, especially when that pattern mimics what naturally
occurs in the brain, reliably increases the proportion of plasma membrane extensions. Other
EMF parameters, such as exposure duration, intensity, and timing, did not appreciably alter the
proportion of cells bearing neuron-like extensions.
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2.2. Introduction

Pheochromocytoma (PC-12) cells can be induced to produce plasma membrane extensions that
have been previously characterized to have morphological and physiological features similar
to that of peripheral neurons (Greene and Tishcler, 1976; Green and Tischler, 1982). These
cells are electrically excitable and capable of producing and secreting classical
neurotransmitters, such as dopamine and serotonin (Shafer and Artichson, 1991, Satpute et al.,
2010) making them an excellent model to investigate the mechanisms of neurogenesis and
neuronal activity.

Neurotrophic factors, such as brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) and nerve growth
factor (NGF), are quintessential for the survival and differentiation of developing and maturing
neurons. NGF treatment has been shown to produce neurite extensions in PC-12 cells with
several different biomolecular pathways identified driving this effect (Loeb et al., 1991;
Vaudry et al., 2002; Wooten et al., 1999). Caillaud and colleagues (1995) demonstrated that
forskolin, in combination with NGF and epidermal growth factor (EGF), was capable of
producing neurite extensions in PC-12 cells. Additional work by Gunning et al., (1981a;
Gunning et al., 1981b) and Ritcher-Landsberg and Jastorff (1986) showed that elevations in
cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) could mimic the plasma membrane extensions
induced by NGF treatment of PC-12 cells.

Forskolin is a diterpene isolated from the Coleus forskohlii root, that is capable of activating
adenylyl cyclase in various tissues (Seamon and Daly, 1981, Seamon and Daly, 1983, Seamon
et al., 1981). Therefore, forskolin treatment results in increased levels of cyclic-adenosine
monophosphate (cAMP) that is followed by activation of protein phosphorylation by cAMP
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dependent proteins, most notably, PKA (Park and Kim, 1996). In addition to activating
adenylyl cyclase, forskolin can act on potassium-induced depolarization that can partially
substitute the action of NGF resulting in the promotion of neurite outgrowth (Hoshi et al.,
1988). The activity of forskolin was also shown to act on calcium channel kinetics by increasing
calcium influx by activating voltage dependent channels, but does not alter channel expression
(Bouron et al., 1999).

There are some conflicting results regarding the molecular mechanism by that forskolin
promotes neurogenesis in PC-12 cells although cAMP and ERK activity appear to be involved.
For instance, researchers were able to demonstrate that adenylyl cyclase activity led to growth
arrest and accumulation of cytoplasmic cAMP ultimately resulted in neurite production in PC12 cells (Deutsch and Sun, 1992; Greene and McGuire, 1978). Lazarovici et al., (1998) were
able to extend these results and observed that the production of neurites of PC-12 cells in
response to forskolin was independent of PKA activity. Contrary to these findings, Foley and
colleagues (2005) found that stimulation of ERK by forskolin depends on PKA, Rap1, and
C3G suggesting that forskolin works via PKA dependent C3G pathway to activate ERK in
these cells. In this vein, York et al., (1998) reported that cAMP elevating agents can lead to the
activation of ERKs in a Rap1-dependent fashion. Bos et al., (2003) showed that treatment with
forskolin stimulates activation of Rap1 via activation of cAMP-dependent PKA activity.
Research by Wang et al., (2006) added further evidence that forskolin activated ERK in PC-12
cells that was contingent on PKA activity. Recently, Park et al., (2012) showed that forskolin
increased dopamine synthesis by transiently phosphorylating ERK1/2, while sustained activity
of ERK1/2 resulted in neurite outgrowth. The effects described were concentration dependent.
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cAMP modulates cell survival, proliferation, differentiation, and apoptosis through a cascade
involving PKA, ERK1/2, and CREB and this pathway is evident in PC-12 cells (Stork and
Schmidt, 2002). Dugan and colleagues (1999) and others (Stork and Schmitt, 2002; Vossler
et al., 1997), have showed that sustained activation of ERK phosphorylation by way of Rap-1,
subsequent to stimulation by PKA, with B-Raf. NGF treatment also activates prolonged, stable
activation of ERK leading to the formation of neuritic outgrowths (York et al., 1998). Park et
al (2012) demonstrated that forskolin (at discrete concentrations) was also able to prolong the
activation of ERK1/2 leading to the formation of sympathetic-like neurite extensions similar
to those observed in PC-12 cells stimulated with NGF. Ritcher-Landsberg and Jastorff (1986)
were able to demonstrate that forskolin did not act as a second messenger for NGF-induced
neurite production (Garrels and Schubert, 1979; Halegoua and Patrick, 1980; Schubert and
Whitlock, 1977; Schubert et al., 1978) but rather that the effects of forskolin and NGF were
synergistic suggesting distinct yet complimentary modes of action.

There is ample evidence to suggest the manner, and mechanism, by that cAMP activation via
forskolin stimulation can lead to plasma membrane extensions in PC-12 cells. Recently, Zhang
et al (2014) demonstrated the potential to circumnavigate direct chemical stimulation by
exposing cells to various treatments of electromagnetic field radiation (i.e., light). Under the
appropriate conditions, light was able to induce neurite extensions in the absence of NGF, that
was contingent upon the activation of Raf/MEK/ERK signalling (Zhang et al., 2014).

Our lab has previously shown that exposures to a time-varying, physiologically patterned,
propagating electromagnetic field (EMF), can affect biological systems (Whissel and
Persinger, 2007; Ross et al., 2008; Mach and Persinger, 2009; Murugan et al., 2014; Karbowski
et al., 2012). Buckner et al, (2015, 2017, 2018) demonstrated that the application of a frequency
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modulated EMF (e.g., Thomas) is capable of reducing proliferation of B16-BL6 melanoma
cells in vivo and in vitro. Exposures to the Thomas EMF has also been shown to produce
analgesia in rats, influence the change in pH of physio-chemical reactions, is correlated with
quantitative electroencephalographic changes associated with altered states of consciousness,
affect the growth rates of bisected planaria, mediate the induction of excess correlation
between distal pairs of humans, chemiluminescent reactions, and pH deviations (Murugan et
al., 2013; Murugan et al., 2015; Dotta et al., 2014, Dotta et al., 2012; Dotta et al., 2015; Dotta
et al., 2011; Tessaro and Persinger, 2013).

Martin et al (2003, 2004, 2005a; 2005b) showed that exposure to an EMF modeled after the
burst-firing rate of a collection of amygdaloid neurons, was capable of inducing analgesia in
rats that was equivalent to 4mg/kg of morphine (Fleming et al., 1994). Burst-firing EMF was
demonstrated to ameliorate self-reported mood and depression scores in human participants
receiving weekly 1 hour treatments of 1 µT intensity for the duration of 6 weeks (Baker-Price,
2003). Murugan et al (2014) compared the metastatic potential of cancer cell cultures treated
with typical pain management therapeutics (e.g., morphine) as compared to cells receiving
treatment with the burst-firing EMF, and found that only samples receiving morphine, and not
the patterned EMF, had activated proliferation pathways. In addition, Murugan and colleagues
(2014) showed that the burst-firing EMF activated mu opioid receptors in order to elicit their
effects. Finally, Loney et al (unpublished) recently demonstrated synergisms between submicromolar concentrations of forskolin and concomitant burst-firing EMF treatment on the
proportion of neurite bearing PC-12 cells. The authors noted that the effects observed were
dependent on the available concentration of forskolin with too high a concentration eliminating
burst-firing EMF effects. The aim of the following investigation is to demonstrate the specific
timing (frequency), exposure duration, intensity, pattern, and application geometry of the
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applied burst-firing EMF that were necessary to maximize the proportion of PC-12 cells
bearing plasma membrane extensions subsequent to stimulation with sub-micromolar
concentrations of forskolin. Furthermore, we aim to identify the potential biomolecular
pathways that are activated (or inhibited) when these cells are presented with the most effective
field configuration using a pharmacological inhibitor approach.

2.3. Methods

2.3.1. Cell culturing and induction of plasma membrane extensions

Pheochromocytoma (PC-12) cells, derived from the rat adrenal medulla, were grown to
confluence on 100-mm stock plates supplemented with standard growth media (85% RMPI1640, 10% horse serum, 5% fetal bovine serum, 1% antibiotic and antimycotic; v/v
equivalents). 50 µL of the cell suspension were inoculated on poly-L-lysine-treated, 35-mm
cell culture dishes and allowed to adhere to plates for 24 hours in a standard incubator at
standard conditions (37ºC, 95% O2, 5% CO2). After appropriate adhesion, growth media was
removed and cells were supplemented with 2 mL of serum-free media (RMPI-1640 with 0.5%
antibiotic and antimycotic). Cultures were then placed in the exposure incubator, operating at
standard conditions, that contained the EMF exposure equipment. Cells were treated with 1 µL
of forskolin (final concentration: 0.5 µM) at ten minutes during their respective exposure
conditions.
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2.3.2.1. Exposure apparatus and burst-firing EMF

The exposure device consisted of a cube of Plexiglas that was 12 cm on each side fitted with
three pairs of reed relay solenoids (5VDC Reed Relay, 0.5A at 125VAC; Radio Shack, Sault
Ste. Marie, MI; #275‐232), that allowed the resulting magnetic field to be presented through
all three geometric planes. This EMF application geometry has been previously referred to as
the “4-D box” application and has been used in experiments that were successful at reducing
tumor progression in vitro and in vivo (Buckner et al., 2015, 2017, 2018). The resulting burstfiring pattern was generated using a custom built, adjustable digital-to-analog converter (DAC),
that converted a series 230 points, ranging from 0 to 256, to voltage equivalents of -5V to +5V
(127 = 0V). The DAC was operated using a personal laptop computer whose program software
was capable of generating and adjusting the pattern, intensity, point duration (PD), interstimulus interval (ISI), and solenoid activity. For exposures, the 4-D box, containing the cell
plates, was placed inside a standard tissue culture incubator at 37 ± 0.1 °C and 5 ± 0.2% CO2.
Photos corresponding to the 4-D application geometry can be found in Appendix A1 and
standard exposure set-up can be found in Appendix A2.

2.3.2.2. Effects of burst firing, spatially rotating EMF (sr-EMF), rotating magnetic field (rMF), and exposure duration on forskolin-induced PC-12 plasma membrane extensions

For this experiment, adherent PC-12 cells were exposed to one of two devices, the 4-D
application geometry or the Resonator and either Sham or Field applications, for a duration of
1 or 3 hours. The Resonator generated a r-MF at a frequency of 110 Hz and peak intensity of
70 mG when measured at a distance of 1 m. Technical specifications for the Resonator are
provided in Appendix B1 and B2. Cultures were placed at a distance of 1 m as the Resonator
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generated physical vibrations in the exposure room that were attenuated to background
displacements at 1 m. Sham applications for the 4-D application geometry consisted of
uploading the target EMF pattern and placing cells in the exposure device, but no current was
passed through the solenoids of the 4-D box. Field applications consisted of simultaneously
presenting the burst-firing pattern (PD = 3 msec, ISI = 3 msec) through opposing pairs of
solenoids and was rotated along all three spatial axes every 500 msec followed by the
simultaneous activation of all three planes for 500 msec. The intensity of the burst-firing EMF
was measured to be between 20 and 40 mG (2 – 4 uT) using an AC milliGauss meter
(AlphaLabs). The presence of the pattern was verified using a mini-audio amplifier coupled to
a magnetic telephone pick-up. Sham applications of the r-MF generating device (Resonator)
consisted of plugging the device into the 120 VAC outlet and turning its cooling fan on. Active
field exposures consisted of turning the engine that turned a series of static magnets at a rate of
110 Hz. The r-MF generated from the Resonator was verified by way of an AC milliGauss
meter (AlphaLabs). Trials were conducted such that in each condition there were N=2 plates
exposed in parallel and all replicates (N=3) were completed independently.

2.3.2.3. Determining the difference between rotational or constant application of burst-firing
EMF generated through the 4-D exposure application

The aim of this section was to differentiate the contribution of rotation or constant application
of the burst-firing EMF pattern on the ability to induce plasma membrane extensions in PC-12
cells treated with forskolin. PC-12 cells were prepared according to the procedures described
in section 2.3.1. Cells were either exposed to the burst-firing EMF (PD = 3 msec, ISI = 3 msec)
generated through all three pairs of solenoids simultaneously (constant exposure) or to the same
pattern that was simultaneously presented through opposing pairs of solenoids that was then
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rotated along all three spatial axes every 500 msec followed by the simultaneous activation of
all three planes for 500 msec (rotation) using the 4-D exposure apparatus. The peak intensity
and duration of exposure to the burst-firing EMF for both the constant and rotational conditions
were held consistent between 20 and 40 mG (2 – 4 uT) and 1 hour respectively. The presence
and intensity of the burst-firing EMF was verified using a telephone pick-up and mini audio
amplifier and an AlphaLabs AC milliGauss meter.

2.3.2.4. The influence of point duration of burst-firing EMF on PC-12 plasma membrane
extensions

The effect of specific combinations of PD and ISI had on the proportion of PC-12 cells bearing
plasma membrane extensions was examined. The exposure apparatus, peak intensities, EMF
pattern, and spatial presentation across solenoids were the same as described in section 2.3.2.2.
There were a series of three manipulations with respect to the PD and ISI variables for the
burst-firing pattern: 1) PD = 3msec, ISI = 3 msec (positive control), 2) PD = 1, ISI = 1, and 3)
PD = 3, ISI = 3000. These combinations of PD and ISI were selected from previous
experiments conducted in our laboratory to examine the effectiveness of the burst-firing field
on thermal analgesia in rats, amelioration of psychometric measures of depression, induction
of mystical experiences in humans, and the generation of excess correlations in physiochemical reactions (Baker-Price, 2003;Dotta et al., 2015; Martin et al., 2004; Fleming et al.,
1994; Tsang et al., 2009; Cook and Persinger, 1997; Meli and Persinger, 2009). The duration
of exposure was 1 hour, as results from experiment 2.3.2.2 suggested that there was no
significant difference between 1 and 3-hour field applications. For each replicate, there was
N=2 plates exposed in parallel and all replicates (N = 3) were conducted independently (i.e.,
on different days). The presence and intensity of each EMF was verified using an AC
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milliGauss meter (AlphaLabs) and mini-audio amplifier coupled to a telephone pick-up. A
diagrammatic representation of the burst-firing EMF configuration can be found in Appendix
C.

2.3.2.5. Intensity dependence of burst-firing EMF on induced plasma membrane extensions in
PC-12 cultures

PC-12 cells were sub-cultured and plated according to the methods detailed in section 2.3.1.
and then subjected to exposures in the 4-D box exposure and burst-firing pattern as outlined in
section 2.3.2.2. The PD and ISI for the burst-firing pattern used in this experiment were each
set to 3 msec respectively. Plates of PC-12 cells were exposed for a duration of 1 hour to one
of three intensities: 1) 300 – 500 nT (Low), 2) 2 – 5 µT (Medium), and 3) >10 µT (High).
Intensities were verified using an AC milliGauss meter (AlphaLabs) and the presence of the
field pattern was confirmed using a mini-audio amplifier coupled to a magnetic telephone pickup. Plates(N=2) were exposed in parallel and all conditions were independently replicated
(N=3).

2.3.2.6. Pattern specificity of EMF application on forskolin-induced PC-12 plasma membrane
extensions

The efficacy of the pattern of EMF application on the proportion of plasma membrane
extensions in PC-12 cells treated with nanomolar concentrations of forskolin was tested. The
exposure apparatus for this investigation consisted of the 4-D box application geometry
(section 2.3.2.2.), however there was no rotation in the pattern applied across the solenoids
(i.e., all three spatial planes were activated simultaneously). PC-12 cells were sub-cultured and
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plated according to our standard protocols outlined in section 2.3.1, before being exposed for
a duration of 1 hour to one of the four following EMF conditions: Burst-firing EMF, Reverse
Burst-firing EMF, Thomas-EMF, and 7-Hz pulse (690 msec 7-Hz sine wave followed by a 210
msec pause). The reverse burst-firing pattern consisted of the same series of 230 points that
made up the burst-firing pattern, however the series of integers were inverted. The ThomasEMF was generated by converting 859 integer values between 0 and 256 to a corresponding
voltage of -5 V to +5V (127 = 0V), producing 18 doublet peaks with gradually increasing
intervals between 3 msec (for the first 5 repeats) to 120 msec for the last 5 repeats. The resulting
frequency modulation for the Thomas-EMF pattern ranged from 25 Hz for the first 5 to 6 Hz
for the last 5 repeats. For all patterned EMF applications, PD and ISI were set to 3 msec
respectively. The patterns were all exposed continuously to the cells for a duration of 1 hour,
and peak intensities were set between 2 and 4 µT. The intensity and pattern of each respective
manipulation was assessed using an AC milliGauss meter (AlphaLabs) and a magnetic
telephone pick-up coupled to a mini-audio amplifier. A series of photographic representations
of the burst-firing, reverse burst, FM-EMF, and 7 Hz sine wave patterns can be found in
Appendix D. There were N=2 plates that were exposed in parallel for each condition and all
replicates (N=3) were conducted independently.

2.3.2.7. Identifying the potential biomolecular pathway for the action of burst-firing EMF on
forskolin-induced plasma membrane extensions in PC-12 cell cultures using an inhibitor series

PC-12 cell cultures were prepared in accordance with the methods outlined in section 2.3.1.
and were exposed for the duration of 1 hour to either sham or burst-firing EMF generated
through the 4-D box application geometry. Here, the presentation of the burst-firing EMF was
presented in opposing pairs of solenoids and rotated through all three spatial planes at a
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frequency of 2 Hz (i.e., 500 msec presentations) before being simultaneously presenting all
three planes for 500 msec. PD and ISI were set to 3 msec respectively. The intensity of the
burst-firing EMF was verified, by way of an AC milliGauss meter (AlphaLabs) and mini-audio
amplifier coupled to a telephone pick-up coil, to fall within the 3 – 5 µT range.

Inhibitors (or suspending media for controls) were injected to PC-12 plates 30 min prior to
their respective exposure conditions, maintained for the 1-hour treatment, and then the media
removed and replaced with serum-free media. Injections of 1 µL (final concentration 0.5 µM)
forskolin were added to plates at 10 minutes into their respective treatment conditions.
Following exposure, samples were removed, transported to a different room, and measures
were taken for photon emission (see section 2.3.4 for a complete methodology). After emission
was assessed, media was removed, replaced with serum free media, and inoculated with 1 µL
of forskolin (final concentration 0.5 µM) before being allowed 72 hours for differentiation and
morphological assessment. The inhibitors were used at the indicated concentrations: 50 nM
SB20219 (Sigma Chemical, Oakville, Canada), 5 µM PD98059, 14 nM bisindolylmaleimide,
10 nM wortmannin, and 36 µM H7 (Calbiochem, San Diego, CA). Plates receiving EMF or
sham exposures were conducted in blocks of 6. That is to say that each of the respective
inhibitors (5) as well as a control plate (i.e., receiving only forskolin and having its media
removed and replaced at the end of the exposure duration) were conducted in a given replicate,
and all replicates (N=7) were conducted independently.

2.3.3. Cell morphological measures

In order to assess the efficacy of our various treatments, photos (N=4 per plate) were taken 3
days after receiving EMF exposure using a phase-contrast setting on a light compound
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microscope at 100x magnification. The total number of cells were counted for each quadrant
and summated for each plate. In addition, cells bearing plasma membrane extensions (i.e., any
observable distortion and protrusion whose origin can be traced to the cell body) were counted
and reported as a proportion of the total cell count. Additional measures included: the
proportion of cells with multipolar and higher order arborizations, number of inter-cellular
connections (i.e., synapses), and proportion of cells whose plasma membrane extensions
exceeded the diameter of the cell soma at its largest extent.

The data from investigation 2.3.2.2. suggested that there was no impact of exposure duration
on the proportion of cells displaying plasma membrane extensions, or other morphological
measures, and therefore all subsequent investigations only tested the impact of 1 hour
exposures. Furthermore, there was no observable difference in the proportion of cells
exhibiting plasma membrane extensions at days 3 and 6 following exposure. Therefore,
subsequent morphological measures for investigations 2.3.2.3 – 2.3.2.7. were taken only 3 days
after exposure.

2.3.4. Ultra-Weak Photon emission

In conjunction with morphological measures, biophoton emission data was recorded for the
experiment outlined in section 2.3.2.7. The aim was to possibly identify 1) differences in
emission spectra that were associated with specific biomolecular pathway inhibitors in
forskolin treated PC-12 cells and 2) to demonstrate a potential interaction between altered
biomolecular pathway activity in these cells when they have been treated with a patterned EMF.
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PC-12 cells treated with specific inhibitors in the presence or absence of forskolin (see section
2.3.2.7 for summary of group construction) and either receiving 1 hour of burst-firing EMF or
Sham exposures were removed from the exposure incubator and transported to the recording
immediately following their respective EMF treatment conditions. The recording room, that
housed the measurement unit, was located approximately 3 m away from the cell culture
laboratory. A single plate was placed over the aperture of a Model DMC-0089 digital
photomultiplier tube (PMT) (SENS-TECH Sensory Technologies; SN:68569). The entire
experimental detection system was housed in a darkened wooden box, that was covered by 10
layers (8 cm) of thick cotton cloth to ensure no environmental light pollution would affect the
sensitivity of the PMT recordings. The typical dark count or background ambient recording
obtained for this PMT were in the range of 0 – 2 photon units per 20 msec (50 – 100 photons
per sec). Measurements were acquired using Sens-Tech Counter Timer software (Version 2.8,
build: 11) at a sampling rate of 50 Hz. The PMT recordings were stored on a personal laptop
computer. Each recording session consisted of a 2-min baseline (empty box) recording, before
placing the cells over the aperture of the PMT recording device and the emission measured for
another 3 x 1-min sessions. Between baseline and active cell recordings a 2-min light
adjustment period was provided to reduce the impact of environmental light pollution during
data collection. At the end of the recording period, the cells cultures were returned to the culture
lab and placed in a standard incubator for 3 days. Each recording session was conducted in
blocks (i.e., N = 1 sample for each inhibitor-forskolin and field condition) and all trials were
replicated independently (N=7).
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2.3.5. Methods of analyses

2.3.5.1 Cell morphology:

Raw data for morphological measures were converted into a proportion of the total cells
counted (feature of interest/total cell count·100%) and were used in subsequent analyses.
Unless otherwise specified, all proportions were subjected to a one-way analysis of variance.
Subsequent Tukey’s post-hoc tests, where applicable, were employed to demonstrate that
source(s) of variance were driving the effect.

2.3.5.2 Ultra-Weak Photon Emission:

Raw emission data were imported into Excel for the calculation of the mean and standard
deviation (SD) for each of the recording phases (i.e., baseline, cell, post-baseline).
Furthermore, raw time-series data was standardized (i.e., z-transformed) and truncated between
+/-5 SD to accommodate outliers. Standardized data was then subjected to spectral analysis
yielding spectral power densities whose frequency range spanned 0 – 25 Hz in 0.01 Hz bin
increments. Spectral data as well as the means and SD for each recording phase were then
exported into SPSS for statistical analysis. The, data was grouped in 1 Hz increments (i.e., 1
Hz bin = 1.01 to 1.99) for time-series analysis. Assessment of the mean and SD of the
measurement were subjected to a MANOVA with condition [sham v. Burst (3,3)] and inhibitor
(6 levels) as between-subjects’ factors with measurement period (3 levels) as within subjects’
factors. Examination of spectral power densities for frequency patterns were also investigated
by way of MANOVA with frequency (25 levels) as within subjects’ factors. Relevant post-hoc
tests, or other manipulations are discussed in the corresponding results section.
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2.4. Results:

2.4.1. Effect of burst-firing EMF and rotating EMF exposure duration on forskolin induced
PC-12 plasma membrane extensions

A MANOVA with device, field condition, and duration of exposure as between-subject’s
variables revealed no within-subject’s main effects or interactions for any of the morphological
features measured. A 3-way between-subject’s analysis of variance was conducted with device
(Resonator v. 4-D), duration (1 v. 3 hours) and exposure condition (Sham v. Field) as
independent variables with each of the morphological measures as dependent variables.
Results revealed a significant two-way interaction of device (Resonator v. 4-D) and exposure
condition (Sham v. Field) for the proportion of cells bearing plasma membrane extensions
(PME) only [F

(1,47)

= 6.25, p = .016, Ω2-est = .10]. This interaction was abolished when

examining morphological measures taken on Day 6 [F (1,47) = 0.19, p>.05]. Post-hoc one-way
analyses of variance were conducted in order to ascertain the source of the interaction and
revealed that the significant differences obtained were driven by a greater proportion of PMEbearing cells when exposed to the 4-D burst-firing EMF and proportionally lower PME-bearing
cells exposed to the Resonator field condition. (Figure 2.4.1.1).
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Figure 2.4.1.1: 2-way interaction of device and field condition on the proportion of PMEbearing cells treated with 0.5 µM forskolin Error bars represent standard error of the mean
(SEM). Field produced in the 4-D condition was consisted of the burst-firing pattern (PD = 3,
ISI = 3) with a peak intensity of 40 mG and was spatially rotated across all three axes at an
interval of 2 Hz. Frequency of the Resonator was verified to be 110 Hz and the peak intensity
at the exposure distance of 1 m was 70 mG.
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Subsequently, one-way analysis of variance was conducted selecting only the 4-D application
geometry in order to verify significant differences between 1) exposure condition (Sham v.
Field) and 2) day of measure, for PME-bearing cells only. Here, the results indicated significant
differences between exposure condition for the proportion of PME-bearing cells on Day 3 [F
(1,26)

= 6.48, p =.017, Ω2-est = 0.21] and Day 6 [F (1,26) = 7.24, p = .013, Ω2-est = 0.22] with no

difference across days. The results can be seen in Figure 2.4.1.2.
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Figure 2.4.1.2: Main effect of the burst-firing pattern (PD = 3, ISI = 3) generated by the 4-D
application geometry with 2 Hz spatial rotation across all three axes on the proportion of PMEbearing cells treated with 0.5 µM forskolin. Peak intensity was verified to be 40 mG within the
EMF-generating unit. Error bars represent SEM.
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Next, we aimed to evaluate any features of the exposure parameters that were unique to the
Resonator (r-MF) device. A two-way repeated measures ANOVA with exposure duration (1
and 3 hours) and condition (no field v. field) and time (day 3 and 6 measures) was conducted
to statistically validate any effects between treatment conditions and percent of cells bearing
neurites, multipolar nerites, long extensions, and synapses. Results indicated a main effect of
exposure duration [F (1,20) = 5.00 p = .037, pη2 = 0.20]. Subsequent post-hoc one-way analysis
of variance revealed that cells measured 3 days following exposure had a higher proportion of
neurite-bearing cells, regardless of exposure condition (sham v. field) when the cells were
exposed for a duration of 3 hours [F

(1,23)

= 6.61, p = .017, Ω2-est = 0.23] as can be seen in

Figure 2.4.1.3.
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Figure 2.4.1.3: Data represents the change in proportion of cells bearing neurites from PC-12
cells injected with 0.5 µM forskolin and exposed to the Resonator C500 device at 1 m for 1
hour and 3 hours. Error bars represent SEMs.
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2.4.2. Determining the difference between rotational or constant application of burst-firing
EMF generated through the 4-D exposure application

A one-way analysis of variance was used to compare the spatio-temporal presentation (constant
v. rotation) was conducted to statistically validate any differences between morphological
measures assessed. Results indicated no significant differences in the proportion of cells
bearing PME (p>.05) or any other morphological measure between treatment conditions
(p>.05; Figure 2.4.2.1).
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Figure 2.4.2.1: Proportion of cells displaying PME and multipolar PME, two measures that
demonstrated differences between EMF patterns, as a function of spatio-temporal pattern of
presentation (constant v. rotation) in the 4-D application apparatus. Error bars represent SEMs
n=2 plates per trial and N=4 replicates conducted independently.
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2.4.3. The influence of point duration of burst-firing EMF on PC-12 plasma membrane
extensions

One-way analysis of variance examining the difference in morphological measures as a
function of condition (i.e., changing PD and ISI) revealed significant differences for the
proportion of PME-bearing [F (3,35) = 5.83, p = .003, Ω2-est = 0.35] and multipolar cells [F (3,35)
= 8.27, p = 3.24·10-4, Ω2-est = 0.44]. The differences obtained were driven by greater
proportion of PME-bearing and multipolar between burst-firing treated samples and Sham
exposures. There was no difference between any of the different combinations of PD and ISI
used in this investigation. Results can be observed in the figure 2.4.3.1.
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Figure 2.4.3.1: The proportion of PME and multipolar cells as a function of exposure condition.
EMF intensity, regardless of PD and ISI fell between 3 and 5 µT. Error bars represent SEM.
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2.4.4. Intensity dependence of burst-firing EMF on induced plasma membrane extensions in
PC-12 cultures

A one-way ANOVA was conducted to ascertain differences in morphological measures as a
function of intensity. Results revealed statistically significant differences in the proportion of
PME-bearing cells [F (2,29) = 6.08, p = .003, Ω2-est = 0.41] and multipolar cells [F (3,29) = 12.36,
p = 3.3·10-5, Ω2-est = 0.59] by intensity. Tukey’s post-hoc analysis revealed that the effects
were driven by significantly lower proportions of PME-bearing cells in sham conditions as
compared to all other intensities, with the greatest differences obtained between sham
exposures and high intensity burst-firing EMF exposures. No differences were obtained
between the highest intensity and all other EMF exposure intensities. The findings have been
summarized in Figure 2.4.4.1.
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Figure 2.4.4.1: Effects of intensity on the proportion (%) of PME-bearing and multipolar cells
treated to Burst-firing EMF (3,3) for 1 hour in combination to 0.5 µM forskolin. Sham
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(control); Low (0.3 -0.5 uT); Med (3 – 5 uT); Hi (10+ uT). Error bars represent SEM. There
were total of N = 3 independent replicates with n = 2 plates for each intensity whilst Sham
conditions contained N=6 independent trials with n = 2 plates conducted in parallel.

2.4.5. Pattern specificity of EMF application on forskolin induced PC-12 plasma membrane
extensions

Analyses of variance was conducted to verify difference in morphological features as a function
of different patterned EMF exposures (5-levels). The results indicated significant differences
between the proportion of PME-bearing [F (4,29) = 3.93, p = .031, Ω2-est = 0.39] and multipolar
cells [F (4,29) = 4.71, p = .006, Ω2-est = 0.43] as a function of patterned EMF exposure. Tukey’s
post-hoc tests demonstrated the effects observed were being driven by the difference in the
proportion of PME-bearing cells between Burst and Rev-Burst. There was a significantly
greater proportion of multipolar cells when exposed to the burst-firing EMF as compared to
both the Rev-burst and Thomas conditions, with the latter pair being no different from each
other.
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Figure 2.4.5.1: The representation of the differences obtained between varying EMF
configurations (patterns) as applied to 0.5 µM forskolin treated PC-12 cells. PD and ISI were
3 msec and verified intensity fell within the range of 2 – 4 µT respectively. The proportion of
cell total for plasma membrane extensions (PME) are represented in the dark bars, whilst the
proportion of the multipolar cells are represented in the light bars. Error bars correspond to
SEMs. N =3 replicates with 2 plates conducted in parallel.
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2.4.6. Identifying the potential biomolecular pathway for the action of burst-firing EMF on
forskolin induced plasma membrane extensions in PC-12 cell cultures using an inhibitor series

2.4.6.1: Cell Morphology:

At the time of this writing, several (N=7) failed attempts to assess the impact of various
inhibitors in the presence of the most effective field condition were conducted. No data has
been rendered.

2.4.6.2: Ultra-Weak Photon Emission Spectra:

There were no significant differences between chemical inhibitors or EMF exposure as a
function of frequency for mean photon counts, standard deviation of the raw counts, nor the
spectral power densities among the 25-Hz bins (p>.05). Data was further investigated by
examining the mean spectral power densities as well as the standard deviation of spectral power
densities divided into frequency bins corresponding to the classical EEG frequencies, (delta :03 Hz; theta: 4-7 Hz; alpha:1 8-11 Hz; alpha2: 12-15 Hz; beta1: 16-19 Hz; and beta2: 20-24
Hz). A MANOVA with these variables as dependents and EEG bins as within subjects’ factors
was used. There were no significant differences in the mean spectral power densities,
corresponding to the classical EEG bins, as a function of condition and inhibitor (p>.05).
However, there was a significant within-subjects’ interaction of condition and EEG frequency
bins [F

(5,360)

= 3.02, p = .011, pη2= .04]. Post-hoc one-way analyses revealed that the

differences were being driven by a reduction in low frequency (delta; 0-3 Hz) spectral power
density variability when the burst-firing field was present and can be found in Figure 2.4.6.2.1.
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Figure 2.4.6.2.1: Data investigating differences in the standard deviation of spectral power
densities (ordinate) organized into classical EEG bands (abscissa). Each frequency bin was the
aggregate (mean) corresponding to frequency ranges of: delta :0-3 Hz; theta: 4-7 Hz; alpha:1
8-11 Hz; alpha2: 12-15 Hz; beta1: 16-19 Hz; beta2: 20-24 Hz. Error bars represent SEMs.
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2.5. Discussion

In this series of investigations, we aimed to determine the most effective configuration of EMF
application parameters that could influence neuritogenesis of PC-12 cells treated with a cAMP
activator. These data showed that 1) different forms of electromagnetic (EM) energy
differentially influenced PME (neurite outgrowth), 2) there was no difference when cells were
exposed to EMF for 1 or 3 hours, 3) the effects on PME was strongly dependent on the temporal
organization of an effector field, 4) the burst-firing EMF and 7-Hz sine were the most impactful
and, 5) difference in intensity (0.1 to 10 uT) had the same effect on PME.

In terms of source of the EM energy, our results indicated that burst-firing EMF presented
through pairs of solenoids arranged across the 3 spatial axes as being able to promote (enhance)
neurite formation (operationalized as a change in the proportion of cells bearing PME) when
samples of PC-12 cells were also incubated with 0.5 µM forskolin. Conversely, the effects
observed when the same experimental protocol was applied to cells that were exposed to a
rotating magnetic field (rMF) of comparable intensity, demonstrated a reduction in
morphological measures. There is evidence to suggest that different forms of EM energy,
generated from different sources can lead to similar or opposite effects. For example,
Ossenkopp and Kavaliers (Ossenkopp and Kavaliers, 1987; Kavaliers and Ossenkopp, 1986)
demonstrated a sensitization to nociceptive stimuli in animals exposed to a rMF rotated at a
frequency of 0.5 Hz with an intensity of 3 G, while analgesic effects were observed by Martin
et al. (2004) when rats were exposed to burst-firing EMF of much lower intensities (5 – 10 uT).
Furthermore, certain field parameters may enhance abilities while other configurations may
lead to extirpation of an effect as evidenced in research examining Ingo Swann’s remote
viewing capacity (Koren and Persinger, 2002). Mr. Swann possessed the unique capacity to
accurately describe the nature and content of images sealed in envelopes and placed in a
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separate location. His capacity to accurately described image content was impeded when
targets were exposed to a patterned EMF.

The results of these studies show that there is a specificity for EMF pattern in terms of inducing
effects, first by altering the gestalt temporal structure of the EMF stimulus (i.e., presentation
of different patterns) then by discretely altering the temporal organization of the most effective
field (i.e., changing point duration and inter-stimulus interval). In the former case, 3 distinct
EMF patterns that have been previously shown to be biologically relevant (burst-firing,
Thomas-EMF, and LTP), as well as 2 other targets, the inverted pattern of the effector field
(Rev-Burst) and a 7-Hz pulse, were compared. Results revealed that the burst-firing EMF was
most successful at positively impacting our measures (i.e., proportion of PME-bearing cells
and proportion of cells with multipolar extensions), as compared to other targets. Most notably,
there was an inversion of effects (i.e., return to baseline measures) observed when the structure
of the target field was reversed. These effects provide evidence that pattern is important when
using EMF exposure to affect biological systems and that, even when the energy is the same,
the structure of the quanta (stimulus) is different.

The effects of the 7-Hz pulse had a very similar effects on proportion of PME-bearing cells
when compared to the burst-firing pattern. PC-12 cells that are induced to differentiate by
stimulation with chemical agents respond specifically to dopamine agonism and antagonism
insofar that they are classified as peripheral dopaminergic neurons (Hussain et al., 2006;
Westerink and Ewing, 2008; Pothos et al., 1998). The effects associated with the burst-firing
pattern have been demonstrated to act, at least partially, on u-opioid receptors, and are related
to the biomolecular features of dopamine reactions (Thompson et al., 2000; Calon et al., 2000;
Greengard et al., 1999). The 7-Hz pulse has some similarity to naturally occurring EM
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fluctuations in the environment. For instance, the geomagnetic field (that which arises from the
rotation of Earth’s fluid iron core) and Schumann harmonics (the consequence of lightning
discharges between the Earth’s surface and the ionosphere) share this frequency and have been
observed to have remarkable impacts on animal behaviour and neurodevelopment (Fournier et
al., 2012; Friedman et al., 1965; Persinger, 1999). Although unsubstantiated, it is possible that
the 7-Hz pulse activate neuritogenesis in the PC-12 model by mimicking fluctuations in the
geomagnetic field, although more rigorous experimental investigations are warranted.

It is interesting to note that the changing the organization of PD and ISI of the burst-firing EMF
had no effect on the proportion of PME-bearing cells in the PC-12 model as compared to
changing the overall pattern. An analogy to describe what was found can be likened to the
information contained within a narrative. In our narrative analogy, we may conceptualize point
duration, and alterations in this parameter, as the speed at that the narrative is read whilst the
inter-stimulus interval would be analogous to pauses associated with punctuation (commas and
periods) of the narrative. The overall information (content) in the narrative does not change if
we speed up or slow down the rate at that we read the excerpt nor does the time we take to
pause at the appropriate punctuation. In our manipulation, the content (structure) of the signal
is maintained but the speed and latency (pauses), between the presentation of the pattern is
altered with no change to the message (information) being espoused. Provided this analogy
holds, we would expect no differences to be observed. An alternative perspective would be that
our investigation only examines physical features of our target system. With this limited tool
of investigation, we cannot appreciate subtle changes in the function of the biological substrate
that may be elicited by our manipulations. Provided that we examined our system using more
functional measures, rather than strictly examining changes in physical structure, differences
may arise.
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We have emphasized the importance of pattern in the observed effects and provided the
analogy of a narrative, describing the function of the EMF pattern, to that the biological system
responds. In keeping with this analogy, we will examine the influence of rotation, constant
application of the most effective field pattern, and the intensity of this pattern on the proportion
of cells bearing PME. When comparing rotated presentations of the burst-firing field
(presentation of the pattern in the plane-paired solenoids across 3 spatial axes followed
immediately by the simultaneous presentation of all 3-pairs across a rotation frequency of 0.5
Hz) and constant presentation through all 3 pairs of solenoids simultaneously, no differences
were determined in morphology. Consider how a recorded narrative that is played through a
set of headphones might affect transmission of information. In one instance, the recording is
played through both speakers simultaneously while in another situation, the same narrative is
constantly alternated between both speakers. Here again, the content of the narrative is not
altered and the individual receives all necessary/relevant information. Similarly, the pattern of
the EMF is not different (i.e., same content) and in both the rotated and constant conditions the
target system receives appropriate stimulation to elicit the observed effects. In these
experiments, we observed an intensity-independence between the three levels (low: 300-500
nT; medium: 3-5 uT; high: 10+ uT) of application intensity and their capacity to appreciably
alter the proportion of PME-bearing cells and those that bear multipolar (higher order
arborizations) extensions. There was no difference in morphological measures between the
different intensities but differences were observed and described as a marked enhancement in
the proportion of cells bearing PME and multipolar extensions when comparing the highest
intensity (10+ uT) to sham (no field) conditions. If we operationalize intensity as the volume of
speech, then it does not matter whether the message is screamed or whispered, the importance
lies in the message being articulated. Again, limitations arise as the technology employed does
not allow the field strengths to exceed 15 µT. It is possible that higher intensities (~ 100 uT),
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that are 10 times greater than the limits of our tool, may render differing results. The
investigation described previously would identify 1) threshold effects and 2) power windows
that optimally drive this phenomenon.

One aim in this series of investigations was to determine the biomolecular pathway that was
most associated with statistical differences of the proportion of cells bearing plasma membrane
extensions by way of an inhibitor series. Two measures were utilized in order to determine any
potential effects associated with 1) morphological measures (structure) and 2) functional
differences as assessed by ultra-weak photon emission (UPE). No data has been successfully
collected in order to appropriately assess differences in morphological features as a function of
field in combination with specific inhibitors. Results from UPE analyses revealed a burst-firing
field effect described as a reduction in the mean variability (standard deviation) of spectral
power densities falling within the 0 – 3 Hz range. No effects were determined to be inhibitor
specific. Little can be said about discrete differences occurring at the biomolecular level
accommodating the observed effects. Despite this lack of mechanistic clarity, data collected
comparing 1 and 3-hour exposure durations to the burst-firing EMF revealed statistical
differences in the proportion of PME-bearing cells between these two exposure conditions.
Three possible mechanisms are suggested: 1) burst-firing EMF promotes the accumulation of
secondary signalling molecules (i.e., cAMP) that is maintained over the course of the exposure,
2) burst-firing EMF impacts enzyme kinetics, either speeding up or slowing down the ratelimiting step, leading to the promotion of neurite outgrowth, or 3) downstream enzyme
(MEK/ERK) activity is stabilized long-term. Data that refutes the first mechanism was
provided by Loney et al., (Unpublished) who demonstrated that the presence of forskolin is
essential for field mediated effects and that the burst-firing field alone does not induce plasma
membrane extension. Not only does this evidence refute the first mechanism it may also serve
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to support the third hypothesis. The scientific literature also suggests that maintained activation
of the MEK/ERK pathway is quintessential to the formation of plasma membrane extensions
as evidenced in similar studies using nerve growth factor (Loeb et al., 1991; York et al., 1998;
Park et al., 2012). One possible manner by that to verify our hypotheses is to investigate greater
exposure durations (i.e., more than 24 hours less than 72 hours) and measure PME proportion
and length of these corresponding extensions as well as directly assessing cAMP levels using
an enzyme-linked assay.

We conclude that the effects of EMF application on PC-12 cells treated with forskolin are
contingent upon the pattern of the applied field. Intensity demonstrated no difference between
various levels, nor does discretely altering the temporal construction of the pattern. When the
inverted configuration of the burst-firing field is presented in combination with forskolin the
proportion of cells bearing PME are reduced, burst-firing EMF effects are eliminated. Lastly,
although we were unable to directly assess the associated biomolecular pathway related to EMF
enhanced neurite outgrowth, we offered alternative means for clarifying the mechanism
involved evidenced by differences in proportion of PME-bearing cells exposed for 1 and 3 hour
durations.
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Chapter 3
3 The Influence of Physical Application Geometry on PC-12 Cell Morphology and B16-BL6
Ultra-Weak Photon Emission Spectra
3.1 Abstract:

There has been little attention paid to the contribution that physical application geometry (the structure through which current is passed) plays
in the bio-effectivity of exposure to patterned electromagnetic fields. In this study, we compared EMF generated from 4 unique geometric
structures on 2 biological model systems: 1) morphological changes in PC-12 cells treated with forskolin and exposed to burst-firing EMF for
1 hour and 2) the production of ultra-weak photons (UPE) by B16-BL6 cells treated with a frequency modulated (i.e., Thomas) EMF. The
unique geometric exposure devices were constructed by wrapping copper wire around structured frames representing Helmholtz, Hoberman,
Rodin, and Toroid geometries. Results showed that the physical structure of EMF-generating devices influenced the proportion of neuron-like
outgrowths in PC-12 cells exposed to sham and burst-firing EMF. Furthermore, exposure of B16-BL6 cells to the Thomas-EMF presented
using distinct EMF-generating devices was able to influence the raw and spectral UPE profiles. These findings herein support the adage that,
as in biology, structure dictates function, even when it is applied to the equipment used in EMF research.

3.2. Introduction:

Research has demonstrated the ability of exposure to weak, physiologically patterned and timevarying electromagnetic fields (EMFs) to affect biological systems. Buckner et al., (2015)
showed that exposures to a frequency modulated (FM) field, also known as the Thomas-EMF,
reduced cancer cell growth in vitro and in vivo. Exposure to this FM-EMF was able to enhance
calcium influx through T-type calcium channels as the mechanism of action (Buckner et al.,
2015, 2017, 2018). In addition, Dotta et al., (2016b) had previously identified that spectral
power characteristics of ultra-weak photons emitted from B16-BL6 cells that could 1)
differentiate between cancerous and non-cancerous tissues, 2) could identify differences
between cells receiving exposures to EMFs compared to sham treatments, and 3) identified the
potential utility of using ultra-weak photon emission as a tool to measure biomolecular
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pathways using exclusion filters that were congruent with Cosic’s resonant recognition mode
(Dotta et al., 2011, 2014, 2016a, 2016b).

Experimental evidence has shown that different patterns (temporal organizations of current
injections delivered to the EMF-generating device) are capable of eliciting different outcomes
in biological systems. For instance, an asymmetric FM-EMF (i.e., Thomas) is capable of
reducing proliferation of B16-BL6 cells while the presentation of an EMF modeled after the
burst-firing of a collection of amygdaloid neurons, does not. However, exposures to the burstfiring EMF has been shown to reduce nociceptive responses in rats challenged with thermal
nociceptive stimuli as effectively as 4 mg/kg equivalent morphine (Fleming et al., 1994). The
Thomas-EMF was also effective at reducing nociceptive responses in rats but it was less
effective than the burst-firing EMF (Martin et al., 2004). Exposure to burst-firing EMF was
found to be correlated with increased positive self-reported mood states from individuals
presenting with symptoms of mild-to-moderate depression (Baker-Price and Persinger 1996;
Baker-Price and Persinger, 2003). Murugan et al., (2014) showed that exposures of breast
cancer cells to burst-firing EMF could be a useful alternative pain-management program for
individuals receiving treatment for cancer. Traditional pain intervention strategies (i.e.,
morphine) may increase the potential of developing metastases especially in the later stages of
cancer progression (Simon and Arbo, 1986). Here, Murugan and colleagues co-cultured
cancerous and healthy cells and treated samples with either morphine or burst-firing EMF and
showed that morphine, and not exposures to burst-firing EMF, activated biomolecular
pathways associated with proliferation. Loney et al., (unpublished) demonstrated that
exposures to burst-firing EMF enhanced the proportion of neurite bearing PC-12 cells
subsequent to sub-micromolar levels of a cyclic-adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) activator;
forskolin. The previous chapter in this thesis described experiments that were able to
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demonstrate pattern specificity, intensity, exposure duration, and timing (pattern frequency)
were important components needed to optimize the proportion of neurite bearing cells in a PC12 model of neurogenesis using a different piece of equipment; the 4-D application system.

Evidence supports the assertion that pattern is quintessential for EMF exposures to appreciably
influence the function of biological systems. In normal systems, such as the processes
associated with memory, pattern is also important. For instance, long-term potentiation (LTP),
a feature of learning and memory consolidation, can be operationalized as the persistent and
stable enhancement of synaptic strengths (or connectivity) following stimulation (Frey and
Morris, 1997; Malenka and Nicoll, 1999) and has been associated with electromagnetic
processes (Komaki et al., 2014; Haas and Rose, 1982; Rose et al., 1988). Mach and Persinger
(2009), postulated that rats exposed to a digitized version of an LTP pattern at crucial time
points in memory acquisition and retrieval would show differences on memory-based tasks.
The results of their experiments indicated an enhancement of memory performance for LTPpatterned EMF treated animals that were exposed after training but a reduction in performance
if they were exposed to the LTP patterned EMF prior to training. Unlike Thomas-EMF
treatments, LTP-EMF was not capable of reducing proliferation in cancer cells. However,
Dotta et al., (2014) demonstrated that isolated samples microtubules exposed to LTP-patterned
EMF were capable of re-emitting this same pattern (as assessed by the spectral characteristics
of ultra-weak photon emission) as compared to other patterned EMF treatments. The ability of
microtubules to emit photons was specific for the LTP pattern while the most conspicuous
effects approached the theoretical constructs detailed by Hameroff and Penrose in their
orchestrated objective reduction theory of consciousness (Hameroff and Penrose, 2014).
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Evidence supports the underlining importance that the pattern of the applied EMF plays in
relation to its capacity to affect biological systems. Despite the breadth of knowledge detailing
the importance of EMF pattern, little attention has been given to the contribution made by the
physical structure through that the resultant EMF is generated. The importance of assessing the
relevance of physical application geometry (i.e., different configurations around that copper
wire is wound and the through that current is passed) can be supported by discussing the
structural difference between static magnets and EMFs generated from current loops.

The intensity (amount) of electromagnetic force exerted upon an object to do work of a static
magnetic results from the combined organizations (alignment) of magnetic dipoles contained
within the ferromagnetic material (Burke, 2012). Under the appropriate conditions, these
dipoles can either be made to align, by way of an external “magnetizing” field, or be unaligned
(demagnetized) by heating the material to the point where it begins to luminesce; its Currie
temperature (Burke, 2012). Generally, we describe the amount of electromagnetic force
available to do work by field lines. Field lines are magnetic force vectors (flux lines) that
extend from the magnetic North pole and enter the magnetic South pole and are present in both
bar and horseshoe magnets. The distance traveled along a bar magnet is greater than the
distance between adjacent poles of a horseshoe magnet that in turn may affect the quality
(constraints) of the field lines. A change in the constrictions of magnetic field lines of force
(either by convergence or divergence) will impact the intensity of the static magnet. When an
EMF is generated by passing a current through a conducting wire, the resultant magnetic field
is perpendicular and circumferential to the direction in that the current is traveling and follows
the Biot-Savart law. Changing the shape of the wire by wrapping it along an axis (i.e., a coil)
results in a solenoid that has a much different field configuration and parameters (i.e., intensity)
as compared to a solitary length of wire. Adding to this, if one were to wrap a length of
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conducting wire in a direction perpendicular to the circumference of a non-conducting loop,
the resulting field configuration would take a doughnut shaped or toroidal field structure.
Furthermore, Helmholtz demonstrated that two electrically coupled (connected) circular coils
of wire with an equal number of wrappings that are physically separated by a distance
equivalent to the radius of the paired coils, generates a constant EMF contained within the
cylindrical volume, when current is passed through it and describes a structure named a
Helmholtz coil.

The physical structure of an EMF-generating device can change or impact the characteristics
of the resulting EMF. Despite these differences, little research has been conducted examining
the role that physical geometry plays in the biological efficacy of exposures to weak,
physiologically patterned EMFs. Here we propose two investigations using well defined
biological systems (i.e., cancer cells) that predictably respond to the application of unique
patterned EMFs. The first investigation aims to identify differences obtained in the morphology
and proportion of neurite-bearing PC-12 cells after exposure to the combination of burst-firing
EMF and sub-micromolar concentrations of a cAMP activator; forskolin. In addition to
qualitative morphological differences, we will assess the ultra-weak photon emission spectra
(i.e., measures of discrete individual differences) from PC-12 cells exposed to burst-firing EMF
presented through 4 unique application geometries 3 days after treatment. The target day was
selected as data from the previous chapter suggested that 72 hours is required in order to
observe differences in neurite outgrowth in this cell line. In our second investigation, discrete
differences in ultra-weak photon emission spectral profiles were examined for B16-BL6 cells
exposed to Thomas-EMF (as this patterned has been shown to significantly decrease their
proliferation) generated through the same 4 unique physical application geometries. These
investigations will allow us to identify any potential differences that can be elicited as a
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function of geometric structure of an EMF-generating device in global and discrete measures
relevant to biological systems.

3.3. Methods

3.3.1. Cell culture and induction of plasma membrane extensions in PC-12 cells

Pheochromocytoma (PC-12) cells, derived from the rat adrenal medulla, were grown to
confluence on 100-mm stock plates supplemented with standard growth media (85% RMPI1640, 10% horse serum, 5% fetal bovine serum, 1% antibiotic and antimycotic; v/v
equivalents). 50 µL of cell suspensions were inoculated on poly-L-lysine-treated, 35-mm cell
culture dishes and incubated for 24 hours in a standard incubator at standard conditions (37ºC,
95% O2, 5% CO2) allowing the cells to adhere. On the day of the experiment, growth media
was removed and the cells were supplemented with 2 mL of serum-free media (RMPI-1640
with 0.5% antibiotic and antimycotic). Cultures were then placed in an exposure incubator,
operating at standard conditions, that contained the EMF exposure devices.

3.3.2. EMF exposure conditions for PC-12s

For this investigation, PC-12 cells were exposed to either Sham or burst-firing EMF generated
through 1 of 4 physical application geometries (Helmholtz, Hoberman, Rodin, or Toroid;
Appendix E1-E4) for the duration of 1 hour. The burst-firing EMF was generated from a digital
file programmed for 230 points ranging from 0 to 256, that were converted to voltage
equivalents of -5V to +5V (127 = 0V) by way of a custom constructed, adjustable digital-toanalog converter and modified mini-audio amplifier that supplied current to each of the
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respective physical application geometries. PD and ISI were set to 3 and 3000 msec
respectively. Field intensity was verified using an AC milliGauss meter (AlphaLabs) and field
pattern was verified using a mini-audio amplifier coupled to a telephone pick-up coil. The
intensity of the pattern fell between 300 and 500 nT. The cells were treated with 1 µL of
forskolin (final concentration: 0.5 µM) or DMSO (vehicle) at ten minutes into their respective
exposure conditions. The control conditions consisted of plates of cells that received only
forskolin or DMSO. For each condition, there were 2 plates that were conducted in parallel and
all replicates (N =3) were conducted on separate days. An example of the experimental
exposure set-up is provided in Appendix E5

3.3.3. Cell morphological measures

In order to assess the efficacy of our various treatments, photos (N=4 per plate) were taken 3
days after exposure using a phase-contrast light compound microscope at 100x magnification.
The total number of cells were counted for each quadrant and summated for each plate. In
addition, cells bearing plasma membrane extensions (i.e., any observable distortion or
protrusion whose origin can be traced to the cell body; PME) were counted and reported as a
proportion of the total number of cells. Other pertinent morphological features were measured
including: the proportion of cells with multipolar and higher order arborizations, the number
of inter-cellular connections (i.e., synapses), and proportion of cells whose plasma membrane
extensions exceeded the largest diameter of their cell soma. Morphological measures were
taken immediately following the recordings of biophoton emission.

3.3.4. Ultra-Weak Photon emission measurements for PC-12 cells
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The plates of PC-12 cells that had been treated with forskolin or vehicle (DMSO) and that
received either sham or burst-firing EMF exposures through one of the four target EM physical
application geometries were removed from the growth incubator and transported to the
recording room. The recording room, that housed the photon measurement device is located
approximately 3 m away from the cell culture laboratory. A single plate was placed onto the
aperture of a Model DMC-0089 digital photomultiplier tube (PMT) (SENS-TECH Sensory
Technologies; SN:68569). The entire experimental detection system and culture plate was
housed in a darkened wooden box, that was covered by 10 layers (8 cm) of thick cotton cloth
to ensure no environmental light pollution would affect the sensitivity of the PMT recordings.
The typical dark counts or background ambient recordings obtained for this PMT were in the
range of 0 – 2 photon units per 20 msec (50 – 100 photons per sec). Measurements were
acquired using Sens-Tech Counter Timer software (Version 2.8, build: 11) at a sampling rate
of 50 Hz and were recorded and stored on a personal laptop computer. Each recording session
was divided into three recording phases: 1) a 2-min pre-baseline period (6000 points), 2) a 5min active cell recording period (i.e., when dish was placed over the aperture of the recording
device; 15000 points), and 3) a 2-min post baseline recording period (6000 points). Each
recording phase was separated by a 2-min light adjustment period to reduce the impact of
environmental light pollution during data collection. PMT measures were obtained prior to the
morphological measures and were taken 3 days following chemical treatment and EMF
exposure. For each recording session there were 2 plates per condition, and all conditions were
independently replicated in triplicate (N=3).
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3.3.5. Cell culture of B16-BL6 mouse melanoma cells

Mouse melanoma (B16-BL6) cells were obtained from Dr. Carly Buckner and Dr. Robert
Lafrenie from the Health Sciences North Cancer Research Institute in Sudbury, Ontario. The
cells and were cultured on 100-mm plates and maintained in DMEM media supplemented with
10% fetal bovine serum, 100 U/ml penicillin G, 100 μg/ml streptomycin sulfate and 250 ng/ml
amphotericin B and maintained in a water jacketed incubator with standard settings (37°C, 95%
oxygen, 5% CO2). Stock cultures were split every 3-5 days at a ratio of approximately 1:5. For
the experiments, sub-cultures derived from stock plates were added to plates at a final cell
concentration of 106 cells/per 35-mm plate and incubated 4 – 6 hours to allow adherence in
standard conditions prior to experimentation.

3.3.6. EMF exposure conditions for B16-BL6 cells

A single 35-mm plate containing ~106 B16-BL6 cells was removed from the cell culture
laboratory and transported to the exposure and the measurement room approximately 3 m
away. Samples were placed inside of 1 of the 5 EMF physical application geometries [cells
only (controls), Helmholtz, Hoberman, Rodin, or Toroid] and on top of the aperture of a Model
DMC-0089 digital photomultiplier tube (PMT) (SENS-TECH Sensory Technologies;
SN:68569). The apparatus was kept in a darkened box covered with 10 layers (8 cm) of black
cotton cloth. The B16-BL6 cells were exposed to the Thomas-EMF with both the PD and ISI
set to 3.25 msec and at an intensity range of 300-500 nT. We chose this patterned EMF as it
had been previously demonstrated to significantly increase calcium uptake in the B16-BL6 cell
line as early as 15-min into exposure, as well as reducing growth in B16-BL6 cells following
repeated exposure (Buckner et al., 2015, 2018). The Thomas-EMF was generated by
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converting a digital file of 859 integer values between 0 and 256 to a corresponding voltage of
-5 V to +5V (127 = 0V), producing 18 doublet peaks with gradually increasing intervals
between 3 msec (for the first 5 repeats) to 120 msec for the last 5 repeats. The resulting
frequency modulation for the Thomas-EMF pattern ranged from 25 Hz for the first 5 to 6 Hz
for the last 5 repeats. The Thomas-EMF pattern was presented for a duration of 30-min through
a custom constructed, adjustable digital-to-analog converter and modified mini-audio amplifier
that supplied current to each of the respective physical application geometries. The intensity,
as verified by an AC milliGauss meter (AlphaLabs), was between 300 – 500 nT.

3.3.7. Ultra-Weak Photon Emission Measurements for B16-BL6 cells

A single 35 mm plate containing ~106 B16-BL6 cells was removed from the cell culture
laboratory and transported to the exposure and the measurement room approximately 3 m
away. Samples were placed inside of 1 of the 5 EMF physical application geometries (cells
only, Helmholtz, Hoberman, Rodin, or Toroid) and on top of the aperture of a Model DMC0089 digital photomultiplier tube (PMT) (SENS-TECH Sensory Technologies; SN:68569) in
a darkened box covered with 10 layers (8 cm) of black cotton cloth. The experimental set-up
was constructed to allow detection of changes in ultra-weak photon emission from cells whilst
they were simultaneously exposed to a weak, time-varying EMF. Measurements of ultra-weak
photon emission were acquired using Sens-Tech Counter Timer software (Version 2.8, build:
11) at a sampling rate of 50 Hz and data were recorded and stored on a personal laptop
computer. The recording phases consisted of 3, 1-min long measurements at a sampling rate
of 50 Hz. There were 5 measurements periods that were recorded for each experiment:
background baseline period, pre-exposure cell baseline period (i.e., pre-exposure sham), 3
periods during the exposure [beginning (minutes 1 – 3), middle (minutes 15 – 18), and end
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(minutes 27-30)], and post-exposure cell baselines period (post-exposure shams). For this
experiment, pre-exposure and post-exposure cell baseline measures also served as the Sham
exposure controls for statistical comparisons. Prior to the commencement of the pre-exposure
cell baselines, a 5-min adjustment period was allowed to accommodate recondite variance
associated with ambient light pollution.

3.3.8. Methods of analyses

3.3.8.1. Cell Morphology:

The raw data obtained for morphological measures were converted into the proportion of the
total cells counted (variable of interest/total cell count·100%) and were used in subsequent
analyses. In addition, three separated variables were computed corresponding to the ratio of
multipolar bearing cells, synaptic connections, and the long extensions relative to the number
of cells bearing plasma membrane extensions. Ratio values allow for the appropriate
assessment of a greater degree of complexity as a function of exposure condition. Unless
otherwise specified, all proportions were subjected to a one-way analysis of variance.
Subsequent Tukey’s post-hoc tests, where applicable, were employed to demonstrate that
source(s) of variance were driving the effect.

3.3.8.2. Ultra-Weak Photon Emission – PC-12 Cell Experiment:

Raw photon emission data taken 3 days after exposures to sham or burst-firing EMF in
combination with 0.5 µM forskolin were imported in MatLab processing software to allow the
computation of the mean and standard deviation (SD) of photon counts for each of the
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recording phases (i.e., baseline, cell, post-baseline). Furthermore, raw time-series data was
standardized (i.e., z-transformed) and truncated between +/-5 SD to accommodate outliers for
each 1 min recording. Standardized cell photon emission was then subjected to spectral
analysis yielding spectral power densities whose frequency range spanned 0 – 25 Hz in 0.01
Hz bin increments. Spectral data as well as the mean number of photons and SD of photon
count for each recording phase were then exported to SPSS for statistical analysis. Here,
spectral data was then grouped in 1 Hz increments (i.e., 1 Hz bin = 1.01 to 1.99) for time-series
analysis. Spectral data, examining the frequency range of 0 – 24 Hz in 1 Hz increments, were
subjected to a Multi-variate analysis of variance (MANOVA) with field (sham v. burst-firing
EMF) and geometry (Helmholtz, Hoberman, Rodin, Toroid) as between-subject’s factors and
frequency (25 levels) as a within-subject’s measures. A one-way analysis of variance was
conducted to ascertain differences between mean photon counts and the standard deviation of
photon counts as a function of geometry.

3.3.8.3. Ultra-Weak Photon Emission – B16-BL6 Experiment:

Raw photon count data was imported into MatLab processing software to allow the
computation of means and SDs for each of the 3, 1-min recordings corresponding to the
background baseline, pre-exposure cell baseline, 3 periods during the exposure [beginning
(minutes 1 – 3), middle (minutes 15 – 18), and end (minutes 27-30)], and post-exposure cell
baselines measurement periods. Raw time-series data for the aforementioned recording phases
were standardized, truncated between +/- 5 SDs, and spectrally analyzed. The corresponding
spectral power densities had a frequency range that spanned 0 – 25 Hz in 0.01 Hz bin
increments. All computed data was entered into SPSS for statistical analysis. Data for the 0.01
Hz bins were aggregated into 25, 1 Hz bins (i.e., 1 Hz = 1.01 – 1.99 Hz) to reduce the number
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of potentially spurious effects. To investigate overall changes in mean photon counts and
standard deviation of these measures, serial one-way ANOVAs were conducted with
appropriate alpha-wise correction.

Spectral power densities for each of the 25, 1 Hz (0-24 Hz) bins were subjected to serial
MANOVAs controlling for pre-exposure sham, EMF treatment, and post-exposure sham
measurement periods with geometry (4 levels) as between-subjects’ measures and frequency
(25 levels) as within-subjects’ measures. Relevant post-hoc analyses were conducted in order
to ascertain the driving factors between statistically relevant findings and are discussed within
their respective sub-sections.

3.4. Results

3.4.1. PC-12 Cell morphology

PC-12 cell treated with forskolin and EMF presented using different geometries showed
differences in the proportion of cells with multipolar extensions depending on the particular
geometry. The results of a one-way ANOVA examining the proportion of cells bearing plasma
membrane extensions (PME), multipolar cells, inter-cellular contacts, and long extensions by
condition (9-levels: controls receiving only chemical stimulation, 2 field conditions across 4
application geometries), revealed significant differences for multipolar cells [F(8,54)= 3.04, p
=.008, Ω2-est = 0.36], inter-cellular contacts [F(8,54)= 2.21, p =.044, Ω2-est = 0.28], and long
extensions [F(8,54)= 2.96, p =.009, Ω2-est= 0.34] as a function of EMF exposure condition.
Furthermore, significant differences were obtained in the ratios of multipolar to PME-bearing
cells [F (8,54) = 12.98, p =1.46·10-9, Ω2-est = 0.69], synapses to PME-bearing cells [F (8,54) =
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4.90, p = 2.06·10-4, Ω2-est = 0.46], and long extensions to PME-bearing cells [F (8,54) = 4.88, p
=2.12·10-4, Ω2-est = 0.46]. Graphs showing the differences obtained for multipolar cells and
the ratio of multipolar cells to PME-bearing cells as a function of condition can be observed in
figures 3.4.1.1 and 3.4.1.2 respectively.
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Figure 3.4.1.1: Data examining the proportion of cells bearing multipolar plasma membrane
extensions as a function of exposure condition and geometry. Field exposure consisted of 1
hour of burst-firing with PD = 3 msec and ISI = 3000 msec, at an intensity range of 300-500
nT. Error bars represent SEMs.
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Figure 3.4.1.2: Differences obtained in the ratio (Y-axis) of the number of multipolar cells
relative to PME-bearing cells as a function of geometry (X-axis) and exposure condition. Field
exposure consisted of 1 hour of burst-firing with PD = 3 msec and ISI = 3000 msec, at an
intensity range of 300-500 nT. Error bar represent SEMs.
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Differences in morphological features of the PC-12 cells treated with forskolin and exposed to
burst-firing EMF presented through different geometries were shown for the proportion of cells
with PME, multipolar extensions, inter-cellular contacts, and long extensions were tested using
one-way analyses of variance. Only differences where p<.0125 were considered significant
after alpha-level correction. There were no differences observed in any of the morphological
measures for the Helmholtz and Toroid geometries as a function of condition. However, there
were differences in the proportion of PME-bearing cells [F (2,18) = 6.93, p = .007, Ω2-est = 0.46],
and multipolar cells [F (2,18) = 7.58, p = .005, Ω2-est = 0.49], as a function of condition for the
Hoberman geometry. Meanwhile, measures for PME [F (2,18) = 29.02, p = 5.0·10-6, Ω2-est =
0.78], multipolar cells, [F (2,18) = 61.24, p = 3.17·10-8 Ω2-est = 0.88], synapses [F (2,18) = 46.37,
p = 2.19·10-7, Ω2-est = 0.85], and long extensions [F (2,18) = 6.44, p = .009, Ω2-est = 0.45],
demonstrated differences as a function of exposure condition within the Rodin geometry. Data
corresponding to the proportion of PME-bearing cells and proportion of multipolar cells for
each geometry across the different exposure conditions can be found in figures 3.4.1.3 –
3.4.1.6.
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Figure 3.4.1.3: Differences in the proportion of cells bearing PME and multipolar extensions
for the Helmholtz geometry. Field exposure consisted of 1 hour of burst-firing with PD = 3
msec and ISI = 3000 msec, at an intensity range of 300-500 nT. Error bar represent SEMs. No
significant differences were obtained at the p<.0125 level.
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Figure 3.4.1.4: Differences in the proportion of cells bearing PME and multipolar extensions
for the Hoberman geometry. Field exposure consisted of 1 hour of burst-firing with PD = 3
msec and ISI = 3000 msec, at an intensity range of 300-500 nT. Error bar represent SEMs.
Differences between field and negative control, but not between sham exposures, were driving
the observed effects.
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Figure 3.4.1.5: Differences in the proportion of cells bearing PME and multipolar extensions
for the Rodin geometry. Field exposure consisted of 1 hour of burst-firing with PD = 3 msec
and ISI = 3000 msec, at an intensity range of 300-500 nT. Error bar represent SEMs.
Differences observed were being driven by sham and field conditions as compared to negative
controls.
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Figure 3.4.1.6: Differences in the proportion of cells bearing PME and multipolar extensions
for the Toroid geometry. Field exposure consisted of 1 hour of burst-firing with PD = 3 msec
and ISI = 3000 msec, at an intensity range of 300-500 nT. Error bar represent SEMs. No
differences were obtained.
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3.4.2. Ultra-Weak Photon emission measurements for PC-12 cells

The number of photons emitted by the PC-12 cells cultures collected by PMT measures were
z-transformed and truncated between +/-5 SD prior to being spectrally analyzed and divided
into 0.1 Hz increment bins. The means and SDs of photons emitted for each condition were
also computed for each recording session. Differences in photon emission were analyzed for
both global (mean and SD of recording) and discrete (1 Hz bins and classical EEG bands) using
a MANOVA with chemical (DMSO v. Forskolin), Field (control, sham, Burst), and physical
application geometry as between-subject’s factors. None of the discrete measures were shown
to be different between treatments. However, it was shown that the mean photon counts when
cells were present, irrespective of field condition or chemical treatment showed a difference
between geometries [F

(4, 101)

= 8.04, p = 1.2·10-5, Ω2-est = 0.25]. Post-hoc analysis of

homogenous sub-groups identified mean photon counts for the PC-12 cells exposed to the
Rodin coil and Helmholtz coil (all groups combined) as being lower than that of cells exposed
to the Hoberman coil or controls. Follow-up multiple nonparametric tests (Mann-Whitney U)
confirmed the findings of parametric equivalents, as homogeneity of variance was violated.
Field effects (data not shown) were demonstrated to have impacted the standard deviation of
the recording phase but was not impacted by physical application geometry.
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Figure 3.4.2: Differences obtained between physical application geometry as assessed by PMT
spectra emission 3 days following treatment. All groups were combined in this analysis. Error
bars represent SEMs. (N=3).
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3.4.3. Ultra-Weak Photon Emission Measurements for B16-BL6 cells

The data from the mean photon counts and SD of the recording segment were extracted from
each of the 3, 1-min recording measures from 3 observation periods during baseline, preexposure sham, field recording (minutes 1-3; 15-18; 27-30), and immediately following
exposure (post-exposure sham) and imported into Excel. The data was standardized and
truncated between +/-5 SD to accommodate outliers and separately organized in a betweensubjects’ and a within-subjects’ manner before being exported into SPSS for statistical analysis.

For the dataset organized as between-subjects’ cases, 3 separate one-way analyses of variance
were conducted to examine the differences in the mean photon counts and SD of the photon
counts for the 3 periods of observation: pre-exposure sham, overall field effect, and postexposure sham. Significance was considered at the p<.02 level. There was no difference in
mean photon counts (p=.041) nor the standard deviation of photon counts (p=.049) for the postexposure sham conditions between geometries, after alpha-level correction. In contrast, there
were significant differences in mean photon counts [F (3,35) = 5.52, p =.004, Ω2-est = 0.34] and
in the SD of photon counts [F (3,35) = 4.54, p = .009, Ω2-est = 0.30] in pre-exposure sham treated
B16-BL6 cells. Tukey’s post-hoc analyses confirmed that the differences were being driven by
higher values for the Hoberman condition as compared to the Toroid and Helmholtz conditions.
Analysis of the combined field effects demonstrated significant differences for mean photon
counts [F (3,107) = 8.18, p = 6.1·10-5, Ω2-est =0.19] and the SD of photon counts [F (3,107) = 6.37,
p = .001, Ω2-est =0.16] as a function of geometry. The mean photon counts and SD of photon
counts for the Hoberman condition had significantly higher values as compared to all other
geometries. Results are summarized in figures 3.4.3.1 and 3.4.3.2.
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Figure 3.4.3.1: Mean photon counts, per 20 msec (ordinate), as a function of geometry
(abscissa). Bars (left to right) correspond to measurement periods observing photon emission
during pre-exposure sham, total field exposure, and post-exposure sham. Error bars represent
SEMs.
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Figure 3.4.3.2: Differences in the standard deviation (ordinate) of measurement periods for the
pre-exposure sham, total field exposure, and post-exposure baselines (represented as bar going
from left to right) as a function of EMF physical application geometry (abscissa). Error bars
represent SEM values.
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The frequency-specific attributes of photon emission associated with each geometry during the
three target phases of recording (pre-exposure sham, field, post-exposure sham) were
investigated using 3 separate MANOVAs to assess spectral power density (SPD) values for 25,
1 Hz frequency bins (1 Hz bin = spectral frequencies between 1.00 to 1.99 Hz) with geometry
(4 levels) as the between-subjects’ factors and frequency (25 levels) as the within subjects’
variables. Results were considered significant at the p<.02 level after alpha wise correction.
Investigations examining pre-exposure sham conditions revealed a significant within subjects’
interaction of geometry by frequency of photon emission [F (72,768) = 3.52, p<.001, pη2 = 0.25],
while no such interaction was determined in post-exposure baselines (p=.89), however this
interaction was maintained during the field exposure portion of the experiment [F (72,2496) = 2.01,
p <.001, pη2 = .05). Post-hoc analyses using one-way analyses of variance aimed to investigate
which frequencies that were different between each geometry during the pre-exposure sham
and active field conditions, as subtle distinctions between physical application geometry was
most salient to this investigation.

Post-hoc examinations of pre-exposure sham conditions identified the 3- and 10-Hz frequency
bins as being significantly different between geometries: the Helmholtz and Hoberman
conditions had lower SPD values compared to the Rodin geometry for 3- Hz bin; while the 10Hz bin had lower SPD values for the Hoberman and Helmholtz geometries but higher SPD
values for the Toroid condition. There were also differences in the frequency of photon
emission for B16-BL6 cells exposed to the active EMF condition and post-hoc analyses
demonstrated differences in SPD values for the 3- and 16-Hz frequency bins. The differences
obtained in the 3-Hz frequency bin showed SPD values in the Hoberman and Helmholtz
conditions that were significantly lower than the SPD values in the Rodin condition.
Differences in the 16-Hz bin were being driven by significantly lower SPD values in the
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Hoberman condition as compared to the Rodin condition. Data associated with the most salient
findings are presented in figure 3.4.3.3 and 3.4.3.4.
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Figure 3.4.3.3: Spectral power density (arbitrary units; ordinate) differences for 3 distinct
frequency bins (3, 10 and 16 Hz) comparing the 4 different EMF application geometries during
the pre-exposure sham condition. Geometries are represented as bars in alphabetical order from
left to right. Error bars represent SEM values. (N=3).
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Figure 3.4.3.4: Spectral power density (ordinate; arbitrary units) differences as a function of 3
distinct frequency bins (abscissa) comparing the 4 different physical application geometries
(bars; alphabetical order left-to-right) during the Thomas-EMF application. Error bars
represent SEM values. (N=3).
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Differences in 1) mean photon counts across observation periods as a function of manipulation
and 2) SD across observation periods as a function of manipulation, and 3) the spectral power
densities across observation periods as a function of manipulation for data organized in a
within-subjects’ manner were investigated using serial MANOVAs. In all three cases, there
were no significant differences obtained for mean photon counts, standard deviation, or spectral
power density (with 25-Hz bin frequencies) as a function of manipulation (pre-exposure sham,
Thomas-EMF exposure, or post-exposure shams; p>.05). Based upon the results of analyses
conducted on this data organized as between-subjects’ observations, the classification accuracy
for frequency alterations within salient experimental manipulations was examined. Four stepwise discriminant analyses were used to classify between a single geometry by comparing that
target to all other geometries using a single-step entry method. This methodology only
identifies the largest source of variance in order to differentiate between targets and was
conducted only on spectral characteristics analyzed from each of the recording segments: preexposure sham, Thomas-EMF, post-exposure sham. Results demonstrated, moderate accuracy
in differentiating between 2 out of 4 unique geometries. Results are summarized in table
3.4.3.1:
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Table 3.4.3.1: Summary of multiple, single-step (Max-steps = 1) discriminant analyses. Data
presented aimed to identify unique statistical features that distinguish between various
geometric configurations of EMF application geometry. Relevant (statistically significant
effects) findings are bolded for convenience.
Geometry

Helmholtz

Hoberman

Variable
Entered

Wilks-λ

Pre-exposure
sham;
2-Hz .686
bin
Postexposure
.440
sham; 12-Hz
bin

Χ2 – value

p-value

Crossvalidated
Accuracy

3.58

.058

75%

7.80

.005

83.3%

Rodin

--------------

--------------

-------------

--------------

---------------

Toroid

Thomas-EMF;
16-Hz bin

.256

13.03

3.06·10-4

100%

3.5. Discussion:

The experiments in this chapter have demonstrate that there are unique subtleties that can be
used to distinguish physical application geometry as a factor important on EMF exposures. For
example, when changes in the morphological features of PC-12 cells, such as PME, are used
as the outcome, 2 structural geometries that were wound with copper wire, the Helmholtz coil
and Toroid, did not have an effect when cells were exposed to both forskolin and burst-firing
EMF. In contrast, the two remaining geometries, the Hoberman and Rodin, did demonstrate
unique differences in morphology in PC-12 cells treated with 0.5 µM forskolin and exposed to
burst-firing EMF corresponding to changes in the proportion of cells bearing PME or
multipolar extensions. Exposures to the burst-firing EMF generated using the Hoberman
configuration showed an increase in the proportion of cells bearing plasma membrane
extensions (PME) and multipolar extensions when the field was present as compared to
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forskolin treatment alone (control). Burst-firing EMF generated using the Rodin coil was
associated with a reduction in the proportion of cells bearing PME and multipolar extensions
relative to sham exposure conditions (i.e., no field present) although both conditions were
associated with significantly greater changes in C12 morphology as compared to control
conditions.

When using the emission of ultra-weak photons from forskolin-treated PC-12 cells cultures as
the endpoint exposure to EMF using different geometries and field conditions (sham v. burstfiring EMF) taken three days after their treatments, only those cells that received exposure by
the Rodin coil, be it sham or field, demonstrated a net reduction in mean photon counts.
Comparatively, the cells that were exposed to either the sham or burst-firing EMF conditions
generated through the Hoberman geometry had mean photon counts that trended towards
control measures. There is some evidence, from our experiments, to suggest that the lower the
overall photon count, the greater the proportion of differentiated cells.

Data examining ultra-weak photon emission (UPE) profiles from cultures of melanoma cells
were able to successfully differentiate between the 4 different application geometries. In this
study were reported a net increase in background mean photon counts, relative to all other
geometries, for the Hoberman condition during pre-field (sham) recordings. Similar increases
in the standard deviation of the photon emission was also seen. Persinger et al., (2013)
demonstrated that a reduction in the local static magnetic field intensity corresponded to an
increase in spontaneous UPE emitted from a subject’s head. If true, the net increase in local
magnetic activity, as is the case when the appropriate field is being generated through any
device, would result in a net decrease in overall photon intensity. In all instances observed, for
all geometries, when the field was activated there was a net reduction in both the mean photon
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counts and the standard deviation of the counts that supports the findings previously reported.
It is interesting that when the field has been removed, the counts do not immediately return to
baseline conditions. This effect may be accommodated by results obtained by Karbowski et al.,
(2016). In their experiments, B16-BL6 cells were exposed to patterned pulses of light while
being simultaneously exposed to a patterned EMF prior to having their UPE profiles measured.
There was an increase in the overall UPE intensity corresponding to the wavelength of light
that was presented to cells and that enhancement was sustained for approximately 70 min after
a 60 min exposure. The energy that was released during this time frame was calculated to fall
within the range of energy that was contained within the EMF that was simultaneously exposed
with the light pulses. In the experiments presented in this chapter we did not expose B16-BL6
cells to patterned light pulses, but the net reduction in photon intensity and variability may also
serve to represent a change in the applied EMF energy. If correct, the it is assumed that,
provided our observation accommodated the length of exposure, the UPE counts would return
to baseline around 40 min after the field (Thomas) was terminated.

In addition to the mean photon counts and standard deviation, we showed that the spectral
power differences emitted from the cells (i.e., B16-BL6 cells) were able to successfully
differentiate between application geometries during sham (pre-field) and Thomas – EMF
exposures. The spectral characteristics were binned in 1 Hz increments and it was shown that
3 distinct frequency bins, 3, 10, and 16 Hz, that represent harmonics of calcium ion cyclotron
resonance were differently affected by application geometry. (McLeod et al., 1987; Blackman
et al., 1994; Vorobyov et al., 1998). This observation is further supported by the data indicating
that exposures of cells to the Thomas-EMF acts on calcium signalling, and is congruent with
previous findings (Buckner et al., 2018). Finally, the data could be used to successfully
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discriminate between a selected target geometry, as compared to all others, based upon unique
UPE spectral characteristics during unique periods of observation.

These results, taken together, suggest that application geometry does in fact paly a role, albeit
minor, in the bio-effectivity of exposures to patterned EMF, at least in the cells lines studied.
Furthermore, discrete differences can be observed in cell morphology (e.g., PC-12 cells) and
correlates with function (i.e., UPE) that can differentiate between different physical structures
through that a patterned EMF has been presented. The evidence collected supports the idea that
structure dictates function even when examining the nature of the application geometry of
patterned EMFs and warrants further exploration.
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Chapter 4
4 Physical Characterization of the Nature of Electromagnetic Field Application Geometry

4.1 Abstract:

The role played by physical application geometry as a facet of electromagnetic field (EMF)
exposure is an underdeveloped concept that has been subjected to limited experimentation.
Provided that the concept of structure dictates function is relevant to EMF exposure it is
suggested that an investigation of the physical properties of EMF geometry are necessary. In
this study, we provide a series of investigations aimed to determine the salient effects that
physical application geometry plays in terms of producing bio-effective EMFs. Results are
suggestive of the idea that unique constructions can appreciably (statistically) alter background,
ambient static (DC) EMF intensity, especially when the structure approaches a dome-like
geometry. Further experimentation demonstrated no statistically significant differences for
other physical measures although this does not rule out the importance of individual
differences. The observed effects have been likened to alterations in the signal-to-noise ratio
or Weber’s concept of the just noticeable differences as a potential mechanism of action.

4.2. Introduction:

The greatest tool developed by human kind has been the scientific method. Systematic
evaluation of systems (physical, chemical, biological, etc.) and their corresponding reactions
to precise/accurate manipulations of contributing factors have provided a detailed, although
not an exhaustive, understanding of the description of the Nature of the physical world. One of
the cornerstone ideas underlying many systems is the assertion that structure dictates function.
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By extension, the structure of the experiment can influence the function of the system under
observation. The aforementioned statement is best exemplified in terms of the double slit
experiment for electrons and photons, whereby the parameters of the experiment can suggest,
based on the interpretation of the results, that the observed stimuli either behave as a particle
or a wave (Bach et al., 2013; Eibenberger et al., 2013; Selleri, 1992).

With respect to biological systems, the concept that structure dictates function can be used in
our examination of the brain. For example, the structure of the hippocampus can be likened to
two concentric ring-like, intercalated c-like structures that condenses into nanometer
separations allowing for the transition from electrical impulses to chemical representations of
the same information. Furthermore, the hippocampus has demonstrated the ability to undergo
adult neurogenesis within its subdivisions of the cornu ammons (CA) fields, as well as
possessing Schaffer collaterals allowing for re-entrant processes and prolongation of the same
stimulus along its consolidatory path to more crystallized long-term representations (i.e.,
memory) (Riedel and Micheau, 2001; Morris et al., 2007). Additional examples of structure
dictating function, at the level of the brain, include Heschl’s gyrus and the lateral geniculate
nucleus of the thalamus. Heschl’s gyrus, along its course, has a tonotopic representation of the
frequencies of sound sensed by the ear, in the medial – lateral and anterior –posterior axes,
where high frequencies are presented most medially (and posterior) while low frequencies are
represented more laterally (and posterior) (Humphries et al., 2010; Talavage et al., 2004). The
observed organization of Heschl’s gyrus is reflected, although inverted, in the cochlea that
discriminates frequencies and translates them to corresponding nervous impulses. With respect
to the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) of the thalamus, it is composed of 6 layers, alternating
between grey and white layers, that can be subdivided into the magnocellular components
(inner layers 1, 2) and the parvocellular portions (outer layers 3 to 6) (Reid and Shapley, 1992;
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Garey and De Courten, 1983; Crosby et al., 1962). The magnocellular division of the LGN is
responsible for colour-blind vision and rapid conduction, whilst the parvocellular layers are
associated with lower velocity conduction and are associated with the conduction of colour
vision (Crosby et al, 1962; Parent, 1996). Visual processing and perception, to allow for
binocular vision, has divided the visual fields into ipsilateral and contralateral features, that are
structurally maintained at the level of the LGN whereby layer 2,3, and 5 process ipsilateral
visual information and layers 1,4, and 6 process contralateral information along with its
integration into primary, secondary, and tertiary visual areas (BA 17, 18, 19, etc.) (Crosby et
al., 1962; Parent, 1996). Outside the brain, we can demonstrate the concept of structure
dictating function in a number of organ systems. In examining the stomach, whose role in
digestion is the acidification of foodstuffs that have been passed by way of the esophagus
(another specialized tube structure whose function is to pass food along to the stomach
(Thibodeau et al., 2004). Acidification during digestion of the food supply is derived from
specialized cells oxyntic (parietal) cells that allow for the production and release of
hydrochloric acid in the lumen of the stomach (Forte et al., 1981; Sedar and Friedman, 1961).
As a consequence of the acidifying function of the stomach, there are biological fail-safes that
have evolved including goblet cells that can secrete an alkaline mucus (Jass and Filipe, 1981;
Thibodeau et al., 2004) so that the acidic environment does not destroy the epithelial lining of
the organ and ultimately having the acidic solution leak into adjacent structures (organs) and
digest the animal from the inside out. An additional function of the stomach, required to
promote digestion, is churning, a process arising from the peristaltic contraction of muscle
fibers embedded within the structural layering (tunics) of the organ.

It has been shown that exogenous application of discrete physiologically relevant (i.e.,
functional) stimuli can impact the structure of the system for that the stimulus is directed. For
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instance, Mach and Persinger (2009) demonstrated that the application of a weak intensity
EMF, patterned to mimic LTP in hippocampal slices, facilitated learning of an inhibitory task
for animals that were exposed to this field during the task but a reduction in spatial memory in
trained animals that were exposed 30 min before or after training. The authors theorized that
the observed differences were being driven by hippocampal saturation. Comparatively, the
application of a burst-firing EMF, derived from the activity of a collection of amygdaloidhippocampal cells, has demonstrated functional changes that mimic the activity recorded from
the mesial basal temporal lobe structures including: visual sensations, ego-alien intrusions, and
the sensed presence (Cook and Persinger, 1997; Persinger and Healey, 2002; Persinger, 2003).
Although we typify the alterations that result from the application of a patterned EMF as a
functional alteration, it is truly the temporal construction or arrangement of parameters such as
stimulus (point) duration, inter-stimulus interval, and intensity that have been shown cause the
observed effects. It was only through systematic and rigorous investigation and
experimentation, the application of our most valuable tool, that has allowed temporal structure
of EMFs to be fully appreciated.

We have argued that just as temporal structure of EMFs can alter the biological function of
systems so too should the physical structure in that the EMF is being presented have an effect.
Some research has pointed to some validity/fidelity of the idea that the structure of the of the
EMF-generating device can alter the effectiveness of the patterned EMF. For example, Martin
and Persinger (2003) provided evidence that the physical structure through that an EMF is
generated is important when examining the analgesic response in rats exposed to burst-firing
EMF presented through a simple solenoid (heterogeneous field) versus a Helmholtz coil
(homogeneous field). Results showed that maximum analgesia was obtained when the
biologically relevant field was presented by the heterogeneous field-generating device. In the
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previous chapter, we demonstrated that unique structural organizations of EMF-generating
devices, had effects on photon emission measures by B16-BL6 cells and PC-12 cells treated
with 0.5 µM forskolin, as well as in the morphological features of the treated PC-12 cells.
Given this evidence it would be prudent to discern to what degree the physical application
geometry contributes to the observed effects of EMF exposures on biological systems.

In this group of experiments, we have rigorously assessed the physical attributes of 4 distinct
EMF-generating devices. Herein we suggest comparing changes measured in the static,
ambient magnetic environment in response to different geometric configurations bound in
copper wire to Faraday-like cages, as well as to the ability of unique geometries wrapped in
copper wire to respond to weak environmental magnetic fields, to deflect or impede an incident,
biologically relevant propagating EMF, and to contribute to changes in exposure conditions for
that effects have been previously demonstrated by assessing static magnetic field changes.

4.3. Methods:

4.3.1. Physical Description of the Electromagnetic Application Geometries:

The devices corresponding to the following geometries were each constructed using 100-ft
(~33 m) of 18 AWG primary, insulated copper wire. A total of 4 different electromagnetic
(EM) physical application geometries were created and are identified as: Helmholtz,
Hoberman, Rodin, and Toroid coils. Photos of the corresponding physical application
geometries are included in Appendix E1 – E4.
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Geometry#1: Helmholtz coil

The Helmholtz coil was fabricated out of two independent coils that were each wrapped
continuously with 50-ft of wire wound around two fused 25.4 cm diameter plastic crochet
hoops. The independent coils were then mounted to a wooden frame (L: 29.2 cm, W: 21.6 cm)
that served as the base of the apparatus. The coils were mounted and separated by a block of
wood (13.34 cm) affixed at the superior pole. The construction of the base and the upper mount
were completed using Elmer’s carpenter’s glue. The coils were separated by their radius (12.7
cm) in order to replicate the original design proposed by Herman von Helmholtz, the original
creator of this geometry. Resistance of the entire coil was assessed to be 0.8 Ohms by way of
a Victor 70C digital multimeter.

Geometry #2: Hoberman coil

The Hoberman coil was derived from a collection of six overlapping plastic, circular rings that,
as a whole, results in an icosododecahedron with 20 triangular faces and twelve pentagonal
faces with a maximal diameter of 30.48 cm. For our purposes, the original Hoberman sphere
was bifurcated, wrapped with electrical tape, and finally wrapped in one continuous fashion
with 100-ft of 18 AWG primary, insulated copper wire. The resulting Hoberman coil has a base
diameter of 30.48 cm and a dome height of 15.7 cm accommodating 10 triangular and 6
pentagonal faces. Coil resistance was 4.5 Ohms as measured by a Victor 70C digital
multimeter.
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Geometry #3: Rodin coil

The Rodin coil was constructed by fusing 2, 25.4 cm diameter plastic, circular crochet hoops,
and continuously wrapping them with 50-ft of wire in a counter-clockwise fashion parallel to
the circumferential plane. Following the completion of the circumferential wrapping, the
Rodin coil was then perpendicularly wrapped with the remaining 50-ft of wire. Conceptually,
the resulting aggregate encompassed an inner solenoid wrapped by an outer toroid. The
resulting leads of the inner solenoid and outer toroid were soldered together to form a single
input lead so as to activate both components simultaneously. The resulting resistance of the
Rodin coil, as measured by a Victor 70C digital multimeter, was 0.4 Ohms.

Geometry #4: Toroid coil

The Toroid coil was created by wrapping 100-ft of wire around a plastic, circular 25.4 cm
diameter crochet hoop. Wrappings were perpendicular to the circumference of the plastic
backbone and were wrapped in a counter-clockwise fashion. The resulting resistance of the
Toroid coil was 1.0 Ohms as verified by a Victor 70C digital multimeter.

Comparator Geometries:

In addition to the four primary target, physical application geometries, there were 8 different
comparator geometries that were developed in order to assess and compare the differences
obtained between background static magnetic field intensities measured in the various
application geometries. Our working hypothesis was that any difference, or resulting change
in the intensity of the background magnetic field would arise in the same way that changes in
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the field are observed in a Faraday cage. A Faraday cage is built from specific materials (i.e.,
copper alloys) with a physical structure that causes attenuation of a magnetic field as measured
in the “cage”. Here we constructed 8 different Faraday-like containers using 25.4 cm diameter
plastic salad dishes. One salad dish served as a physical control (i.e., no copper wrappings),
while the remaining 7 salad bowls were covered with either a copper foil mesh or a copper
weavemesh. Four devices were generated using copper foil mesh corresponding to 25, 50, 75
and 100% surface area coverage. Three devices were created using the copper weavemesh that
included 25, 50, and 100% surface area coverings. The copper weavemesh described by the
manufacturer (FerrierWire) to be used in electromagnetic interference and radio frequency
(EMIRFI) shielding, filtering, and straining applications had a wire diameter of 0.04 cm, with
a wire opening diameter of 0.08 cm. All copper foil mesh and copper weavemesh applications
were affixed to the plastic salad containers using Elmer’s glue. Photographic representations
of each of the 8 comparator geometries can be found in Appendix F.

4.3.2. Determining The Change in the Earth’s Static Magnetic Field Intensity as a Function of
Physical Application Geometry:

The static intensity of the horizontal and orthogonal vectors of Earth’s electromagnetic field
(EMF) were measured using a tri-axial, vector FMV400 fluxgate magnetometer from
MacIntyre Electronic Design Associates (MEDA). The magnetometer has a sensitivity of 1 nT
with a range that extends to +/-100,000 nT (1 Gauss) with a +/-0.25% accuracy and an upper
limit sampling rate of 1 Hz using the associated software platform. Data was collected in two
different locations at Laurentian University, Sudbury, ON (longitude 80.78 W, latitude 46.62
N). The first locus of measure (N1; Neurochemistry) is situated in the basement laboratory of
Laurentian University’s Science II building. The second locus (N2; consciousness laboratory
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chamber) was an acoustic chamber and Faraday cage in the basement of Laurentian
University’s Science II building that was separated from N1 by approximately 30 m. Data was
collected from all 12 different geometric organizations of copper wire and copper mesh
coverings (4 primary geometries and 8 comparator geometries). The measurement periods were
divided into three, 5-minute segments that included a pre-geometry baseline, a geometry
present test measure, and a post-geometry baseline measure. All data were acquired at a
sampling rate of 1 Hz and all trials were conducted independently. Values for the angles of
magnetic declination and inclination were manually recorded at the outset and at the
termination of each recording period. For each of the four primary target geometries, as well
as the 7 comparator geometries, there was a minimum of an N =3 measurements at each of the
two loci. Photos of the experimental setup for the measurement set-up in location N1
(neurochemistry) are provided in Appendix G.

4.3.3. Determining the Change in the Static Vectorial Intensity of an Incident, Time-Varying
EMF as a Function of Physical Application Geometry

Data was acquired using a tri-axial, FMV400 vector fluxgate magnetometer with a sampling
rate of 1 Hz and was recorded using a personal laptop computer and associated software. The
FMV400 magnetometer was placed at a distance of 30 cm from the opening of a 38 cm X 33
cm X 27 cm plastic milk crate that was wrapped in a single layer with 305 m of 30 AWG
primary, insulated copper wire. The milk crate coil served as the source generator for the
inducing, exogenous, frequency modulated (FM) EMF and will be herein referred to as the
inducing coil. The pattern of the inducing FM-EMF (also called the Thomas-EMF) was
generated by converting 859 integer values between 0 and 256 to a corresponding voltage of
-5 V to +5V (127 = 0V) using a digital-to-analog converter that supplied current to the inducing
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coil. The resulting FM-EMF consisted of 18 doublet peaks, where each singlet peak was 6 msec
in duration, with gradually increasing intervals between 3 msec (for the first 5 repeats) to 120
msec for the last 5 repeats. The resulting frequency modulation for the FM-EMF pattern ranged
from 25 Hz for the first 5 repeats to 6 Hz for the last 5 repeats. The duration of that each point
of the 859 integer series was presented through the inducing coil was set to 3 msec and served
as the point duration (PD). The inter-stimulus interval (ISI), that corresponds to the temporal
delay between successive presentations of the 859-point pattern was also set to 3 msec. The
cycle duration for the 859-point series FM-EMF was approximately 2.58 s when the PD and
ISI were set to 3 msec respectively. The resulting FM-EMF was continuously presented during
the induction phase. A diagrammatic representation of the FM-EMF pattern can be found in
Appendix H1.

The experimental design for this investigation consisted of five, 2-minute recording periods
that were organized in an A-B-A-B-A design. For this experiment, the recording period
designated by ‘A’ indicated that the inducing field was not present (i.e., the equipment was on
but no current was applied to the inducing coil) while the recording period designated ‘B’
indicated that the inducing field was active (i.e., current was being supplied to the inducing
coil). There were five devices representing different EM application geometry conditions that
were placed directly over the recording magnetometer; control (no geometry), Helmholtz,
Hoberman, Rodin, and Toroid. Each EM application geometry condition was replicated across
10 independent trials (N=10). A photo and schematic representation of the experimental set-up
has been provided and can be found in Appendix H2.
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4.3.4. Assessing the Change in Induced Voltage through Various Physical Application
Geometries in a Faraday Cage and Acoustic Chamber

The goal of this investigation was to discern the capacity of each geometry to act as an
induction coil as a means of assessing the peak frequencies, and the intensity, of Earth’s
geomagnetic field. Previous research has demonstrated that the discrete, reliable fundamental
and harmonic frequencies of the Earth’s magnetic field are a consequence of lightning
discharge between the Earth’s surface and the inner layer of the ionosphere, associated with
geomagnetic activity (Williams, 1992; Cherry, 2002; Schlegel and Füllekrug, 1999). Here, we
aim to investigate whether the structural geometry of the recording device can impact the
ability to detect or interfere with the geomagnetic fundamental and harmonic frequencies.

All four magnetic geometry devices (the Helmholtz, Hoberman, Rodin, and Toroid devices)
were simultaneously measured for discrete fluctuations in geomagnetic harmonic frequencies.
The magnetic geometry devices attached to a Mitsar Model 201 quantitative
electroencephalographic (QEEG) amplifier by way of silver-silver chloride cup sensors
coupled to alligator clips that were directly attached to the copper wound coils. Data was
acquired from all 4 geometries simultaneously and measured at a sampling rate of 500 Hz,
using WinEEG software with low cut filter set to DC, high cut filter set to 30 Hz, and a notch
filter between 55 -75 and 110 -130 Hz for the duration of 30 minutes. There were N=8
independent trials conducted between 20:00 and 23:00 DST local time. All recordings were
conducted in an acoustic chamber and Faraday cage that has been previously demonstrated to
reduce the static component of Earth’s magnetic field by approximately 50% (Persinger et al.,
2015). A pictorial representation of the experimental set-up is provided in Appendix I.
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4.3.5. Characterizing the Change in the Static EM Background Intensity as a Function of
Application Geometry in a Standard Incubator

To examine the effects of our target EMF geometry devices on cell culture environments, we
first assessed the output capacity of each magnetic geometry device in a standard exposure
incubator. The standard incubator had an atmospheric composition of 95% oxygen and 5%
CO2 that was maintained at 37ºC and was located on the 7th floor of the Science II building at
Laurentian University, Sudbury, ON (longitude 80.78 W, latitude 46.62 N). For recordings, the
FMV400 fluxgate magnetometer was positioned in the center of the incubation unit.
Measurements of the horizontal and orthogonal magnetic vector intensities were sampled at 1
Hz increments, with the inner and outer doors of the incubator closed, over the course of the
experiment. The experimental measurement period consisted of an A-B-A-B-A repeated
measures observation alternating between Sham (A: no field) and Burst (B: field) cycled at 5minute intervals. There were five magnetic application geometries (Control/no EM geometry,
Helmholtz, Hoberman, Rodin, and Toroid) that were placed directly over the recording
magnetometer during the recording sessions. Each geometry (with the exception of the control
condition) was connected to a DAC that produced a burst-firing pattern of current that
generated an EMF through the respective coils for the field condition.

The burst-firing EMF was generated from 230 points ranging from 0 to 256, that were
converted to voltage equivalents of -5V to +5V (127 = 0V) by way of a custom constructed,
adjustable digital-to-analog converter and modified mini-audio amplifier. The point duration
(PD) and inter-stimulus interval (ISI) for this pattern were set to 3 and 3,000 msec, respectively.
EMF intensities resulting from the application of current into the respective physical EM
application geometries were verified using an AC milliGauss meter (AlphaLabs) that was set
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such that the effective intensities ranged from 300 – 500 nT. The duration of the 230-point
burst-firing pattern with PD set to 3 msec was 690 msec while the cycle duration lasted 3.69 s.
For each combination of physical EM application geometry (Control, Helmholtz, Hoberman,
Rodin, and Toroid devices) and field presentation (burst-firing field or no field) a total of N=5
independent replicates were conducted. A diagrammatic representation of the experimental setup can be found in Appendix J.

4.3.6. Methods of analyses:

4.3.6.1. Determining The Change in Earth’s Static Magnetic Field Intensity as a Function of
Physical Application Geometry:

Raw data for the strength of the magnetic field was collected for the X, Y, and orthogonal
components of the Earth’s magnetic field and was assessed at 1 Hz. Additional data including
the angle of inclination, declination, and the computed Resultant Earth’s EMF intensity were
recorded. All data pertaining to EMF measures were root-mean-square transformed to assess
the time-varying average and imported into SPSS for statistical analysis. We aimed to measure
the difference in the intensity of the background geomagnetic EMF fluctuations between when
the geometry device was present versus absent. Therefore, difference scores were computed
for each of the magnetic vectors (X, Y, orthogonal, and Resultant) in reference to pre-exposure
baselines (e.g., prior to the application of the target geometry over the recording device) for
each of the geometry devices.
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Normality tests revealed several outliers (> 3 STD) that were subsequently removed prior to
analysis. The resulting sample size for each geometry was N= 9 for Helmholtz, N = 10 for the
Hoberman, N = 11 for the Rodin, and N = 12 for the Toroid. Measures were taken in 2 distinct
locations [Neurochemistry (N1) and the and the chamber in the consciousness laboratory (N2)]
as outlined in the methods section. A number of comparator devices were created that consisted
of varying degrees of copper weavemesh (0, 25, 50, 75, and 100% coverage; N1, N2) wrapped
around plastic salad bowls, as well as devices where copper fly mesh was wrapped at varying
concentrations around plastic salad bowls (0, 25, 50, and 100%; N1, N2). These comparator
geometries were subjected to the same data processing as the target geometries.

4.3.6.2. Determining the Change in the Static Vectorial Intensity of an Incident, Time-Varying
EMF as a Function of Physical Application Geometry

The data corresponding to the intensity of the X, Y, and orthogonal vectors, as well as
computed Resultant intensities, for measurement either in the presence or following the
removal of the inducting field was subjected to a root-mean-square transformation. In addition,
the standard deviation of the cycled inducting field was also computed for each condition. All
computed variables were entered into SPSS for statistical analysis. Here we aimed to assess a
number of parameters and ascertain any differences for the following comparisons: 1) between
root-mean-square intensity measures for the magnetic vectors of pre and post exposure
measures, 2) between the mean of the change of intensity when the inducing field was present
versus absent for each the magnetic vectors, 3) between the standard deviation when the
inducting field was present, and 4) the change in deviation when the inducting field was present
and absent as a function of geometry. Statistical analyses to confirm differences between
geometries was assessed by way of a one-way analysis of variance. Data examining the
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differences between recording phases were first explored using a MANOVA with intensity as
dependent variables, geometry as the between-subject’s variables, and recording phase as the
within subject’s factors. Any significant findings were further evaluated by systematically
conducting paired samples t-tests controlling for each geometry with a consideration for
significance when p<.001 after alpha level correction.

4.3.6.3. Assessing the Change in Induced Voltage through Various Physical Application
Geometries in a Faraday Cage and Acoustic Chamber

Data corresponding to the simultaneous recording of the 4 distinct EMF application geometries
in the Faraday cage were extracted using two different methods, 1) 60-second raw recordings
were extracted and spectrally analyzed within the WinEEG platform, and 2) 60-second raw
recordings were manually extracted, imported into SPSS, standardized (i.e., z-transformed),
and subjected to spectral analysis. Both extraction methods were conducted on 3 different time
points within the 30-minute recording period corresponding to minutes 1, 15, and 30 of the raw
record. Extraction method 1 yielded power measures (uV2/Hz) for 6 distinct frequency bins
akin to the classical EEG frequencies: delta (1 – 4 Hz), theta (4 – 7 Hz), alpha (8 – 13 Hz), beta
1 (14 – 20 Hz) beta 2 (21 – 30 Hz), and gamma (30+ Hz). In addition to power measures, peak
frequency values for each of the classical EEG bins were extracted and their means for the 3
recording phases were computed for comparisons. The date for the power derived from
extraction method 1 was entered into a MANOVA with geometry as the between-subject’s
factors and frequency bin (6) and phase of measurement (3) as the within subject’s factors. The
computed mean for the peak frequencies were entered into a one-way analysis of variance to
determine any differences between geometry devices. For extraction method 2, the resultant
spectral data was binned into 1 Hz increments between 1 and 50 Hz (1 Hz = 1.00 Hz to 1.99
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Hz) for each of the recording phases before being subjected to a MANOVA with geometry as
the between-subject’s factors and frequency (50) and recording phase (3) as the within subject’s
factors. Tukey’s post-hoc tests were employed to discern the driving factors when one-way
analyses of variance were considered significant while serial one-way analyses of variance and
paired samples t-tests served as the post-hoc analyses to discern driving forces when
MANOVAs were conducted.

4.3.6.4 Characterizing the Change in the Static EM Background Intensity as a Function of
Application Geometry in a Standard Incubator

Three independent replicates measuring changes in the background intensity were completed
for each condition. The data was extracted, imported into Excel for computation of the rootmean-square and standard deviation values for the intensity of each magnetic vector (X, Y,
orthogonal, and Resultant) for the duration of the 5-minute recording segments and
subsequently exported into SPSS for statistical analysis. Any global changes between each of
the recording segments (i.e., field off v. field on) were of interest and therefore were compared
to the mean of each intensity for the respective segments. Data was subjected to multivariate
analysis of variance with appropriate post-hoc analyses to determine the source of any
interaction.

4.4. Results

4.4.1. Determining The Change in Earth’s Static Magnetic Field Intensity as a Function of
Physical Application Geometry:
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One-way analysis of variance examining the change in the RMS and mean intensities for the
X, Y, Z and resultant field vectors revealed significant differences in the intensity of the
orthogonal component [F (3,42) = 4.63, p = .007, Ω2-est = 0.26] and resultant [F (3,42) = 5.03, p =
.005, Ω2-est = 0.28] for the Earth’s field as a function of geometry. Post-hoc analysis suggested
that the effect was being driven by the difference in the change of the orthogonal and resultant
intensities between the Hoberman geometry and the Helmholtz and Toroid geometries as can
be seen in figure 4.4.1.1. Of note, similar results were obtained when looking at mean intensity
measures. In order to assess significant within-subject’s changes in each of the magnetic field
parameters. Paired samples t-tests were conducted that revealed that only the Hoberman
geometry demonstrated significant (p<.05) differences in the mean orthogonal and resultant
intensities when comparing the geometry present condition to the pre-baseline condition. In
addition, using the same type of analysis to examine the change in intensities from geometry
present condition to the post-exposure measures, only the Hoberman geometry demonstrated
an overshoot in intensity for the Z [t

(9)

= -5.75, p = 2.76·10-4, MD = -50.14] and resultant [t

(9) = -5.39, p = 4.37·10-4, MD = -54.45] intensity vectors.
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Figure 4.4.1.1: The change in intensity (nT) of the X, Y, Z, and resultant coordinates for Earth’s
static magnetic field as a function of magnetic geometry. Error bars represent SEMs.

Measure of the magnetic field vectors showed that there was a difference in the change of the
static geomagnetic field as a function of the geometry device used for the experiment. After
outlier removal (SD>+/-3), there were significant differences observed for the change in the
intensity of the orthogonal component [F (12,85) = 1.98, p = .038, Ω2-est = 0.25] and the resultant
[F (12,85) = 2.192, p = .021, Ω2-est = 0.26] intensity of Earth static magnetic field as can be
observed in Figure 4.3.1.2. The differences obtained were due to a greater reduction in Earth
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static magnetic field (Z and R) were measured with the Hoberman geometry as compared to
the 75% covered mesh covered salad bowl.
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Figure 4.4.1.2: The change of root-mean-square intensity in the rectangular coordinates (X, Y,
Z, and Resultant) of Earth’s static magnetic field. Error bars represent SEMs. FC refers to
copper mesh covered salad bowls, whilst FMFC refers to fly-mesh encapsulated salad bowls.
Minimum N=4 for each measure. Each bar has a minimum of 2 different locations embedded
within it.
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4.4.2. Determining the Change in the Static Vectorial Intensity of an Incident, Time-Varying
EMF as a Function of Physical Application Geometry

A comparison of the differences in the mean intensity shifts between when the induced field
was present versus when it was absent, the degree of deviation of the mean when the inducting
field was present, and the change in deviation between the presence and absence of the inducing
field yielded no statistically significant results (p >.05) as a function of the geometry device
(table 4.4.2.1). Differences in the spatial organization (intensity) contained within each
magnetic geometry device was assessed by comparing the pre- to the post-experimental
baselines. Exploratory MANOVA demonstrated differences in recording phases for the Y [F
(2,64)

= 698.72, p <.001, η2 = 0.96], Z [F (2,64) = 457.50, p <.001, η2 = 0.93], and Resultant [F

(2,64)

=456.88, p <.001, η2 = 0.93] EMF intensity vectors. Paired samples t-test results

demonstrated that there were no significant differences between pre- and post-experimental
manipulations as a function of geometry device when alpha level corrections were applied
(table 4.4.2.2.).
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Table 4.4.2.1: Summary of the means and SEMs (brackets) for the standard deviation (SD) for
when the inducting field was active, the change background intensity (field on v. off), and the
change in the standard deviation (field on v. off) for each magnetic vector as a function of
geometry.
Field SD (SEM)

Mean change intensity (SEM)

Mean

change

in

SD

(SEM)
X-axis

Control

Helmholtz

Hoberman

Rodin

Toroid

Y-

Z-

X-

Y-axis

Z-axis

Resultant

axis

axis

axis

4.06

35.37

19.81

-1.55

-56.28

-34.60

-36.43

(0.71)

(0.97)

(0.77)

(1.50)

(3.47)

(2.22)

3.78

36.06

20.61

-0.27

-60.59

(0.86)

(1.59)

(1.37)

(1.48)

2.86

34.24

19.19

(0.46)

(0.65)

3.49

X-

Y-axis

Z-axis

0.39

19.93

8.83

(2.39)

(1.14)

(1.86)

(2.45)

-32.27

-34.03

1.00

22.79

11.86

(1.89)

(2.94)

(2.92)

(1.10)

(1.02)

(1.68)

1.21

-57.96

-28.61

-30.09

0.86

21.26

11.85

(0.99)

(2.83)

(1.34)

(3.03)

(3.28)

(0.37)

(0.78)

(0.63)

35.56

19.77

-0.12

-53.63

-31.09

-32.64

1.71

21.21

11.94

(0.67)

(1.30)

(0.96)

(1.39)

(3.76)

(1.73)

(1.87)

(0.46)

(1.35)

(0.83)

3.10

33.11

18.34

-1.79

-59.35

-33.88

-35.83

0.46

14.11

10.54

(0.59)

(1.23)

(1.08)

(1.98)

(5.75)

(2.44)

(2.57)

(1.07)

(5.18)

(1.67)

axis
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Table 4.4.2.2: The mean difference, in nT, between static background magnetic field intensity
comparing the pre-exposure baseline to post-exposure baseline conditions as a function of
geometry.
Y-axis

Z-axis

Resultant

Mean

T-

P-

Mean

T-

P-

Mean

T-

P-

Diff

statistic

value

Diff

statistic

value

Diff

statistic

value

Control

6.04

1.76

.011

6.43

3.25

.014

6.54

3.00

.020

Helmholtz

8.45

2.48

.048

7.31

2.07

.084

7.60

2.05

.087

Hoberman 6.85

2.02

.083

.066

.018

.986

-0.34

-0.087

.933

Rodin

0.95

0.151

.885

4.93

2.66

.032

4.87

2.93

.022

Toroid

1.89

0.279

.792

4.41

2.54

.143

4.27

1.64

.162

Significance was considered when p<.001 after alpha-level correction. Data explored after
significant within-subject’s time effect was revealed by way of exploratory MANOVA.

4.4.3. Assessing the Change in Induced Voltage through Various Physical Application
Geometries in a Faraday Cage and Acoustic Chamber

There were no differences in power and the frequency as a function of the different application
geometries for measures of induced voltage through the different magnetic geometry devices
measured simultaneously. Data corresponding to classical WinEEG extractions were subjected
to a MANOVA with the classical EEG bins and the measurement period as the within-subject’s
factors was conducted for both differences in frequency and power. Neither measure
demonstrated a significant main effect for geometry, either as a between-subject’s measure or
within-subjects’ measure. These effects were not significant when considering the arithmetic
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mean of the 3 observation periods. Peak frequencies and power (SPD)for each of the
geometries can be observed in table 4.4.3.1.
Table 4.4.3.1: Displays the mean power (SPD; uV2/Hz) and frequency (Hz) across the three
recording phases (beginning, middle, end) of the 30-minute continuous recording across N=7
independent trials. SEMs are reported within the brackets.
Classical EEG Frequency Bins

Delta

Theta

Alpha

Beta1

Beta2

Gamma

Geometry

f

SPD

f

SPD

f

SPD

f

SPD

f

SPD

f

SPD

Helmholtz

3.68

36.34

4.06

89.86

9.85

127.50

18.35

49.06

20.54

64.15

30.97

25.20

(0.15)

(31.67)

(0.14)

(79.55)

(0.15)

(89.34)

(0.62)

(29.27)

(0.27)

(33.85)

(0.65)

(11.65)

3.72

90.99

3.92

164.99

9.80

147.67

18.75

41.17

20.80

65.70

33.19

24.60

(0.12)

(86.48)

(0.01)

(141.39)

(0.15)

(118.81)

(0.32)

(30.10)

(0.42)

(42.49)

(1.43)

(16.17)

3.91

14.34

4.20

74.60

9.74

73.82

18.26

38.62

21.89

121.26

32.89

68.68

(0.00)

(9.27)

(0.18)

(48.14)

(0.34)

(35.50)

(0.61)

(17.97)

(1.06)

(58.25)

(1.45)

(39.01)

3.35

95.36

3.97

396.71

9.29

396.03

18.22

62.19

20.74

147.21

32.97

46.92

(0.41)

(47.38)

(0.06)

(256.25)

(0.41)

(212.10)

(0.82)

(18.31)

(0.41)

(50.25)

(1.31)

(13.81)

Hoberman

Rodin

Toroid
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The raw data extracted according to method 2 was processed for each of the 3 observation periods
(min 1, 15, and 30) from a 30-minute measurement across N=7 independent trials. The data was
standardized, and subjected to spectral analysis prior to being divided into 50, 1 Hz bins (1 Hz bin
= spectral frequencies 1.00 – 1.99 Hz) and then subjected to MANOVA for spectral power density
(SPD) by geometry (4 levels) with each observation period (3 levels) and the frequency (50 levels)
as within-subjects’ factors. This analysis revealed no between- or within-subjects’ effect of
geometry (p>.05) but a main effect for frequency [F (49,1127) = 20.49, p <.001, pη2 = 0.47). Data not
shown.

4.4.4. Characterizing the Change in the Static EM Background Intensity as a Function of
Application Geometry in a Standard Incubator

Serial (3) MANOVAs were used to identify differences in the background vector intensity
measured in a standard incubator when the burst-firing EMF pattern was presented through each
of the magnetic geometry devices versus when the field was absent. Analyses of the identified
significant within-subjects’ field effects for the X-axis [F (1,8) = 6.02, p = .040, η2 = 0.43] and the
orthogonal [F (1,8) = 51.50, p< .001, η2= 0.87] but not for the Resultant or the Y-axis (p>.05)
vectors. The data is summarized in table 4.4.4.1. Furthermore, we found no difference in the mean
SD for the burst-firing EMF versus no field conditions for any of the geometries. Serial
MANOVAs revealed no significant within-subject’s field effect for the orthogonal magnetic vector
(p>.05), but did reveal significant within-subjects’ main effects for the field vectors in the X-axis
[F (1,8) = 6.20, p= .038, η2= 0.44] and Y-axis [F (1,8) =19.20, p = .002, η2= 0.71], table 4.3.4.2. There
were no geometry-specific effects noted.
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Table 4.4.4.1: Mean intensities (nT) comparing the field and no field being generated through each
EMF physical application geometry. There is an enhancement when the field is on.
X-axis
Mean

Z-axis

MD(SEM) T-stat

(SEM)
No

74772.25

field

(676.12)

-4.23

Field

74776.48

(1.34)

P-

Mean

MD(SEM) T-

value

(SEM)

P-value

stat

80714.20
-3.16

.007

(140.48)

6.72 (1.38) 4.86 2.52·10-4

80707.48

(675.39)

(140.77)

Table 4.4.4.2: Mean of the SD for 5-min recordings of intensity for each of the magnetic vectors.
MD refers to the mean difference obtained from the statistical analysis.
X-axis
Mean

MD(SEM)

(SEM)

No

7.60

field

(0.41)

Field

Y-axis
T-

P-

Mean

stat

value

(SEM)

MD(SEM)

Z-axis
T-

P-

Mean

stat

value

(SEM)

11.38
1.32 (0.7)

2.33

.040

(1.33)

6.27

17.42

(0.31)

(1.11)

MD(SEM)

T-stat

Pvalue

27.31
-6.04

-

(1.49)

4.06

.002

(2.33)
27.93
(7.22)

-0.63
(0.64)

-0.97

.352
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4.5. Discussion:

The results determined in this series of investigations support the idea that differences between
physical application geometries can have subtle and discrete effects on magnetic field
presentations. Here, we have demonstrated that specific geometries, primarily the Hoberman or
dome-like structure, can influence the static (DC) background electromagnetic intensity. These
observations were specific for vector direction and the resultant change caused a reduction of
approximately 20-30 nT. Although these are relatively weak changes, these features are important
because similar intensity fluctuations in geomagnetic storm intensity have been associated with a
myriad of behavioural and biological effects (Persinger and Saroka, 2014; Mulligan and Persinger,
2012; Michon and Persinger, 1997; Suess and Persinger, 2001; Persinger, 2001; O’Connor and
Persinger, 1997; Bureau and Persinger, 1995; Booth and Persinger, 2005). For example, changes
in geomagnetic storm activity has been associated with changes in mood, spontaneous death
following induced limbic seizures, and the occurrence of parapsychological phenomena. The
mechanism of action, although undetermined in these investigations, is hypothesized to be due to
a reduction in ambient noise leading to an increase in the signal-to-noise, or clarity, of the applied
signal. Consider the analogy of a room full of people who are all engaged in conversation. The
ability to discern a single individual’s content amongst the cacophony would be almost
incomprehensible. However, if the multitude of difference conversations are reduced to whisper
levels and the selected individual’s voice remained at a constant volume (i.e., normal talking level),
the ability to appreciate their message, as compared to all others, would be enhanced.
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It is prudent to determine the relative reduction in energy contained within this system. The
equation to determine the energy contained within a volume of a magnetic field is defined by:

𝐵2

E = 2𝜇·V

Where E is the energy (kg·m2s-2), B is the magnetic field intensity, in Tesla (kg·A-1s-2), µ is the
permeability of free space (1.256·10-6 kg·m·A-2s-2) and V is the volume (m3).

The volume of a dome is defined by:

V = 1/6πh (3a2 + h2)

Where V is the volume (m3), h is the height of the dome (m), and the a is the radius of the base
(m)

For the Hoberman sphere used in these experiments, the height was 0.15 m and radius of 0.15 m
and would yield a volume equal to 7.065·10-3 m3. If the resulting change in magnetic field intensity
contained within this volume is 20 nT (2.0·10-8 kg·A-1s-2), then the energy would be within the
order of 1.13·10-12 J. The observed reduction in overall energy is the able to provide the opportunity
for any exogenous sources to be detected in terms of Weber’s concept of the just noticeable
difference that is based upon the reference sensory level as defined by the equation:

k=

∆𝐼
𝐼
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Where k is a constant, based upon the system under observation, I is the original intensity of the
stimulus, and ΔI is change in intensity required for the change to be perceived.

A proportional reduction in the original intensity of the stimulus, or the ambient environmental
sources acting on the system under observation, would result in a net reduction in the change
required in order for the system to “perceive” or respond to the difference applied to it. Here, a
reduction in ambient geomagnetic intensity would lower the threshold for the intensity of an
applied EMF that is required to have an appropriate effect on the system. Thus, weaker fields
would be more impactful provided our hypothesis is correct.

In terms of the ability to effectively shield, or impede, the propagation of an inducting field we
have demonstrated that these geometries have minor influences on the variability (standard
deviation) of the inducing field’s intensity although these effects do not rise to statistical
significance. Reduction in variability, in this manner, can be likened to a homogenization of the
incoming signal content or to a reduction in complexity of the generated signal. In either case, the
fidelity of the incoming signal is reduced and may lose some of its effective qualities as it is
impacted by the geometry during its propagation. In this same experiment, small differences, albeit
not statistical, were measured between pre- and post-induction measures and may be indicative of
a EM storing capacity within different arrangements/configurations of copper wire. Verification is
required to further detail and elaborate on this assertion. One experimental feature that may assist
in answering this question would be to examine continuous and prolonged induction exposures
since intermittent presentations may not have appropriately saturated the local EM containment
environment.
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Discrete differences were observed between frequency components and power measures when the
physical application geometries were measured for voltage fluctuations over the course of a 30min observation while immersed in a reduced geomagnetic environment. Here again, differences
were not statistical. These discrete alterations between the magnetic geometry devices around that
copper wire was wound may result in standing waves or resonant cavities that would differ
depending on the shape the object, and could be detected as very small differences in intensity or
SPD. While these differences did not rise to statistical significance the idea that there are any
differences between geometries may be salient. One could postulate that the impact of structure,
especially for those structures that significantly overlap, would be discrete and could be obfuscated
by statistical tools. Examples, from cosmology and biology, can be used to defend this point of
view.

Consider the distortion of the fabric of space-time caused by the presence of large masses
interspersed throughout the Universe, and modeled by Einstein’s equation for general relativity:

R=

8𝜋𝐺
𝑐4

T

Where R is the curvature (m-2), G is the gravitational constant (6.67·10-11 m3·kg-1s-2), c is the speed
of light (3.0·108m·s-1) and T is the stress energy tensor (kg·m-1s2).

Of importance is the stress-energy tensor, and its relation to the energy, and ultimately mass, of
the stellar body. If, for example, we compared the space-time distortion of our sun to another star
with twice the mass but roughly the same volume, although the change in R is twice that for the
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larger star, the overall change in curvature even though it is real and exists is so small that
statistically it would be irrelevant. However, even these minute changes in local space-time
curvature can be shown to significantly impact the paths of orbiting bodies and the bending of light
around the star. In a more biologically relevant context, if we examine lethal doses of certain
pharmaceuticals, like fentanyl, and compare them to therapeutic dosages, the difference of a few
micrograms is the difference between effective pain management and death. The difference of a
few micrograms to a dose of 2 mg would be statistically inconsequential but the resulting effects
(i.e., death) would be remarkably impactful.

In our last investigation, there were no differences obtained between each unique magnetic
geometry device when a biologically relevant field was being generated through these devices.
What was determined, however, was that there was a reduction in the intensity in the orthogonal
vector with a concomitant enhancement in the Y-axis intensity when the field was present. These
changes were ubiquitous across geometries. When variability was assessed, we observed a trend
toward homogeneity (decreased variability) in the X-axis vector, with an associated trend toward
heterogeneity (increased variability) in the Y-axis vector but we did not detect any change in the
orthogonal vector.

We liken our findings to a change in the signal-to-noise ratio when the field is present. Here, the
noise is operationalized as the mean intensity, while the signal is described as the variability.
However, rather than the analogy of a conversation we adopt the metaphor of a choir performing
to a talkative audience. When the choir is not performing, conversations within the audience
dominate but when the choir commences its performance the crowd begins to quiet down (overall
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reduction in intensity). As the performance progresses, one begins to appreciate harmonies being
vocalized by certain members of the choir (homogenization of signal as measured by a reduction
in variability in our experiment) while other portions of the choir are disharmonious singing unique
notes (heterogeneity or increased variability in the signal). Taken together, and finishing the
analogy, the intermingling of harmonies from one area of the choir combined with the
disharmonious aspects of another, as a gestalt, leads to a beautiful aggregate of enchanting
melodies.

In summary, unique geometric configurations of aggregates of copper wire built to serve as
magnetic field generating devices demonstrate unique characteristics in terms of their effects on
altering the ambient EM environment. These changes allow for reduced environmental noise in
the order of 20-30 nT, allowing for a reduction in the intensity of change required for the system
to identify and respond just noticeable effects. Applied EMF stimuli through these geometries may
not be different depending in the application investigated. Further research may reveal statistical
features of EM storing capacity, under different experimental conditions, as well as demonstrating
unique frequency and power distributions of induced voltage fluctuations.
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Chapter 5
5.1 General Discussion

Throughout the experiments presented, we have described unique features that were associated
with the temporal structure of electromagnetic fields and the material (physical) sources from that
these field are generated. In our discovery, we have characterized the effectiveness of burst-firing
EMF, a pattern that was derived from the activity of amygdaloid-hippocampal cells, and its
synergisms with respect to sub-micromolar concentrations of forskolin in a cell model of
neuritogenesis. In this endeavour, we were successful at determining the most appropriate pattern
as well as discussing the relevance of exposure duration, identified the role of intensity and timing,
and attempted, albeit in vein, to demonstrate the biomolecular course of action that accommodates
the observed changes with respect to concomitant treatments to burst-firing EMF and chemical
stimulation with forskolin. We have likened our findings to that of a well constructed narrative
and presented this as an analogy for the resonance-like phenomenon that has been attributed to
what we have measured. Caution is recommended in interpreting these results and utilizing this
analogy as more data may provide conflicting evidence suggestive of a more appropriate
mechanism.

Our findings suggest that the pattern (described as the content of a narrative) of EMF exposure is
important to the activation of PC-12 cells to respond with extensions of their plasma membrane
(i.e., neurites) secondary to chemical stimulation with forskolin. While the volume (intensity) and
the speed at that the narrative is read (alterations in the point duration and inter-stimulus delay, or
successive presentations of the same pattern) contribute very little to the effectiveness of the
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patterned EMF, at least in this model of observation. Duration of exposure also seems to mitigate
and contribute, at least in part, to the effectiveness of the target pattern with trends towards a
greater proportion of plasma membrane extensions measured with longer durations. If one
assumes, as is the case with list-learning tasks or rote memorization, that the greater the number
of iterations of the important information the more likely that the message is to be appropriately
interpreted and remembered. It was also determined that different forms of EMF energy (i.e.,
rotating EMF vs. patterned EMF generated through solenoids) produce different results. If we
continue with the analogy of a narrative of instructions that direct a system to respond in a certain
way, then we can consider the form of EMF energy as the “language” of the narrative. Consider
that we liken the system of observation to the auditory cortex of an individual whose primary
language of communication and comprehension is English with no exposure to other languages.
Then, and only then, if the language of instruction is presented in English will they respond
congruently to the directions presented and accurately perform whatever task is requested.
However, if the same set instructions were presented to the English speaker in German, the
likelihood that the individual will accurately complete the task is reduced. Similarly, if the energy
or the form of the EMF is incorrect or incongruent with the system that it is designed to affect that
system may respond in an unpredictable manner or will not react to the stimulus.

What was also determined was that distinct apparatuses wrapped in copper wire to create unique
geometric configurations through that patterned EMFs are generated, can impact the effectiveness
of said field. The changes observed with respect to unique structures around that copper wire is
wrapped either enhanced or reduced the proportion of plasma membrane extensions in a PC-12
model of neuritogenesis, as well as affecting measurements of ultra-weak photon emission (UPE)
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from melanoma cultures. In some way, the physical nature of the EMF-generating device has
impacted correlates of function (i.e., differentiation and UPE spectral profiles), in such a way that
the differences obtained can identify the equipment used during the experiment.

We have argued, at least from the perspective of biology, that structure dictates function and
provided a series of examples that supported this assertion. Considering that the geometric
configuration around that copper wire is wrapped may impact the biological relevance of an
applied EMF further investigation is required. If we adapt our analogy of a narrative or language
and shift it to the perspective of creating music by way of an instrument, we may be able to shed
some light on these features. Consider an acoustic guitar and a guitarist who is instructed to
repeatedly play a series of musical scales. In a standard setting, with standard equipment, each of
the notes ring clearly and produce harmonious and concordant tones. Now, if we were to introduce
an altered instrument whose housing was cuboid rather than bulbous in shape, and the artist was
asked to play the same scales again the perception of the notes would be different and may be
interpreted as discordant. Changes in the structure will ultimately change the function, even
slightly. The greater the change in a structure the greater the noticeable difference.

Our results suggest that unique geometric organizations around that copper wire is wrapped,
especially when that shape approaches a dome, can reduce the ambient, static magnetic
background. Furthermore, the individual geometries respond in subtle, albeit not statistically
significant, manners to a myriad of physical manipulations. This would suggest that the geometries
used in the experiments respond in a manner similar to that of individual differences. Again, we
have defended that even though the observed differences may be small and statistically
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insignificant, that they are not inconsequential. As a whole, this project demonstrates, at least
provisionally, that the equipment employed as the source generator for EMFs is important to the
bio-effectivity of the pattern of that EMF. Future endeavours should aim to identify whether the
complexity of the physical application geometry can influence 3-dimensional models, as all
investigations conducted in this thesis examined the relevance in electromagnetic field physical
application geometry in 2-dimensional samples.

5.2 Implications and Future Directions

The results demonstrated in this thesis have shown the potential to use patterned EMF in
combination with forskolin to promote neurite outgrowth in PC-12 cells. The implications of such
work would constitute the foundation for EMF-mediated therapeutic intervention especially in
Parkinson’s disease (PD). A hallmark neurophysiological correlate of PD is the deterioration of
midbrain dopaminergic cells most notably within the substantia nigra (Lang and Obeso, 2004).
Reconstituting dopamine supplies, either by promoting cell survival or with cell replacement,
would be of marked benefit to the individual. It is important to note that PC-12 cells induced to
form neurites as demonstrated in the model outlined in this document, have been shown to respond
to dopamine stimulation and actively undergo dopamine neurotransmission (Kozminki et al., 1998;
Loder and Melikian, 2003; Ohare-Imaizumi et al., 1991; Pothos et al., 1998). Cell replacement,
either by direct injection or vector assisted implantation, with PC-12 cells followed by treatment
with forskolin or nerve growth factor (NGF) in combination with exposures to burst-firing EMF
may serve as a cost-effective alternative for the treatment of PD. However, in vivo studies would
have to be conducted in order to assess the efficacy of this methodology.
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Prior to in vivo analysis, functional features of PC-12 cells induced to promote neuritogenesis by
way of forskolin and burst-firing EMF exposures, must be identified. In this vein, it would be
prudent to assess any and all alterations in dopamine synthesis and neurotransmission and typify
these reactions as approximating normal, healthy functioning cells. In so doing, we would be able
to examine whether burst-firing EMF exposure is represented functionally in the activity of these
cells by assessing pulse-rate using patch-clamp technology. These investigations may demonstrate
the influence that point duration and inter-stimulus interval have on the activity of these cells, a
feature that may have been overshadowed by solely measuring morphology. Comparing EMF
treated samples to what is normally occurring in fully functional systems would allow us to
potentially tailor our treatments to best suit the requirements of the system. Functional analysis
(i.e., assessing firing rate, dopamine concentration, dopamine response reactions, etc.) of these
cells would not only rule out changing the temporal structure of the applied pattern, it would also
demonstrate the potential contribution of intensity.

An additional feature in PD is neurodegeneration subsequent to L-DOPA treatment as well as the
naturally occurring changes associated with disease progression (Meredith et al., 2008; Zhang et
al., 2005). It would be of interest then to challenge our PC-12 cells induced to generate neurites
when presented with the combination of forskolin an burst-firing EMF with L-DOPA or MPP+ (a
chemical agent that induces PD-like symptoms in vivo) and measure cell integrity and survival as
some data has been collected has shown that induced PC-12 cells respond by undergoing apoptosis
when challenged with L-DOPA (Park et al., 2012; Velez-Pardo et al., 1997; Walkinshaw and
Waters, 1995) and MPP+ (Xu et al., 2017; Santos et al., 2015; Zhu et al., 2012). These
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investigations would provide insight to the neuroprotective value of burst-firing EMF on these
cells. Based on the findings in this latter study, we may design additional experiments, such as the
investigation of burst-firing EMF treatment following forskolin or NGF induced neuritogenesis,
as an adjunct therapy to L-DOPA treatment or as a standalone treatment regime for neuroprotection
against neurodegeneration.

Although the data collected here has implicated pharmaco-magnetic synergisms for neurite
formation, no underlying mechanism has been identified. We propose additional investigations to
effectively discern the biomolecular mechanism of action in a step-wise fashion. In the first phase,
completing a treatment course with burst-firing EMF and inhibitors, as outlined in Chapter 2,
would serve as a screening method for the identification of downstream effects that drive the
observed morphological changes. In the second phase, manipulating specific targets identified by
first phase experiments such that they become constitutively active/inactive and exposing these
systems to our pharmaco-magnetic stimulations would be revealing. These latter investigations
would provide more insight to other potential chemical agents that could be used as a more costeffective replacement for forskolin. Additionally, identifying the appropriate pathway of action
and sequential timing of the events within the cascade leading to neurite outgrowth, would allow
for the development of specifically patterned EMF configurations and application regimes that
could completely circumnavigate chemical manipulation. Our data collection was also limited in
duration (1 hour exposures) to the burst-firing EMF and single treatments of forskolin. We suggest
further exploration into the duration of EMF exposure by assessing lengthier treatments (i.e., 6,
12, and 24 hours), multiple EMF exposures over the course of neurite development (i.e., 6 hours
per day for 3 days), multiple stimulations with forskolin (i.e., 0.5 µM a day for 3 days), and the
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combination of such manipulations. The aim, again, is to ultimately demonstrate the utility of
patterned EMF exposures to best maximize neurite production, higher order branching, and intercellular contacts, as a means to identify the effective treatment regime necessary to assist in PD
management.
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Appendices

Appendix A1: Photographic representation of the 4-D exposure apparatus from different points of
view. Front (top left); Top (Top right), Corner (bottom left), side (bottom right).
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Appendix A2: Photographic representation of the 4-D application geometry with
corresponding computer generated patterned EMF (computer) and custom built digital-toanalog converter (DAC; blue box).
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Appendix B1: Photo of the Resonator.
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Appendix B2: Technical specifications and description of the Resonator
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MULTI-ROTATOR MAGNETIC
RESONATOR
EMBODYING SACRED GEOMETRY
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FIELD OF THE INVENTION
The present invention relates to devices that
utilize magnetic fields arising from the rotation of magnets,
that
devices may be useful in the field ofpurilication
and healing.

Sacred geometrical patterns are patterns
constructed using
the sacred geometrical ratios, such as
exemplified by the
"Seed of Life" pattern, used in the description of
preferred
embodiments set out below. Other sacred
geometrical shapes
and patterns include, without limitation,
pentagons, pentagrams, hexagrams, equilateral
triangles, squares, rectangles
with sides having a 2: I ratio, vesicapisces and 3dimensional
structures such as the pyramid and the cathara
grid. Other
shapes, patterns and structures will be known to
those versed
in sacred geometry.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

15

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
A variety of devices have been proposed for the
purpose of
20
purifying water through the use of magnetic
fields. Most
purifying devices are stagnant magnets, few are
rotating and
require contact with one or more rotating magnets
within a
vessel containing the water to be purified. In
contrast, Applicant has previously invented magnetic
purification devices
that require only that the substance to be purified 25
be near
the device. Applicant's earlier inventions are
exemplified in
Applicant's Canadian Patent Application Nos.
2,488,776 and 2,526,977.

In very general terms, the present invention
recognizes that
a significantly more eflèctive field may be
realized in a magnetic resonator embodying sacred geometry by
repeating a magnetic pattern based on sacred
geometry axially along a
rotating roller and by utilizing a plurality of
rollers arranged parallel to one another.
More particularly, a magnetic resonator is
provided that
has a support structure and a plurality of roller
assemblies
mounted thereto for rotation about respective
axes of rotation
that are generally parallel one to another. Drive
means are
coupled to the roller assemblies to rotate each of
the roller
assemblies about its respective axis of rotation
relative to the
support structure. Each roller assembly houses a
plurality of
magnets disposed along respective axes of the
roller assem-
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Applicant's earlier inventions recognize that
using a plu30
rality of magnets arranged in patterns that
conform to
"sacred geometry" (that is discussed in more
detail below)
is significantly more effective than the simple
rotation of a bar
magnet. Nevertheless, despite Applicant's
advances to date,
there is a desire for even more efficient and
compact devices
for purifying such things as food, water, air and 35
soil and direct
application to human and animal body surfaces
for healing.
The term "sacred geometry" does not refer to any
religious
significance. In contrast, the term "sacred
geometry" is a
well-known term of art that refers to a number of
basic
geometrical patterns and sequences that reoccur 40
in nature.
While some of the patterns may have been used
in religious
rituals because of the belief that such patterns
have a fundamental connection with nature and humanity, this
is not the
locus of the present invention.

blies. The plurality of magnets are grouped in a
plurality of first and second arrangements with a
first arrangement being
interspersed between a pair of second
arrangements. At least
one of the first and second arrangements
incorporates a pattern or shape based on sacred geometry.
The first arrangement of magnets may be a
"seed of life"
pattern.
The second arrangement of magnets may
include a plurality of magnets disposed generally equidistantly
about the
respective axes of rotation in a generally
pyramid or coneshaped pattern or shape with a vertex of the
pyramid or cone
facing the first arrangement.
The magnets in the second arrangement may
have discernible front and rear faces on opposite sides of a
longitudinal
axis. The magnets may be arranged with the
longitudinal axes
lying along the pyramid or cone shape. Each
magnet may be
rotated by an equal amount in a common
direction from its
neighbour whereby diametrically opposed
magnets have
their respective front and rear Faces Facing in
generally perpendicular directions.

There are numerous publications that discuss 45
sacred
geometry. Exemplary ones include The Ancient
Secret of the
Flower of Lilè (W. I and Il) by 'Drunvalo
Melchizedec and
the Internet (see [Or example
The magnets in the first and second
http:/www.intent.com/sg) and
arrangements may have
the reader is relèrred to those [Or a more in-depth generally planar front and rear Faces joined by
study of
curved side
Faces that meet at opposite ends 10 present a
sacred geometry.
lens-like proVery broadly, sacred geometry generally relates to file when viewed from the front or rear Faces
patterns
and a generally
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and figures created or embodying one of live basic rectangular profile when viewed from the side
geometriface, with the
cal ratios: Pi, •V2, •x/5, •x/3, and Phi.
longitudinal axis of each lens extending through
its ends.
Pi is the ratio of the diameter of the circle to its
The magnets may be mounted in support blocks
circumlèrhaving
ence.
recesses lòrmed therein (Or receiving and
orienting the magA/2 is the length of a diagonal of a square with
nets.
sides of
The support blocks may be cylindrical and
housed in roller
length I .
assemblies comprising a tubular shell of a nonmagnetic
A/5 the length of the a diagonal of a rectangle with material. Retainers may be provided that act
sides of
between the
length I and length 2.
shell and the support blocks 10 constrain the
support blocks
A/3 is the length of the chord connecting the points against rotation relative 10 the shell.
of 60
intersection of two circles each having a radius l,
The magnetic resonator may have three roller
where the
assemblies
circumlèrence of each intersects the centre of the
spaced equidistantly about a common axis.
other.
Phi is ( l +/5)/2 and is a naturally occurring ratio
The magnets may be arranged with their north
prevalent
and south
in animal and plant skeletal structures. It is also
poles alternating.
retèrred 10 as
the "golden ratio". Most naturally occurring fractal
The magnetic resonator may have lour first
arrangements
patterns,
such as snowflakes, tree shapes and so on, 10110w of magnets and nine second arrangements of
the golden
magnets.
ratio.
Each second arrangement may include six
magnets.

3

4

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

drums illustrated, mounted for rotation about
respective rotational axes 104 generally parallel
to each other.
The roller assemblies 102 and their respective
axes are also
parallel to and spaced equally about a common
axis 106.
Three roller assemblies 102 are illustrated
arranged with
their respective axes 104 arranged to correspond
to the cor-

FIG. 1 is a perspective view from above showing
a top, a
side and an end of a magnetic resonator according
to the
present invention with its outer cover removed;
FIG. 2 is a view corresponding to FIG. 1 but
showing the
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opposite side;

FIG. 3 is a top plan view of the magnetic
resonator of FIGS. 1 and 2;
FIG. 4 is a front elevation corresponding to
FIG. 3•
FIG. 5 is an end elevation of the magnetic
resonator of

10

FIGS. 1 and 2;
FIG. 6 is a plan or elevational view of a roller
assembly of
a resonator unit according to the present invention 15
(as the
roller assemblies illustrated are cylindrical, plan
and eleva(ional views would be similar);
FIG. 7 is a sectional view of the roller assembly
taken on
line 7-7 ofFIG. 6•
FIG. 8 is a sectional view of the roller assembly 20
of FIG. 6
corresponding to line 8-8 of FIG. 7 and showing a
magnet
holder according to the present invention;
FIG. 9 is a sectional view of the magnet holder
of FIG. 8
taken on line 9-9 of FIG. 8•
FIG. 9A is a perspective view of a "lens" shaped 25
magnet
according to the present invention;
FIG. 10 is a front elevation of a magnet holder
according to
the present invention for holding 1 8 magnets;
FIG. 11 is a rear elevation of the magnet holder
of FIG. 10•
FIG. 12 is a section on line—12-12 of FIG. 10•
FIG. 13 is a section on line 13-13 ofFIG. 10•
FIG. 14 is a section on line 14-14 ofFIG. 10•

30

ners of an equilateral triangle when viewed from
the end, such
as in FIG. 5.
A prototype magnetic resonator 100 built
according to
such an arrangement has provided beneficial
results in testing. It is however expected that other numbers
and arrangements of rollers may work. Certainly beneficial
results, albeit
a smaller resonant field is achievable with a
single roller assembly 102.
Each of the roller assemblies 102 contains
magnets
arranged according to a pattern conforming to
sacred geometry as described in detail further below.
The roller assemblies 102 are rotated about their
respective
axes 104 by any suitable motive power means or
rotator to
create a resonant magnetic field. A suitable
rotator, as illustrated, may include a motor 108 rotatably
coupled to the
rotator assemblies 102 by a drive belt 112 that
rides on and
frictionally engages driven pulleys 110 mounted
to the rotator
assemblies 102. A driving pulley 114 mounted
to an output
shaft of the motor 108 and presses against the
drive belt 112
to frictionally engage the belt 112.
It will be appreciated that the pulley and belt
arrangement
is exemplary and may be substituted with other
drive assemblies such as a sprocket and chain assembly or a
gear drive
assembly, to mention but two alternatives.
The balance of the structure illustrated in FIGS.
1 through
5 is mostly support structure for the mounting
and support of
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FIG. 15 is a front elevation of a magnet holder
according to
the present invention for holding 6 magnets;
FIG. 16 is a section on line 16-16 ofFIG. 15•

35

FIG. 17 is a section on line 17-17 ofFIG. 15•
FIG. 18 is a section on line 18-18 ofFIG. 15•
FIG. 19 is a front elevation showing hidden
detail of a
magnet holder according to the present invention
for holding
six (6) magnets

40

FIG. 20 is a top plan view of the magnet holder
of FIG. 19'
FIG. 21 is a perspective view ofthe magnet
holder of FIGS.
19 and 20 taken from the direction of line 21-21
of FIG. 2()•
FIG. 22 is a section on line 22-22 ofFIG. 19;
FIG. 23 is a section on line 23-23 ofFIG. 19;
FIG. 24 is a front elevation of a magnet holder
according to
the present invention [Or holding eighteen (18)
magnets;
FIG. 25 is a rear elevation ofthe magnet holder
of FIG. 24;
FIG. 26 is a top plan view ofthe magnet holder
ofFIG. 24;
FIG. 27 is a perspective view ofthe magnet
holder ofFIGS.
24, 25 and 26 taken from the perspective ofline
27-27 ofFIG.
26;
FIG. 28 is a section on line 28-28 of FIG. 24;
FIG. 29 is a section on line 29-29 of FIG. 24;
FIG. 30 is a perspective view of a magnet holder
according
to the present invention (Or holding eighteen (18)
magnets;
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the components described above. The support
structure illustrated includes a base 120 to that roller assembly
support
plates 122 are secured to extend generally
perpendicularly
therefrom. The roller assembly support plates
would typically
house bearings into that respective ends of the
roller assemblies 102 are journalled for low friction
rotational support.
The motor 108 may be supported on the base
120 by an
adjustable motor mount 122 to allow for
tensioning of the
drive belt 112 by moving the motor 108.
A non-magnetic cover (not illustrated) may be
provided
over the magnetic resonator 100 for aesthetics
and to protect
against inadvertent contact with any moving
parts.
The roller assemblies 108 and parts thereof are
illustrated
in detail in FIGS. 6-31. Each roller assembly 108
has a generally cylindrical shell 130 of a non-magnetic
material (Ibr
example aluminium) inside of that is disposed an
array of
lens-shaped magnets 132 disposed generally
axially therealong.
"Non-magnetic" as used herein is intended to
relèr to a
material that doesn't significantly interlère with
the magnelic field associated with the magnets 132.
The array of magnets 132 generally comprises
two
arrangements. A first arrangement 134 is a
radially disposed
"seed of lilè" pattern as shown in FIG. 8.

224
and
FIG. 31 is a front elevation ofthe magnet holder
ofFIG. 30
showing representative radii of curved portions of
FIG. 30.
60

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

A magnetic resonator according to the present
invention is
generally indicated by relèrence
in the 65
accompanying
illustrations. The magnetic resonator
basically
comprises
a plurality of roller assemblies 102, such as the
cylindrical

5
first arrangement 134. In other words, the
magnets 132 of the
second arrangement 136 diverge from the
rotational axis 104
away from the adjacent first arrangement 134.
As can be seen in FIGS. 9 through 16, each of
the magnets
132 of each second arrangement 136 has a
slightly different
orientation than the remaining magnets 132 of the
second
arrangement 136. As mentioned above, each
magnet 132 has
a generally lens-like shape in that it has generally
parallel
planar side faces 140 and curved front and rear
faces 142
that meet at opposite edges 144 as can be seen in 10
FIG. 9A.
A lens axis 146 extends through each lens 132
between the
edges 144 equidistant from the side faces 140.

A second arrangement 136 generally comprises
six magnets equidistantly spaced about the rotational
axis 104 of the
roller 102 in a generally conical layout. In other
words, one
end of each ofthe magnets 132 is closer to the
rotational axis
138 than is its opposite end. Hence the magnets
132 of the
second arrangement 136 either converge or
diverge relative 10 the rotational axis 138
(depending on one's frame of relèrence).
A second arrangement 136 is located adjacent
each first
arrangement with the magnets 132 of each
second arrangement 136 being closest 10 the rotational axis 104
adjacent the

6
Use of the resonator 100 doesn't require that the
object to
be treated surround the roller assemblies 102.
Being adjacent
thereto is generally sufficient and accordingly, in
the case of
fluids all that is required is that a non-magnetic
conduit for the
fluid pass by the resonator 100. It is believed
that purification
time will depend on the substance being purified
and the
overall size of the resonator 100. For water
purification using
a resonator 100 having rollers of about 17 inches
in length and
about 4 inches in diameter it is believed that
approximately
0.03 seconds would be required for killing a
virus. PCB 's may
require about 20 minutes. Accordingly it should
be apparent
that a continuous flow operation (as contrasted
with a batch
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Each lens 132 in the second arrangement 136 is
oriented as
if it has been rotated about 30 0 (thirty degrees)
about its lens
axis 146 relative to the immediately adjacent
lenses 132. The
arrow indicated by relèrence 148 in FIG. (DA
illustrates the
rotation. FIGS. 12 through 14 and 15 through 18
illustrate the
resulting orientations. Note for example that one
of the two
lenses 132 apparent in FIG. 12 (to the left as
illustrated)
presents its side face parallel to the plane of the
page whereas
the other (to the right as illustrated) has its side
faces 140
perpendicular to the plane of the page. FIG. 16
illustrates the
reverse arrangement.

15
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The magnets 132 are held in their respective
positions by
respective 18 magnet and 6 magnet holders 150 25
and 152.
FIGS. 10 through 14 and 24 through 31 illustrate
the former
and FIGS. 15 through 23 illustrate the latter.
Quite simply the
magnet holders 150 and 152 are non-magnetic
blocks with
suitable recesses for receiving the magnets 132 to
align and
30
hold them in their desired positions.
The 18 magnet holders 150 hold both a first
arrangement
134 and a second arrangement 136 of magnets
132. The 6
magnet holders 152 hold only a second arrangement
136 of
magnets. It should be borne in mind that the
magnet holders
150 and 152 are merely exemplary as no doubt 35
other securement means are viable. For example the entire
array could be

operation) may be viable at least for some
applications.
The above description focuses upon the use of a
"seed of
lilè" pattern. The seed of lilè is but one
geometric pattern
that incorporates the reoccurring ratios or
sequences Ibund
in nature that are collectively referred to as
"sacred geometry". It is believed that the inherent ratios of the
sacred
geometry associated with the "seed of life" has a
strong
influence on the effectiveness of the resulting
magnetic field.
Accordingly, it stands to reason that beneficial
results would
also be achieved by selecting other of the
geometric patterns
within the sacred geometry group.
The magnets 132 should be as strong as
reasonably possible. Accordingly rare earth magnets are
presently preferred
in view of their high strength to size ratio.
Whilst this is a
preference it is not a requirement. Other forms
of permanent
magnets or even electromagnets may be used.
Preferably the
magnets 132 are symmetrically disposed to
minimize rotationally induced vibration during use. The
magnets are preferably arranged in alternating north-south
orientation, but this
may be changeable.
The resonator 100 of the present invention is
believed to
have practical application as a means to purify
water or food
by killing pathogens and breaking down toxins.
The resonator
100 also may have practical application in direct
application
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cast into a suitable potting material such as a
thermosetting or
thermal setting polymer or a chemically setting
resin such as
epoxy.

to a human body and animals to assist in
restoring circulation,
treating inflammation, ulceration, viral and
bacterial infections and as a general tonic. The resonator 100
may also be
useful for reducing environmental toxins in air,
water, food
and soil. Preliminary tests are believed to be able
to show the
breakdown of toxic compounds (such as in
automobile
exhaust) into smaller and less harmlill
constituent elements
such as IC, CO, NO and

Reference is now made to FIGS. 20 through 23 40
illustrating
a six magnet holder 152. The 6 magnet holder
152 has a
generally cylindrical body 160 having a plurality
of recesses
162 each of that accommodates a single magnet
132
Each ofthe recesses 162 is configured to receive
its respec45
tive magnet in a desired orientation by closely
The above invention is described in an
engaging the
illustrative rather
side Faces 140 of the magnet 132.
than a restrictive sense. Variations may be
apparent to persons
Locating holes 164 are provided between
skilled in such arrangements without departing
opposite Faces
from the spirit
166 ofthe 6 magnet holder 152 to align with
and scope of the invention as defined by the
locating rods or
claims set out
bolts 168 (see FIG. 6) that extend through the
below.
roller assembly 102. The locating holes 164 align
the magnet holders 150
and 152 and secure the magnet holders 150 and
PARTS LIST
152 to the balance of the roller assemblies (Or
rotation therewith.
Relèrence is now made 10 FIGS. 24 through 31
resonator
that
illustrate 18 magnet holders 150. The 18 magnet
102 roller assembly
holders are
similar to the 6 magnet holders on one side but,
104 axis (roller assembly)
on the opposite side, include lilrlher recesses 170 Ibr
106 common axis (of roller assemblies)
receiving and holding the magnets 132 ofthe first arrangement 134.
108 motor
As with the
6 magnet holder 152, locating holes 164 are
110 driven pulleys
provided to align
with locating rods or bolts 168 and retain the 18
112 drive belt
magnet
60
holder 150 in a desired orientation within the
114 drive pulleys
roller assembly
104.
120 base
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In use, the motor 108 is activated 10 rotate the
roller assemblies 1 02 via the drive bell 1 12. The desired
speed al that the
rollers 102 rotate may vary depending upon the
purpose tor
that the resonator is 10 be used. For example, it is 65
believed
that running the roller assemblies 102 al 3,500 10
rpm
may prove 10 be beneficial in water purification
applications.

122 support plates
124 adjustable motor mount
130 shell (roller)
132 magnets
134 first arrangement (seed of lilè)
136 second arrangement (conical)

228
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8

138 rotational axis (roller assembly)
140 side face (lens)
142 front and rear faces (lens)
144 edges (lens)
146 lens axis
148 arrows (showing rotational displacement of
lens)
150 18 magnet holder

5

152 6 magnet holder
162 recesses (for holding magnets)
164 locating holes

10

166 opposite faces (of body)
168 rods or bolts (extending through roller
assembly)
170 recesses in 150 for holding first arrangement
of magnets
The invention claimed is:

1. A magnetic resonator comprising: a support 15
structure; a
plurality of roller assemblies mounted to said
support structure for rotation about respective axes of rotation
that are
generally parallel to one another; drive means
coupled to said
roller assemblies for rotating each of said roller
assemblies
20
about its respective axis of rotation relative to
said support
structure; each said roller assembly housing a
plurality of
magnets disposed along said respective axes; said
plurality of
magnets are grouped in a plurality of a first and
second

along said pyramid or cone shape; each said
magnet is rotated
by an equal amount in a common direction from
its neighbour
whereby diametrically opposed magnets have
respective of
said front and rear faces facing in generally
perpendicular
directions.
4. The magnetic resonator of claim 3 wherein:
said magnets in said first and second arrangements have
generally
planar side faces joined by curved front and rear
faces that
meet at opposite ends to present a lens-like
profile when
viewed from the said front or rear faces and a
generally
rectangular profile when reviewed from said side
faces; and,
said longitudinal axis of each said lens extends
through said
ends.
5. The magnetic resonator of claim 4 wherein:
said mag-

nets are mounted in support blocks having
recesses IUrmed
therein for receiving and orienting said magnets.
6. The magnetic resonator of claim 5 wherein:
said support
blocks are cylindrical; said roller assemblies
have a tubular
shell of a non-magnetic material housing said
support blocks;
and, retainers are provided that act between said
shell and
said support blocks to constrain said support
blocks against
rotation relative to said shell.
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arrangements in distinct, non-identical patterns, with
7. The magnetic resonator of claim 6 further
a first
comprising:
arrangement being interspersed between a pair of
three of said roller assemblies spaced
said second 25
equidistantly about a
arrangements; at least one of said first and second common axis.
arrange8. The magnetic resonator of claim 7 wherein at
least some
ments incorporating a pattern or shape based on a
seed of life
pattern.
of said magnets are arranged with their
respective north and
2. The magnetic resonator of claim 1 wherein: said south poles alternating.
second
arrangement of magnets includes a plurality of said
9. The magnetic resonator of claim 8 further
magnets 30
comprising:
disposed generally equidistantly about said
four of said first arrangements and nine of said
respective axes of
second
rotation in a generally pyramid or cone-shaped
arrangements, along each said roller.
pattern or
10. The magnetic resonator of any one of claim
1 wherein
shape with a vertex of said pyramid or cone facing
said first
each said second arrangement has six (6)
arrangement.
magnets.
3. The magnetic resonator of claim 2 wherein: said 11. The magnetic resonator of claims 1 wherein
mag- 35
said drive
nets in said second arrangement of magnets have
means is arranged to rotate said rollers at from
discernible
3,500 to 4 000
front and rear faces on opposite sides of a
revolutions per minute ("rpm").
longitudinal axis; said magnets are arranged with
said longitudinal axes lying
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Appendix C: Graphical representation of the burst-firing EMF pattern.
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Appendix D: Graphical representation of the burst-firing (top left), reverse burst firing (top right),
Thomas (bottom left), and 7-Hz burst (bottom right) patterns.
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Appendix E1: Photographic representation of the Helmholtz geometry from various perspectives.
Front view (top left), Top view (top right), Left-sided view (bottom, middle).
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Appendix E2: Photographic representation of the Hoberman geometry taken from various
perspectives. Front view (top left), Top view (right), Left-sided view (bottom left).
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Appendix E3: Photographic representation of the Rodin geometry taken from different
perspectives. Front view (top left), Top view (right), Left-sided view (bottom left).
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Appendix E4: Photographic representation of the Toroid geometry taken from different
perspectives. Front view (top left), Top view (right), Left-sided view (bottom left).
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Appendix E5: Pictographic representation of PC-12 exposure conditions to various magnetic field
generating devices (i.e., application geometries). The example provided demonstrates the
Hoberman geometry in the context of the experimental set-up.
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Appendix F: Photographs of the Faraday-bowls. Weavemesh (top row) and fly mesh (bottom row)
constructs ranging from left-to-right in terms of overall coverage.
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Appendix G: Photographic representation of experimental set-up for the measurement of
background, ambient fluctuations in the Earth’s magnetic field with the Hoberman geometry as an
example.
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Appendix H1: Graphical representation of the Thomas-EMF pattern.
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Appendix H2: Photographic representation of the experimental set-up for exogenous field
induction trials with the Hoberman geometry serving as an example.
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Appendix I: Photograph of the experimental set-up for the measurement of background voltage
fluctuations induced the various EMF coils in a Faraday cage and acoustic chamber.
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Appendix J: Photograph of the experimental set-up for measuring fluctuations in static magnetic
field measures in a standard incubator when the burst-firing EMF is generated through different
application geometries. Here, the Hoberman geometry is used as an example.

